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INTRODUCTION TO READINGS FOR ACADEMIC
WRITING 2ND EDITION
What This Book Is For

One of the supreme challenges to young, developing writers is that of mastering genreand-purpose-specific rhetorical styles. As difficult as it is for students of writing to learn the
subtle nuances of differing rhetorical modes in their native language, this problem is
compounded immeasurably in the case of students learning to write academic-level prose in a
second or foreign language. Considering that every written language will have its own distinct
preferences and rules dictating what is considered a “good approach” to written discourse, we
can immediately see how such students are essentially starting from scratch as they learn to
write in the target language; their native language skills usually may not directly transfer, and
in fact, may actually interfere with successful acquisition of the rules for written discourse in
the language of study. Adding to the problem is the fact that students learning to write in a
foreign language are not likely to have encountered much in the way of authentic, academiclevel essays in the target language which they could draw upon to visualize and internalize the
structural rules and form of a given rhetorical mode. That is where this book comes in…

How to Use This Book

The opening section is the product of collaboration between over 20 faculty members
of Akita International University (AIU) from various academic departments and disciplines
across the undergraduate and graduate curricula. The essays assembled within were written
expressly to be used as examples of professional-level writing in their respective rhetorical

modes, thus allowing students of writing to experience high-calibre readings which correspond
directly to the modes and the structural requirements that they are learning about in their
composition coursework. The writings were solicited, edited, and compiled by members of the
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) department’s Writing Curriculum Committee, and the
completed text was designed to be used throughout all three levels of EAP, as well as in the
two required Writing Composition courses at AIU. Additionally, within the institutional
context of AIU, this book has the further benefit of giving the university faculty an opportunity
to introduce themselves, their professional expertise, and their courses to incoming freshman
students through the articles they submitted for this collection, thus allowing these students an
advanced look at what educational opportunities exist at AIU and perhaps serving to guide
their class choices in future years. Likewise, it offers an opportunity for students to become
familiar with some key concepts and ideas from the disciplines they will be studying in the
near future.
New to the 2nd Edition
Many of the faculty essays from the 1st edition have remained, while some have been
removed because the faculty member is no longer at AIU and a few new essays have been
included. The faculty essays in this book are divided by rhetorical mode, as well as by length,
in order to correspond to typical ESL/EFL writing assignments. In the first section we have a
collection of short, paragraph-level writings designed for low-proficiency level students of
English in the following rhetorical styles: Descriptive, Process, Cause and Effect, Definition,
and Classification. In the Short Essay Writing section, the reader will find Narrative essays,
Process essays, Comparison/Contrast essays, and Argument essays. The Medium-length Essay
Writing section contains longer pieces of writing: Definition, Cause-and-Effect, Argument,
Critical Analysis, and Problem Solution. Finally, in the Research Writing section, we have

ii

compiled a selection of Argument syntheses, Explanatory syntheses, and an Empirical
Research paper.
New to the 2nd edition are essays written by current AIU students. The student essays
are divided into courses with all essays demonstrating the rhetorical modes students will be
completing throughout the semesters. For EAP, these include Process Writing, Cause & Effect
and Argumentative Writing. In Composition I, Critical Analysis and Argument Synthesis. For
Composition II, Primary Research Writing. All essays came highly recommended from the
writing instructors who graded them and are considered exceptional models incoming students
can learn from. These essays were chosen because they cover a wide range of topics, all of
which reflect current and recent issues in Japan but also from elsewhere in the world. Also new
is the About the Writer section. Here, the writers express a wide range of academic as well as
personal interests. Each essay opens with information about the writer, who they are, what they
are currently doing at AIU, comments about their essay and academic writing in general and
their advice for students about to start the respective writing course. The closing section
contains a glossary of academic writing terminology categorized into Stages and Strategies for
the Writing Process, Essential Parts of the Essay, Language, Grammar, Vocabulary,
Argumentative Writing and Primary Research Writing. This list is by no means exhaustive.
There are many other categories and words you will encounter during your studies but as you
progress through these courses, the words listed are intended as reminders. Reminders that the
Stages and Strategies for the Writing Process learnt in EAP can be applied in Composition I
and II. The words listed under Argumentative Writing, such as argument, analysis and appeals,
are applicable to other courses; and transferable to personal and professional domains.
Likewise, the category Essential Parts of the Essay may seem familiar but ultimately act as the
foundation of all forms of writing, academic or otherwise.
Leigh Yohei Bennett, Lecturer, English for Academic Purposes Program
Akita International University

iii

Lastly, the Appendix contains Primary Research Essays from the new Composition
II/AILA II requirements. In an effort to build bridges across the disciplines AIU students
encounter once they emerge from the EAP Program, AIU’s newly implemented Applied
International Liberal Arts curriculum (AILA) now requires students in Advanced Research
Writing (Composition II) to design and carry out an interdisciplinary primary research project
that incorporates learning from two additional courses they are also taking. Now fulfilling the
second step of four main AILA requirements, the new Composition II/AILA II requirement is
meant to further engage students in their current studies by considering the issues of our
times through multiple academic lenses. As the “I” (which stands for “International”) in the
new AILA curriculum suggests, students are also encouraged to work across international
borders to explore global relationships and consider how other cultures have approached the
issues they take up in their projects. Another significant aspect of the curriculum is students
'reaching out to the world' by designing a research instrument and conducting a survey,
interview (or series of interviews), or experiment through which to explore their research
question.
Students in the Fall 2021 Composition II/AILA II Pilot course came up with diverse
collection of unique multidisciplinary topics, which can be seen in the titles of their final
papers: “Feminism in International Relations: The Significance of Female Engagement for
Societal Peace” by Nanami Igusa, “Foreign Aid: Idealism Versus Reality in Sustainable
Educational Development” by Miu Ueno, and “Human Actions and Climate Change:
Solutions from Technological and Sociological Perspectives” by Wataru Nakajima.
In the two Interdisciplinary Primary Research Essays featured in this appendix,
Sumire Harata draws from concepts in her Introduction to Gender Studies and Psychology
courses to investigate how unconscious bias has contributed to stereotypes that create a
gender gap in Japan’s STEM field, while Connor Kennedy incorporates Principles of
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Macroeconomics as well as his study of Intermediate Japanese to consider how Japan can
help Chile “avoid the resource curse” that so often plagues middle and low-income, but
resource-rich countries. Both students conducted initial interviews with AIU instructors, but
then reached well beyond the borders of the AIU campus to explore their topics: Sumire
interviewed an expert in Social Psychology from Hiroshima University whose writing she
encountered through her secondary research to critically evaluate the term rikejo (science
girl), while Connor’s interview of a Chilean citizen led to his discovery of a dangerously
small amount of public discourse among Chileans about Chile’s sought-after lithium
resources, so important to the production of electric vehicles in Japan and other countries.
While AIU students typically learn the APA (American Psychological Association)
style in their EAP and Composition I courses, students are encouraged to branch out to make
use of other styles and formats as appropriate to the disciplines they are exploring in
Composition II. That is why Connor has adopted the Chicago style in his essay, so often used
in the field of economics. The writing instructors at AIU hope that by reading these essays,
students coming up through writing courses in the EAP and Composition I will draw
inspiration to discover their own academic passions and interdisciplinary topics as they
prepare for their Composition II/AILA II experience.
Lee Friederich, Associate Professor, English for Academic Purposes Program
Akita International University

Message to Students

While each rhetorical mode has its own distinctive features and purpose, it is our hope
that the students using this text will be able to ascertain and internalize the common features
of English academic writing as they read and work with the example essays contained within
this text. For instance, in the Paragraph Level Writing section, students should be aware that
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academic writing should always contain a clearly-stated topic sentence. Likewise, supporting
sentences should be clearly identifiable, and the concluding sentence should bring everything
to a clear ending. In the case of both Short and Medium-length Essay Writing, the structure of
the essay should act as a framing device to make the essential elements of the essay clearly
visible. The introduction should contain a clear thesis statement which will define the topic for
the rest of the paper as well as indicating in which direction the essay will go. Subsequent body
paragraphs should be used to provide evidence or details that support the assertion of the thesis,
and the concluding paragraph should restate the thesis and briefly summarize the assembled
supporting evidence in addition to containing a strong conclusion to the essay. In the case of
Research Writing, en lieu of making an assertion and backing it up with evidence, the writer
starts with a researchable question, and through the process of either primary research or
assembling a case through the existing literature on a topic (secondary research), proceeds to
find the answer to said question.
Message to Instructors

Instructors using this book would be encouraged to use the model essays
corresponding to both the skill level of their students and the rhetorical mode the instructor is
teaching. The articles herein can then be analysed for form and function, and students can use
the articles as a guide when writing their own papers. Finally, it is worth noting that aspiring
second language writers need not be limited to learning rhetorical modes in class. As this
book is designed to showcase different writing styles across a host of purposes and topics,
people engaged in self-study of English writing will find this collection to be a valuable
resource which they can mine for information and ideas in developing their own style of
writing in the English language.

vi

Closing Message

This book has been great fun to produce, largely due to the enthusiasm and cooperation of all
those who have contributed in a variety of ways. My sincere thanks to all of the new
contributors to this edition. There are also the two reviewers, Naoko Araki and Lee
Friederich, who have been unfailingly supportive and responsive to my many queries and
requests for guidance. Without their efforts this textbook would not have been possible.
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SECTION I: FACULTY WRITING

Descriptive Paragraphs

1

The Delicate Arch
Clay Williams

While the long, winding sandstone canyons and multitudinous standing rock
5

formations that abound throughout the southern half of the state of Utah certainly are not
lacking in natural beauty, nothing else in the area approaches the majesty and wonder of the
Delicate Arch, which is so distinctive as to be emblazoned upon the state’s license plates and
has become an unofficial symbol of Utah. Located in Arches National Park, the five mile
hike from the main road to visit this natural sandstone arch does not discourage hundreds of

10

thousands of people from coming each year to visit this natural wonder. It would difficult to
find the arch without the abundant signs and well-marked trail. The arch is shielded by an
outcropping of rock on one side, and overlooks a steep drop-off on the other, making the arch
almost invisible from most angles until one is practically next to it. When taking the time to
scramble across the boulder-strewn trail, one rounds the final corner and is greeted by a

15

breath-taking sight. The rust-colored, natural sandstone arch stands in front of a natural bowl
in the rock, rising up some 20 meters from the edge. The legs of the arch are flared towards
the bottom, giving rise to its local nickname, “The Chaps.” The middle of the left leg of the
arch narrows to a thin point, giving it the appearance that it could break away at any moment
and send the entire structure tumbling down into the bowl or off the cliffs behind it. This

20

gives it the look of a structure that is as delicate as it is beautiful, and provided the inspiration
for its formal name. A closer look at the arch reveals a rainbow of varied yellow, white,
black, and blue streaks running through the dominant red hue of the rock which the sun
illuminates into patterns which change according to the time of day. This natural monument
truly encapsulates the raw beauty of the southwestern desert. If you have the opportunity,

25

please go to see it yourself.

2

Process Paragraphs

3

Internet Technology
Kim Carlson
What do we need to do to make a website or a blog? First, you need an idea.
5

After you have an idea, starting doing web searches about it. What kinds of websites are
already out there? Do you like any of them? What do you like about them? Become
friends with the History Tab in your browser to refer back to the sites you like. Also copy
and paste the URLs into an email and save it as a draft or email a copy to yourself, then
you can click on the links later. Your second step is to start thinking about what you are

10

going to write to display on the page. Open up Word and start writing or copy and paste
info you have already gathered from various places. Your third step is a creative one.
What image are you going to present online? How are you going to present it? Do you
need images, graphs, PDF files? Of course, it depends on your topic. Remember the
images have to be a certain format and size to be on a website. Large images (MB) are a

15

definite no-no. Also, some images online are free- try an image search in Google. The
fourth step, if you are creating a website, not a blog, is to purchase a Domain. Just do an
Internet search for domain. There are many companies out there selling domains. Do a
little research about the company before purchasing. Read reviews about them. Before
you type your credit card info and press enter remember to check the URL. Does their

20

URL have “https”? It must be Secure Socket Layer (SSL) before you send your credit
card information. The last and fifth step is to find a web hosting company; again
remember SSL. Just like all fine services, you need a host to help you. However, before
you ask your host to take care of your website, you need to create it! If you choose to
make a dynamic website, you can choose a company online that offers you a template, a

4

25

domain name, and web hosting. Once your new website is uploaded, you will have
become a member of the worldwide web.

5

Homelessness: One Woman’s Story
Sig Langegger

Enjoying the sunshine at lunchtime in a park downtown, a young woman
5

approaches asking you to give her a dollar. She exudes self-confidence and has a gentle
smile. Glancing at her outstretched hand you see it’s chapped and dry. You notice dirt
under her fingernails. You cannot help to spot bruising and scaring along her forearm,
common signs of injection drug use. Do you give her a dollar or turn away? Facing
homelessness and drug addiction unexpectedly like this can be shocking; but let’s

10

confront the whole story before categorizing her as “lazy” and an “addict.” This woman’s
name is Roxanne. Considering how she lost her home and job and came to her present
situation helps us understand homelessness and drug addiction as circumstances in which
people, who have histories and aspirations just like we do, find themselves. Roxanne, an
energetic woman in her 30s, lost her home as a consequence of predatory bank lending

15

that led to the 2008 financial crisis. As she lost her house, she was recovering from a
severe work-related back injury. Her doctor prescribed a high dose of oxycodone, an
opioid derived pain reliever. Like many patients, she quickly became addicted. After
losing her job and her health insurance, she could no longer afford prescription
oxycodone. She learned to stop painful withdrawal symptoms by injecting heroin, an

20

even more powerful yet far less expensive opioid available illegally. For four years
Roxanne found stability by collecting enough aluminium and copper to recycle in
exchange for cash. She established a new home-life in a hidden tent encampment tucked
under the freeway shared with four other heroin addicts. In 2012, her life became even
more difficult when the city government began enforcing a camping ban, which outlaws

6

sleeping in public spaces with any kind of protection from the elements such as a tent or
sleeping bag. Soon thereafter, Roxanne’s camp was destroyed by authorities, displacing
her and her friends from what had been their home for years. Roxanne now spends her
days collecting toxic scrap metals, begging for money for food and heroin, all the while
5

searching for a safe, hidden place to sleep each night. Do you give her a dollar?

7

Compare and Contrast
Paragraphs

8

Contrasting Two Philosophies of Education
Patrick Dougherty
The word “philosophy” refers to the general beliefs and attitudes possessed by
5

any individual or group. All teachers have a philosophy of education that guides them in
their teaching. This paper will compare Perennialism and Progressivism in order to show
why one, in my opinion, is better than the other. Perennialism gets its name from the
word “perennial” which means “forever” or “long-lasting.” A teacher who believes in
Perennialism feels that education should be based on traditional/classic thoughts, books,

10

and ideas. Basically, the wisdom of the past should be what is taught to students today. A
Perennialist feels that the truth is the same for all people across the world and, therefore,
the same curriculum should be taught to all students. Everyone should study the same
topics whether the students are being taught in Japan or Argentina. What exactly should
students study? Classic works such as those of the ancient Greek philosophers, Plato or

15

Aristotle. This is in contrast to the view of the Progressivist philosophy. Progressivism
comes from the word “progress.” To Progressivists the focus of education should be
placed on the student’s interests. Students should be encouraged to explore and make
their own investigations into topics, with the teacher serving as a guide. What students
study is a complex problem to the Progressivist. It involves understanding what the

20

community requires its members to know, and therefore, the curriculum can be different
from community to community, school to school, and even student to student. In
conclusion, the main difference between Perennialism and Progressivism is their
contrasting beliefs about what students should be taught. Perennialism argues for a
changeless curriculum that is based on the classics and Progressivism believes that the

9

25

curriculum should change and adjust according to the community’s and student’ needs
and interests. I believe that Progressivism allows for the focus of education to change in
relation to the changing needs of students and society. Education can stay flexible under
Progressivism and can address needs that arise. Progressivism is the better of the two
philosophies for a changing society.

10

Translating Horror: Comparing Ringu and The Ring
Sean O’Reilly

Almost since its inception, Hollywood has excelled at remaking films from overseas and
5

repackaging them for an American audience, but what is gained or lost in this sort of
cultural translation? One interesting case study of this process is the Hollywood remake
of the hit 1998 Japanese horror film Ringu. The Hollywood version, entitled “The Ring”,
was released in 2002 with a new cast speaking in English. It follows fairly closely the
narrative of the original Japanese film; both, for example, tell the story of a sinister girl

10

who is able to harm others through the medium of television by means of a cursed VHS
tape, and an intrepid journalist who makes it her quest to solve the mystery of the curse.
Moreover, both were major box office hits in their respective countries. In addition to
these broad similarities, however, there are also a few key differences between the two
films. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the fact that the 2002 Hollywood remake enjoyed a

15

budget 40 times higher than that of the original 1998 film, The Ring stands out from its
predecessor visually, with far slicker-looking cinematography. Atmospherically, The
Ring is also much brighter lit overall, leading to greater visual legibility (meaning it is
easier to see what’s happening on screen).It abandons the oppressive, murky gloom of the
original, which is generally quite darkly lit, and has a certain graininess in appearance

20

that reduces legibility but contributes to the growing sense of unease in the viewer. By
remaking Ringu, an intentionally dark, grainy film, in a brighter, more legible visual
mode, and displaying the sinister girl openly in the light of day—instead of half-seen in
the gloom of the original—the American crew swapped the distinctive visual ‘look’ of
Ringu for a more familiar Hollywood veneer.

11

Cause and Effect
Paragraphs

12

Democratization and Big Business in Korea
Kevin Hockmuth

In 1987, after decades of struggle, a collection of popular movements was
5

successful in forcing the military dictatorship that had ruled South Korea for almost thirty
years to permit free elections to take place. The transition from authoritarian to
democratic rule is a momentous occasion which leads to many significant changes in a
country’s politics, economics, and social structure. Often when considering
democratization, the emphasis is on the new rights and freedoms associated with a

10

democratic system being granted to citizens who previously had little freedom. Thus,
discussions of democratic transitions tend to focus on those who previously had little or
no rights and their new powers to organize and express themselves. This certainly
occurred following the political transition in South Korea. However, one of the major
effects of democratization in South Korea was to enhance the power of an already very

15

powerful social group, large corporations. The already highly influential role of these
massive conglomerates, also known as chaebol, expanded even further as a result of
democratization. There were two major reasons for this outcome. First, with democracy
comes elections, and running modern, media centered campaigns is a very expensive
task. As the wealthiest entities in South Korea, the chaebol were in the best position to

20

contribute money to candidates running for office and their political parties. This meant
that almost all candidates had to seriously consider the chaebol’s preferences when
making policies or they would risk not receiving donations. Second, just as
democratization forced the government to reduce many of the restrictions on people’s
freedom, it was also forced to roll back many of the rules it had used for decades to

13

25

control the chaebol’s business activities. This allowed the chaebol to engage in activities
that they had been barred from doing, such as borrowing money from foreign banks. For
these reasons, it is clear that democratization had the effect of making South Korea’s
powerful industrial giants even stronger.

14

Definition Paragraphs

15

Paragraph-Level Writing: Definition
'A Good Life'
Naoko Araki
It seems to me that we are bombarded with implied ideas about what a ‘good’ life
5

might look like or be, but rarely do we consciously consider the subject, and even more
rarely would we discuss it with others. Each time I turn on the television, I am assaulted
with advertisements for the latest car or home appliances that will make my life more
exciting, more convenient, or even more enviable to those around me. Programs such as
‘Master Chef’ tell me that even the act of food preparation should be accompanied by an

10

aspiration to be the most innovative or the most talented participant in this endeavor. The
message seems to be that a life filled with aspiration is a good life. When I think about
what good things are in my life, however they do not take the shape of the latest fourwheel-drive machine or of stylish, white household goods. Instead, they take the shape of
family and friends: spending a leisurely morning over a board game with my family,

15

going for a long walk with a friend, or writing a long chatty email to a friend. I love it
when, after a long day at work, my children come into the kitchen to make dinner with
me. “Pizza tonight! Yay! I was so hoping you would make pizza tonight,” one of them
says. “I know,” I say with a smile as we search the fridge for possible toppings. Despite
constant messages we receive to the contrary, a good life is not about accumulating

20

objects to provoke feelings of envy or admiration from others. A good life is seeing the
good and being joyful in the ordinary and sometimes even mundane moments of
everyday life.
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The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology
Andrew Crofts
The “central dogma of molecular biology”, a term coined by Francis Crick in
5

1956, states that genetic information stored within deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is used
in a two-stage process to produce the proteins that make metabolism, and thus life itself,
possible. The first step, known as “transcription”, is the process by which a ribonucleic
acid (RNA) transcript is produced from a DNA sequence. Transcription is thus analogous
to the simple copying of information from one page to another, albeit one where only

10

four letters are used, and where the stability of the copy, so-called “messenger” RNA, is
typically, and necessarily, much less than that of the original. Translation, as its name
implies, is the process which changes the language of the genetic information carried by
the messenger RNA, cracking the genetic code and shifting it from nucleic acids (the
“NA” in DNA and RNA) to amino acids which are linked together to build proteins. The

15

central dogma therefore describes the flow of genetic information from DNA to RNA,
and ultimately to protein. However, this dogma is not set in stone and has been modified,
like many scientific theories, as new discoveries have been made. The discovery of
retroviruses such as HIV, which store their genetic information in RNA, shows that
information may also flow from RNA to DNA through a process known as reverse
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transcription. Following the synthesis of DNA from RNA using this process, the usual
path of DNA to RNA to protein is followed. Another exception to the central dogma are
prions — proteins which have been implicated in degenerative brain disease. Prions are
misfolded proteins which have the unique ability to transmit this misfolded state to other
proteins. This process, therefore, represents the flow of information from protein to
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protein. Both of these examples, retroviruses and prions, demonstrate the importance of
building, testing and modifying scientific theories
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Children Requiring Japanese Language Teaching (JLT) in Japan
Yuka Hirata

In recent years, Japan has been struggling to deal with the educational needs of an
5

increasing number of children who were not initially raised in Japan and/or are being
raised in non-Japanese speaking households. Within these two broad classifications are a
number of distinct groups that need to be addressed when considering educational policy.
There are at least three categories within the broad classification of those not initially
raised in Japan. The first group is ‘returnees’ who are children of Japanese parents who

10

have returned to live in Japan. These children may have gaps in their knowledge of the
Japanese language, especially with regard to Chinese characters and culture-specific
knowledge. Second, children with non-Japanese parents who have moved to (or were
born in) Japan, are likely to require elementary Japanese language teaching (JLT) in all
four language skills. Finally, Hafu (ハーフ) children, who have one Japanese parent and

15

one non-Japanese parent, may require JLT if they have been raised abroad initially. NonJapanese children residing in Japan and Hafu children living in Japan may also belong to
the second broad classification – those children being raised in non-Japanese speaking
households. This is because there are many Hafu children being raised by a non-Japanese
parent while the Japanese parent is absent due to separation or a heavy work schedule.

20

However, Japan does not classify JLT needs in the ways described above. It simply
classifies children as Japanese or foreign and allows prefectures to attend to the needs of
Hafu and ‘returnees’ children in an ad hoc fashion. Thus, the figure of 71,000 children
registered as non-Japanese in the Japanese educational system is much smaller than the
actual number of children requiring JLT in Japan. Indeed, it is clear that ‘Returnees’,

20
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Hafu, and non-Japanese children may all have JLT needs that should be comprehensively
assessed. Additionally, many would hope that when such comprehensive assessment is
finally established, there will no longer be a need to use potentially divisive terms to
classify children in Japan.
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The Five Themes of Geography
Sig Langegger

While sociologists think about human interaction by asking who questions, and
5

historians think about temporal relationships by asking when questions, geographers ask
where questions. In coming to understand the many relationships between human groups
and between humans and their environments, professional and academic geographers
utilize five perspectives, or themes, to gain insight and acquire knowledge. The five
themes of geography are: location, place, region, movement, and human-environment
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interaction. Location most succinctly answers where questions, identifying in absolute
terms (longitude and latitude) and relative terms (near to A, far from B, bordering C, and
so forth) within an area on the planet. Place revolves around the characteristics of an
area. Descriptions of place are always complex, involving physical, social and cultural
attributes along with multiple interpretations of these attributes. A regional perspective
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proffers insight into how different areas share cultural, economic and political traits. To
map cultural regions geographers study similarities in dialects spoken, cuisines prepared
and religions practiced in contiguous areas. Other regional analyses center on formal
relationships such as prefectural politics, post delivery systems, voting districts, and
economic development zones. Movement studies are concerned with the modes and

20

means of ideas and people traveling between areas. Studying movement, geographers
focus on migration, both forced and voluntary, and the diffusion of ideas such as musical
styles and fashion. Geography is unique among academic disciplines because it
foregrounds relationships between social and the natural environments. Therefore the
fifth theme, human-environment interaction, is particularly important; it pivots on ways
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humans respond to and impact areas. For three million years Homo sapiens have been
making an increasingly large impact on the planet’s natural environments. Consequently,
much of what is considered to be the “natural environment” has long been shaped by and
for human use.
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A Lesson from High School Sports
Patrick Dougherty

I was a runner in high school. I was on the cross country and track teams. The
5

cross-country team’s season was in the autumn and the track team’s season was in the
spring; so, running was a year-round activity for me. I was a distance runner. In cross
country we ran three mile races (4.83 kilometers) and during the track season in the
spring, I ran the one mile and the two mile races (1.61 and 3.22 kilometers respectively).
Running was a big part of my life throughout high school. It kept me in shape, it gave me

10

a circle of teammates and friends, and it taught me some valuable lessons. I want to share
one of those lessons today. It involves the power of having others push us beyond what
we thought were our limits.
When I was a high school runner I was fast. I was one of the fastest distance
runners to ever graduate from my high school. I have proof of this in the fact that I was

15

the first runner from my school to break the 10 minute barrier for the two mile race. My
time was 9 minutes and 58 seconds. I did this during my second year in high school. The
next year I broke my own record and ran the two-mile in 9 minutes and 56 seconds. That
record still stands. Maybe the record still stands, not because no one else came along
who was faster, but because the system switched to the metric standard a few years after I
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graduated high school. They no longer run the two mile; so, my name and record is still
listed as the fastest two mile to ever be run by a runner from my high school.
Anyway, that is one story, but the story I need to tell you is this: in each race
where I ran faster than any runner had ever run from my high school, I did not win the
race. In the first case I came in second and in the second case I came in third. I ran those
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races with superior runners who pushed me to excel. I would not have run as fast had I
not had them pushing me to race as fast as I could. They made me work hard, they made
me excel, and they drove me to break the school record.
Sometimes students have come to me, or my daughters have complained, that
everyone in a class or on a team seems better than they are at something. I always tell
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them, “Good! They will drive you to excel and to go beyond what you thought were your
limits.” If you only work with people who are at the same ability level as you, or worse
than you, you might never push yourself to your greatest limit or achieve your greatest
success. The message here is do not be intimidated when you are surrounded by very
skilled people. Let them help you push beyond your limit

35
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How to Burn Calories without Exercising
Cu-Hullan Tsuyoshi McGivern

Let us first begin by reviewing the basics of weight loss through exercise, which
5

largely occur in two ways. First, the act of exercising directly burns the energy we ingest
from food, expending energy and therefore preventing it being stored as fat. Second,
physical activity increases your muscle mass. Bigger and stronger muscles use more
energy, which in turn increases the total amount of energy your body uses, and thus your
rate of metabolism increases. Finally, with a faster metabolism, you will use more energy
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throughout the day, even when you are not exercising, and even while you are sleeping.
For those that have the time and motivation to exercise, starting an exercise program to
lose weight is the most practical solution. Not all of us have the time or motivation to
exercise; however, we still want to lose weight. Dieting is an option, but it is a temporary
fix that often results in weight that was initially lost being regained once the diet ceases.

15

Do not lose hope though because it is possible to increase your metabolism and lose
weight while living a sedentary lifestyle. The following paragraphs will describe how the
act of eating frequently can increase your metabolism and lead to weight loss.
The idea behind increasing your metabolism without exercising is correlated to
how many meals a day you eat, and today’s society has ingrained in us that eating three

20

meals a day is “healthy.” Through advances in society and clever marketing, a systematic
schedule of eating three meals a day has become the norm. However, if we look back
further in history, our ancestors ate more naturally through the act of “grazing” (eating
small and frequent meals throughout the day). Ironically, from studying Neanderthals, we

28

can see that the secret to increasing our metabolism without exercising lies with adopting
25

a prehistoric approach to consuming food.
There are several steps to follow for increasing the metabolism without
exercising. The first step is to throw out the idea that eating three meals a day is healthy.
When more frequent meals are consumed through grazing, your body must work and
expend energy to digest and break the food down into a usable form of energy: calories.

30

This process is called the “thermic effect,” and the more often you eat, the more
frequently your body must digest food and put your body in a thermic state. This process
boosts your metabolism by placing your body in a constant state of energy expenditure.
The second step shows smaller portions should be eaten and meal frequency
increased to five to six times a day. To begin, start by eating smaller meals, and eat when
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you feel hungry thereafter. A good rule is to eat a small meal every few hours. This will
ensure that your body is constantly burning calories by being in a thermic state.
The final step is to continue the frequent and small eating habits. Eating smaller
portions frequently will promote a constant and steady release of energy, which has the
benefit of stabilizing blood sugar levels. It is also important in keeping mental

40

concentration and preventing vicissitudes in mood. This will help you feel more in
control of your temperament and your appetite.
In conclusion, you will burn more calories if your metabolism increases. Eating
small frequent meals throughout the day will promote more energy expenditure through
the process of digestion. If exercise and dieting do not appeal to you or if time is of the
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essence, then “grazing” for next summer’s body just might be the solution.
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The Human Cost of Gentrification: An American View
Sig Langegger

Neighborhoods deteriorate over time. Urban decay is inevitably rapid without
5

considered reinvestment in the built environment. Structures become uninhabitable,
sidewalks and streets crumble, shops close, and vacant land appears where buildings once
stood. In the United States it is unfortunately the ethnic neighborhoods that often become
blighted ghettos. Jobs disappear, while social problems such as vandalism, drug addiction
and violent crime appear. Cities redirect tax revenues intended to improve schools and
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maintain parks, playgrounds and sidewalks to the policing of these neighborhoods. As
social problems increase, property values depreciate causing property tax revenue to
fall. Business income also decreases, translating to reduced sales tax revenues. Without
these revenues cities have little power to stem neighborhood blight. A vicious cycle
ensues. People living in these neighborhoods invent play-spaces and ways to earn a

15

living, resulting in improvised playgrounds and informal, often illegal, economies. Social
problems consequently increase, requiring heightened police presence. Urban decay is
therefore a combined physical, economic and social problem-- one that many policy
writers and decision makers feel can be solved with gentrification. Decision makers see
gentrification as inherently good urban policy, one with numerous social and economic

20

benefits. However, gentrification as commonsense policy is not beyond criticism. All too
often the human cost of gentrification is overlooked. These costs include the cultural and
physical displacement of the urban poor from their neighborhoods.
What is gentrification? In classic terms gentrification is the movement of the
middle class—also known as the gentry—into urban environments populated by
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working-class families. In the context of the US, gentrification reverses the mid-century
“white flight” of white middle-class people from old inner-city neighborhoods to new
homes in surrounding leafy suburbs. Toward the end of the century, eager for the
convenience, energy and hipster-vibe of city life, many middle-class, typically white
people began moving from the suburbs back to inner city neighborhoods. As middle-class
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people relocated in these working-class neighborhoods, property values rose and
businesses began showing profits. In dire need of property and sales tax revenue to repair
streets and improve urban schools, many decision makers—mayors and city
councilpersons—facilitated gentrification. They asked, “What can be wrong with
encouraging people with money to move back to cities and help revitalize blighted

35

neighborhoods?”
Recall that urban decay is a direct result of disinvestment from inner-city
neighborhoods. The unpleasant truth is that decades of disinvestment from physical,
educational and economic infrastructures in US inner city neighborhoods was rooted in
racism. Prior to Civil Rights Legislation passed by the US congress in the 1960s, it was
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legal to use race as a legitimate proxy for neighborhood potential. Redlining, racial
steering, and blockbusting, all racist business practices used by the real estate industry,
were in fact legal until the mid-1960s. These policies ensured that African American and
Latino neighborhoods were devalued and segregated, causing untold misery to
generations of people of color living in American cities. The Civil Rights Movement
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neither eliminated racism nor did it erase the effects of centuries of racist land use
planning and real estate investment. Consequently, throughout the 20th century far more
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Latino and African American than white families suffered as their inner-city schools
worsened, buildings and sidewalks crumbled, and crime rates skyrocketed.
As white middle-class people move back into inner city neighborhoods, landlords
50

and building owners increase rental rates for commercial and residential tenants. While
property taxes and business taxes increase as planned, minority-owned businesses and
long time residents become displaced. In the process of gentrification, neighborhoodserving businesses like inexpensive restaurants and taverns, barber shops and discount
grocery stores are replaced by upscale wine bars, art galleries, trendy coffee houses,
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clothing boutiques, and expensive hair salons. As neighborhoods gentrify, many
struggling business like soul food counters and taco stands give way to modern European
fusion establishments. Not only can working-class people of color not afford these new
businesses, they often feel culturally alienated by them. Paying $3 for a sandwich or taco
is worlds away from dropping $25 on lunch at a trendy new bistro. Yet it is not simply
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the dramatic price difference, but the unfamiliar menu, strange décor, and wealthy
patrons that first create discomfort for working-class people in their own neighborhoods.
In a word, the established restaurants reflect a neighborhood’s ethnic, working-class,
whereas the hip new spots produce a white middle-class future.
As gentrification advances, people are displaced from their homes. Unable to
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afford rising rents or property taxes, long time residents are soon forced to move away
from the streets on which families and friends interacted, from places where personal
histories were established. Not only are long time neighborhood residents unable to enjoy
the benefits of gentrification such as new playgrounds, restored sidewalks and
refurbished buildings, they are also compelled to rebuild their lives elsewhere in absence
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of the community that once sustained them. Gentrification, proposed by city decision
makers as healthy neighborhood change, is geared toward the wealthy middle-class with
unjust consequences for the poor, working-class people whose histories, possibilities, and
communities are overlooked as their neighborhoods are overridden.
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Mathematics or common sense, which one is most helpful?
Florent Domenach

Mathematics is one of those academic subjects that students either love or hate.
5

Students either developed an intense dislike of it usually during high school or became
fascinated by it. Unfortunately, the majority of students are on the “hate” side - believing
that mathematics is hard, impossible to understand, with obscure formulas and no
practical application. This essay argues that despite its universal despise, mathematics is
important intellectually and ideally every student should investigate it and spend time

10

trying to understand it. Because mathematics is so vast, the argument presents a specific
focus. I begin by defining what a concept is and use this example to illustrate the
precision inherent to mathematics that is lacking in English or, for that matter, in any
language.

15

At AIU and in other learning institutions, understanding what a concept is an
important question as all courses are centered on a certain number of concepts
characterizing each course. For example, a class in international politics may mention the
concept of national strength where as a physical education class will mention physical
strength. Both of these vastly different courses mention the concept of strength in
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different contexts with different meanings. In order to understand what a concept is we
could turn to a dictionary. For instance, Merriam-Webster (2018) defines a concept as
either (1) something conceived in the mind, like a thought or a notion, or (2) as an
abstract or generic idea generalized from particular instances, i.e. the basic concepts of
psychology or the concept of gravity. The first definition is unhelpful, as “something
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conceived in the mind” is unclear and imprecise. But more importantly, this definition
raises more issues, for example should emotions conceived in the mind be considered
concepts? The second definition is more useful and is a good generalization of the
mathematical definition of concept. However, even in this detailed version of the
definition of concept, there are some imprecisions: given particular instances, how does
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one abstract or generalize them? For example, in trying to define the concept of cat, one
may start following this definition by considering all the cats one knows, and generalize
from them. However, which generalization is the correct one? If you only ever know
black cats, should you generalize that all cats are black? One branch of mathematics
aims to aims to explain the word “concept.” This branch is devoted to explaining this

35

definition by giving set of instances (named “I”)and set of attributes (named “A”).

A concept can be defined as a pair composed of an intent and an extent on a
specific dataset of the instances I and attributes A. The intent of a concept is the collection
of attributes, properties, or ideas, shared by these particular instances. The extent is made
40

of all the instances having all the attributes of the extent. Although this definition can
appear to be circular, it can be practically extracted from a dataset, through what Birkhoff
(1967) called polarized maps. It is in fact commonly used in machine learning when we
need computers to understand what concepts are. A concept is a contextualization (set of
particular instances) of an abstract idea (based on the attributes considered).
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Of course, one may argue that the formulas are missing in this explanation, which are the
hardest part of mathematics to understand. But this is a misrepresentation: mathematics is
an attempt at a universal language that doesn’t allow ambiguity. Its alphabet is not the
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English alphabet, and as such requires efforts to learn, but it allows levels of precision
and abstraction that are difficult which is not possible in any other language.
50
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Learner Autonomy
Joe Sykes

Learner autonomy has been a central issue in education for millennia from the
5

intimate tutelage of Socrates in ancient Greece, through the emergence of modern
democracy during the European enlightenment, to language classrooms around the world
today. It is broadly accepted that learner autonomy is a form of empowerment that allows
more effective and rewarding learning and, although it manifests differently across
cultures, is inalienable. For my purposes, I define learner autonomy as follows: Learner

10

autonomy is a system in which psychological factors of an individual interact with
external sociocultural and political forces, leading to the emergence of varying degrees of
self-direction over learning. This essay will detail the ‘psychological factors’ and the
‘sociocultural and political forces’ in question and describe behaviours that constitute
‘self-direction over learning’, to support a more comprehensive definition of learner

15

autonomy.

The psychological factors active in the learner autonomy system are: the learner
autonomy capacity; motivation and sense of agency. From a purely psychological
perspective, learner autonomy is “the capacity to take control of one’s own learning”
20

(Benson, 2011, p. 58), which is innate, but can be suppressed or enabled by the
individual’s social context. To learn autonomously, the learner must be able to exercise
control in various ways. Firstly, the learner must be able to manage their learning, by
deciding what they need or want to learn and identifying strategies to help them achieve
their learning goals. In order for this to be successful, learners must also be able to direct

40
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their attention to using the chosen learning strategies and reflect on their experience. For
authentic learner autonomy, they must also have control over what they learn, the
opportunity which is often absent in institutional settings (Benson, 2011). Together, the
knowledge and skills that allow this personally directed control constitute the learner
autonomy capacity, one of the psychological factors in the learner autonomy system.

30
Although, the capacity to control one’s own learning is, to some degree, innate,
without motivation to learn, it will not necessarily be exercised. Learning can be
motivated in several ways. Individuals often have in mind an image of their ideal self,
with knowledge and skills that they do not currently possess, such as the ability to speak a
35

foreign language, or build a house. The desire to bridge the gap between the current self
and the ideal self can provide a powerful motivation to learn. In addition, we also have in
mind future outcomes that we would like to avoid, such as failure to enter our university
of choice, or to get a satisfying job. The desire to avoid such negative outcomes can also
be a strong motivation. The actual learning experience itself, influenced by the classroom

40

environment, the teacher, the curriculum, the peer group and the degree of success felt by
the learner, can make learning enjoyable, which provides motivation in itself, or it can
feed one or both of the other two types of motivation (Dörnyei, 2009).

Bridging the gap between psychological potential and observable action is
45

agency. From a psychological perspective an agent - an individual who is exercising
agency – acts intentionally, on the basis of conscious decisions (Oxford, 2003). However,
a psychological interpretation of agency is insufficient here, since an individual’s agency
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can be suppressed by the sociocultural context, for instance, by parents or teachers
exercising their control over a child, or an authoritarian regime restricting the rights of its
50

citizens, or it can be enabled, as in a mutually respectful friendship in which decisions are
made collaboratively, or as part of a curriculum that encourages independent action.

None of the psychological factors – the capacity for learner autonomy,
motivation, nor agency – can exist in isolation from each other, nor the sociocultural
55

context; they are interlinked. Learning anything beyond the most basic of knowledge is
dependent on social interaction, whether between a student and her teacher, or an author
and reader, even the ability to converse with ourselves and reason is rooted in
conversations we have had with other people (Vygotsky, 1978). As such, to exercise and
develop our capacity for learner autonomy and direct our own learning is largely
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dependent on others. The skills and knowledge required to take control of our own
learning are developed mainly through focused dialogue with others, the opportunity for
which is dependent on the social structures within which the individual exists, such as the
family, the peer group, or the classroom. The opportunity for exercising agency is also
dependent on these structures. The immediate social structures influence, and are
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influenced by, broader sociocultural and political forces, such as cultural norms,
institutional, regional and national policies, political ideologies, and economic conditions.

Depending on the state of all the elements in the system and how they interact,
varying degrees of self-direction over learning emerge. A high degree of self-direction
70

would involve independence and interdependence, in achieving personally meaningful
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goals, in a rational way. For goals to be truly personally meaningful, the individual must
possess a critical awareness of the cultural and ideological bonds that bind them, to
enable the learner to break free and “become the author of [their] own world”
(Pennycook, 1997, p. 39). A high degree of self-direction enables the individual to make
75

an impact in their social context, potentially sending ripples out through the immediate
context to the broader sociocultural and political structures. In this way, the relationship
between individuals and their context is reciprocal.

In conclusion, learner autonomy is a complex system, in which psychological
80

factors of an individual – the learner autonomy capacity, motivation, and agency –
interact with elements of the sociocultural and political context, including peers, teachers,
parents, policies, cultural norms and ideologies. Emerging from these interactions are
varying degrees of self-direction over learning, a high degree of which enable individuals
to pursue personally meaningful goals and make an impact on their social context.
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Thinking in Strategic Board Games: Calculation and Intuition
Attila Egri-Nagy
What is thinking? This is a very big and general question. In order to say
something useful about this cognitive process, we need to limit the discussion. We can
5

consider problem solving, which is reaching some goal in a situation by choosing suitable
actions from a range of possibilities. To make it even more concrete, we restrict our
attention to traditional board games like Chess and Go. In these, the goal is clearly
defined, and the possible actions, the legal moves, are also indisputable.

10

Chess and Go are two player games. They are abstract: they do not directly model
reality. Even Chess pieces are quite removed from how a real army in historical times
looked like. They are strategic: the outcome is determined by the decisions of the players.
There are no secrets, no hidden information. The position on the board is all that’s needed
for making decisions. Chance is not involved, only the decisions matter. Therefore, these

15

games are like personal laboratories for the decision-making process (Kasparov, 2008),
with all possibly confusing factors removed.

What is the problem to be solved? To win the game. What are the possible
choices? All legal moves in a position, allowed by the rules of the game. Winning is
20

about making good decisions in choosing moves. There are basically two different ways
to achieve successful move selection: calculation and intuition.

45

What is calculation? It is working out a desired result by following some rules of
computation. It is a step-by-step process. At each stage we know exactly where we are,
25

and how we got there. Therefore, the steps can be verified. The prime example is
arithmetic calculation, but it is not the only one. In board games, it is natural to consider
not just the next move, but the opponent’s possible next moves. And the next moves after
the opponent’s move, and so on. Trying to maximize the gain for our moves, and
minimize the opponent’s benefit. This is also a standard adversarial search technique in

30

classical artificial intelligence, called minimax (Russell & Norvig, 2009).

There are limits to this method. The number of combinations of moves and
countermoves gets huge quickly. Therefore, it is most useful for local tactical fights in
Go, or in endgame situations in Chess, where the number of pieces to move is small.
35

Then the question arises, how do we make strategic decisions involving the whole
position on the board? We rely more on our intuition.
What is intuition? As we keep playing these games, insights about the next move
starts to happen. We suddenly have the right idea, we just “see” the solution, but cannot
explain why. We feel that a move is a good one. But, we do not have a calculation
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proving that it is indeed the right choice. Is this some magical talent? Not really. It is just
that our brain has very efficient information retrieval capabilities from previous
memories.

46

How to improve thinking in games? To play well we need a mix of calculation
45

and intuition. Both can be improved by practice.

The challenge in calculation is that we have to use our short-term memory
excessively. We cannot put the variation on the board, thus we have to play it out in our
head. We have to imagine the sequence of moves. This is a very good memory exercise.
50

No one doubts that calculation skills can be learned. By doing similar calculation
exercises repeatedly, the process gets automated. Some patterns become familiar, so we
do not need to calculate them. Consequently, we can do longer calculations.

On the other hand, intuition is often thought as a gift. A talent that people simply
55

have or they do not. The opposite is true. Intuition can be trained. it is the natural
consequence of calculation practice. Just by playing games, exposing the brain to the
patterns on the board we can improve intuition. The brain does the clever pattern storage,
but we have to constantly feed it with data. Either by playing, or replaying famous games.
Intuition originates from a network of internalized and interconnected knowledge, and its
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creativity comes from the swift navigation of this network (Waitzkin, 2008). Roughly
speaking, it is a very efficient and inventive database search.

In reality, the distinction between calculation and intuition is not that clear cut.
Repeated calculation becomes second nature, turning into intuition; while we try to turn
65

intuition into a more calculable method, or at least more verifiable. Getting stronger is not
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a linear process. It is a messy interplay between the two basic modes of thinking. The
development has the following stages (again, not so well separated).
1. applying simple “rules of thumbs”; they often work in beginner games
2. accumulating expertise by making observations on how the simple rules succeed or
70

fail; this could happen without conscious thinking, simply by exposure,
3. extracting ‘deep’, statistical rules from intuition, often in the form of proverbs

There seems to be no shortcut in the learning process. We may be tempted to ask an
advanced player, to give us a summary of the essence of her expertise, a list of deep rules.
The trouble is that these rules are statistical. Simple tactical advice comes in sharp ‘if
75

condition then action’ form. But for statistical rules, the condition is difficult to
recognize, thus expertise is not directly transferable. Are there deep laws of precision at
all? Is the perfect strategy expressible in a compact way, or does it have to be an
exploding list of positions? Fully solved games are probably just vast enumeration of
positions and winning moves.
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How do computers think? Artificial intelligence follows the same development.
Deep Blue mastered calculation (Kasparov, 2017), and AlphaGo intuition (Silver et al.,
2016). Now, AIs are stuck at the same problem of extracting deep rules. It is not clear
how to understand intuition in a step by step calculative manner, how to interpret the
85

knowledge distributed in the connection weights of an artificial neural network. Through
self-playing, a powerful computer can recreate and surpass all human Go wisdom in three
days (Silver et al., 2017). Still, that knowledge is not directly transferable. We can play
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the engine, just like learning from a human master player.

90

To end with a philosophical note, we observe that strategic board games are lot
easier than life itself. In human life we simply don’t have time to build up expertise, as
the situation keeps changing. Literature can offer some shortcuts. We can experience
other people lives by reading novels, training our intuition for the challenges of human
existence.
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Scarce Resources and Relative Prices: How People Respond to Them
Suppaleuk Sarpphaitoon

A fundamental problem for any persons living on this planet is to make a wise
5

decision regarding how to make use of limited resources. For instance, people need to
make a living, but they also want to enjoy life through activities like golfing, surfing, and
sleeping. Therefore, they face a choice between their leisure and work hours. Since we all
have twenty-four hours in a day, the more you work, the less leisure time we can enjoy.
However, if one chooses to spend more time at leisure activities, one will work fewer

10

hours, resulting in less income, and reduced ability to enjoy commodities and services,
such as foods, movies and shopping. What are the factors that can help someone to make
good decisions when facing the problem of resource scarcity?

In Economics, there are many theories to explain how people behave. However, a
15

paradigm that is widely accepted by most economists is the utility maximization, the core
of the modern consumer theory. The theory simply studies human behavior in situations
similar to the aforementioned example. Economists define ‘limited resources’ as budget
constraints and ‘human enjoyment’ as a utility (or happiness). The ultimate goal for every
consumer is to maximize one’s utility within a given budget constraint and a preference.

20
Let’s look at a hypothetical example. Mr. Abe, the leader of a small village in a
rural part of Akita Prefecture, is deciding between digging a new well and constructing a
new road to the nearest main street. On the one hand, without water it will be difficult for
Mr. Abe and his people to grow rice since growing rice requires a lot of water for the
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paddy fields. On the other hand, without a road to the main street they cannot deliver
their rice to the market. Obviously, both goods are necessary for the villagers to make a
living. Let us assume further that to build a new well or a new one-kilometer road
requires the same amount of labor, which we will measure as one ‘unit’ of labor hours1.
Furthermore, people in the village are willing to provide some free time to work on either
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project. The total amount of time available combined in the village is one hundred hours.

Now, with a given amount of work hours available the villagers could build one
hundred wells with no road or a one-hundred-kilometer road with no wells. This example
is too extreme, but it shows some of the implications of economics. In reality, individuals
35

would like to consume a variety of goods and services. It would be better if people in this
village could have both wells and a road at the same time. Thus, with the preference of
smoothing consumption the two extreme cases will be ruled out, even though they are
possible bundles. There are many possible consumption bundles for the villagers to
choose, for instance, sixty wells and a forty-kilometer road or vice versa. To make the
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discussion simple, let us assume that the villagers prefer to divide their labor equally
between both products, producing fifty wells and a fifty-kilometer road.

Mr. Abe and his crew have started working on these projects. Unfortunately, the
costs of constructing the road have suddenly doubled due to a natural disaster – a huge
45

tsunami, for example. An increase in the cost of production is reflected by doubling the
time to construct a one-kilometer road from one unit-labor hour to two unit-labor hours.

1

The costs of the production are converted in terms of labor hours required to produce one unit of good (the
labor theory of value.)
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What is the impact of this natural disaster on the small village in Akita? How do people’s
decisions change due to this natural disaster? At the moment, the original bundle is now
unaffordable. Here is the reason. If people still want to have fifty wells for their
50

agricultural work, they have only fifty labor hours available to construct a twenty-fivekilometer road.

There are two important lessons to discuss. First, people are always faced with
certain constraints, including time, money, and resources. The budget constraint is one
55

factor that shapes people’s ability to consume, and the other factor is people’s preference.
They want to have more of both goods, but the budget constraint will limit how much
they can consume. Also, having more of one product means we have to trade-off with
another product. Second, human creatures are not static. They are capable of adjusting to
different conditions and environments. People do respond to price changes 2. As a result,
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they will adjust the bundle of goods they consume. In general, they will adjust their
bundle of goods and services upon the relative price within their budget line so that they
can maximize their utility.

In conclusion, for newcomers to the discipline of economics they might need to
65

familiarize themselves with how economists think about solving social problems. The
framework of utility maximization given a budget constraint is a good starting point. It

2

I must clarify that the price used in economics is not the absolute price but the relative
price.
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helps people to analyze many micro- and macroeconomic problems by mapping their
cause and effect relationships so that one can formulate a good analysis of policy.
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Policy Effects on Women Returning to Work after Marriage or Childbirth in Japan
Louise Rebecca Clegg
The issue of keeping women in the workplace, especially after marriage and
5

children has taken a key position in recent governmental policies in Japan. Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe, in his commentary to the Japan Times (2015), insisted that his
social policy reforms designed to allow women to fulfill their potential as contributors to
Japan’s economic growth had caused the working women population to grow to its
present point, exceeding 27 million – a rise in 800,000 workers over the past two years.

10

In the article, permitting women flexible working arrangements thereby making it easier
to spend time with their families was stated as one reason for the rise. On the surface, at a
national level, this rhetoric was welcomed, but what does this flexible working
environment really look like in practice, and is it, as Prime Minister Abe suggests,
allowing women to reach their potential, achieving managerial positions and having a

15

“deeper involvement” in their workplaces and communities? This essay contends that the
current policy of flexible part time work propounded to enable and encourage women to
join the workforce is disabling her professional attainment, creating precarious working
environments and leaving her susceptible to abuses of power. Support for this viewpoint
will take examples from the experience of returnee mothers and wives into part-time

20

working conditions in Akita Prefecture.

Akita Prefecture is famous for its dramatically shrinking population. In the far
south of the Prefecture the population dipped from 96,665 to 95,175 last year. According
to local city hall records this phenomenon of losing over 1000 people per year has been
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the steady trend for the past twenty years. For this reason, the local government have
been promoting U-turn policies for both young people living outside to the Prefecture and
also for wives and mothers who wish to return to work. The primary care givers in rural
Japan are still predominantly wives and mothers and therefore part-time arrangements are
thought to offer a flexible arrangement that can suit busy family schedules and

30

responsibilities. However, I have encountered a number of examples where this part time
arrangement does little to meet the desires of workers. This essay will explain some of
these examples.

Once a wealthy area with a large agricultural economy, the town where I live
35

faces unattended rice fields and deserted houses. However, the town has a long history, so
last year saw the development of a tourist information station, staffed by six women, all
wives and mothers who had decided to work. I visited their office on a number of
occasions, saw the results of their efforts to increase tourists and, considered their
presence as a step towards a more sustainable future for the town. However, another

40

member of staff was recruited, an expert in business development who was expected to
build upon the progress those members had made and who was also charged with acting
as manager to the office and its six staff members. Within four months of his arrival all
six members had lost their jobs. Upon questioning how and why this had happened, the
answer was that the women were all working on part time contracts and, as such, their

45

rather sudden departures should come as no surprise. The explanation was based on
policy, that these women were only part-time employees and, as such, the professional
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skills they had developed whilst in the office and the value they had created in the town,
were seemingly disposable.

50

It also seems a woman’s identity as an employee in Akita cannot be separated
from her identity as wife and mother. A friend, K-san, has been in and out of part-time
work since the birth of her first daughter 15 years ago. Although for the past three years
she has sought full time employment, no opportunities are open to her: “because I have
been a part-timer for so long now and my children are still at school, employers don’t

55

seem to want to consider me for full time work at their organization.” Working under
part-time conditions has meant she has suffered a number of mistreatments: constantly
being required to make tea despite a job description that promised more responsibility,
lack of respect leading to sexual harassment, and sudden redundancy under company restructuring. She says her part-time status made it impossible for her to make any rebuttal

60

with her only option to move onto the next part-time situation.

If flexible work is not the solution for bringing women into the workplace,
sustaining them there, and allowing them to develop professionally, then what is? In the
Japan Times article quoted earlier, Prime Minister Abe is correct in his believe that, to
65

support women, more needs to be done to support their life outside of work; however, his
solution of flexible work and its implementation at the local level is not the great solution
that it is assumed to be. The issue lies in the make-up of Japanese Society that stresses
separation between the private and the public. Since Aristotle, this separation, and how
the human can navigate themselves between these two ideological realms, has been a
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subject of debate. More recently, some philosophers (see Michel Foucault) have argued
that it is impossible to separate people and their lives into private and public personae and
that it is, or should be, the politics of the home that dictate the policies and practices in
the public world of politics and economics. With the current push for encouraging
women out of the home and into the workplace, Japan could potentially be said to be on
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the cusp of a new social organization, should it wish to embrace such a change. Sweden
is perhaps the most famous example of utilizing the skills and potential of the female
workforce. According to the OECD (2015) seventy-two percent of women are employed
on a full time basis with thirty-one percent at senior management level. One of the ways
they have been able to achieve this is their advanced social support policies for families.
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For example they have system of parental leave which gives parents 480 days of paid
leave with a gender equality bonus paid if these days are shared equally between both
parents.

In conclusion, this essay has suggested that flexible part time work as a solution to
85

providing access and opportunity to more women to participate in the workplace after
marriage or childbirth in Japan does not do justice to the skills and expertise that women
can offer. Although the image of part-time work promises to offer relative freedom for
women, it leaves these workers open to abuses of power, professional stagnation, and
suffering a pernicious lack of security. Instead the solution should be sought through
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political and economic policies that primarily offer support to the family unit, altering the
rigid structure that keeps men in the workplace and women in the home by softening and
synthesizing between these two alternatives. While women might thereby feel more
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incentive to move into the full-time workforce, they would only do so as the
overwhelming male majority who employs these women, take responsibility for the
95

development of the economy through their taking involvement in and adopting
responsibility for the home.
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Pronunciation, Prosody and Proofreading
Seiji Watanabe
“It doesn’t sound right.”—When one finds a grammatical error during
5

proofreading, one would say so even if nothing is audible. It is strange that one would
never say “It doesn’t look right.” in this situation because proofreading—an indispensable
process in writing—appears to depend solely on a visual examination. In the process of
proofreading, spelling and grammatical errors must be corrected; therefore, pronunciation
seems to play no role in proofreading. Many people might doubt the effectiveness of
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pronunciation as a proofreader thinking that pronunciation skills and writing skills share
nothing in common. The idea that pronunciation and writing can be independent will lead
to the conclusion that improving one's pronunciation skills will not affect one's reading or
writing skills. On the contrary, this essay argues that good pronunciation skills actually
help to improve writing skill because pronunciation—especially, prosody— is a crucial

15

linguistic element that determines a meaning and a grammatical structure of a sentence,
whether it is written or spoken.

In order to claim the effectiveness of pronunciation, the misconception that
written language can exist without pronunciation must be discussed. Written language
20

seems to be equipped with everything needed to convey meanings. The facts that words
can be described by spellings, grammar can be specified by word order, and phrase or
sentence boundaries can be indicated by punctuation give an impression that written
language needs no help from pronunciation. Nonetheless, written language lacks one
important feature that helps it to avoid vagueness. That feature is prosody: a sub-feature
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of pronunciation. Pronunciation can be roughly divided into two categories: phones and
prosody. Phones are vowels and consonants, and prosody consists of the patterns of
rhythm, stress, and pitch. In the case of English, vowels and consonants are more or less
indicated in writing. On the other hand, pitch patterns, rhythm, and stress are not reflected
in written language. If prosody plays a significant role in language comprehension,

30

readers must use their knowledge of prosody to complement the features in written
language.

The lack of prosody in written language has been discussed. The next issue to be
considered is whether prosody plays a significant role in language comprehension or not.
35

Prosody compensates for writing in two ways. First, prosody determines the focus of the
sentence. Consider the following example sentence, which appears in Cook (2000, p. 10):
“I didn’t say he stole the money.” Cook (2000) stated that the sentence above can be
interpreted in seven ways, depending on which word is stressed. For example, if the word
‘I’ is stressed in the sentence, it suggests that “(s)omebody else said it” (Cook, 2000).
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Similarly, if ‘stole’ is pronounced with emphasis, the sentence implies that the speaker does
not intend to mean that he stole the money, but “(m)aybe he just borrowed it” (2000).
Another example which has more than one meaning when written, but has only one when
spoken is also found in Cook (2000):
Question: How did you like the movie?

45

Answer: 1. It was pretty good. (She liked it.)
2. It was pretty good. (She didn't like it much.)
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Cook’s examples suggest that prosody could be powerful enough to change the meaning
of a sentence drastically.
50
Prosody’s function is not limited to emphasis. It even affects the syntactic
structure of a sentence. Consider this example from McCawley (1998): “Visiting relatives
can be a nuisance” (p. 8).
According to McCawley (1998), structurally this sentence has two different meanings:
55

(1): “Relatives who are visiting you can be a nuisance” (McCawley 1998, p. 8).
(2): “For you to visit relatives can be a nuisance”.
When the sentence means (1), ‘visiting’ modifies ‘relatives’ as an adjective, whereas in the
case of (2), ‘relatives’ is an object of the verb ‘Visiting’. The word order is the same, but
the grammatical structures are different. Nonetheless, a native speaker of English with a
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specific context in her mind can easily disambiguate the above sentence by controlling
the pitch pattern. If there is no pitch drop at the syllable ‘ting’ in ‘Visiting’, the sentence
means (1) whereas, if the pitch of ‘ting’ in ‘Visiting’ drops, the sentence has a meaning of
(2). The ambiguity in McCawley’s example sentence disappears when uttered by an
English language speaker because the stress and pitch pattern determines the correct
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syntactic structure of the sentence.

Chafe provided an account for how prosody is used in the process of reading and
writing. Chafe (1992) indicated that writing has no auditory prosody, and he assumed that
both readers and writers "experience an auditory imagery of intonation, accents and
70

pauses" (p. 24), by assigning prosody to whatever they are reading and writing. That is
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why “it doesn’t sound right” when one finds an error in a reading. One is listening to one’s
own prosody when reading and if there is an error in the reading, one’s prosody sounds
wrong in one’s mind. Good pronunciation skills must be helpful in order to be able to
judge whether a reading is grammatically correct or not.
75
Pronunciation appears to be superficial and does not seem to play a large role in
writing. However, pronunciation is actually used in one’s mind even when one is reading
or writing. Especially, a sub-feature of pronunciation called prosody plays significant
roles, such as determining the meaning of a sentence. Accordingly, having good
80

pronunciation skills should be helpful for writing better, since pronunciation can function
as a proofreading tool.
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Hassan Blasim’s The Corpse Exhibition (2014): The Literature of War
Noah Viernes
Can literature deepen our conversations about violence and nationhood? The Iraqi
5

short stories that comprise Hassan Blasim’s (2014) The Corpse Exhibition position the
reader in the middle of a warzone to highlight everyday struggles with death and
violence, as the title invokes, but also the insufficiency of war reporting. The Corpse
Exhibition is a substantial entrance to the politics of Iraq as both a testament to the power
of writing and a critique of the hyperboles of journalism. Life during wartime is not

10

simply violent, but is historically etched into the mind of civilians through the escalation
of state brutality (Shapiro, 1997). Fiction, then, is history’s reflective turn and, at times, a
document capable of shaping our commitments to political resolution.

Blasim (2014) unfolds in a militarized society where violence is driven by the
15

necessity of war, itself an assemblage of state narratives of sovereignty, colonial legacies
and party propaganda. In the Republic of Iraq, the violence is most resonant in stories of
assassination and execution. For example, the 1958 military coup d’état, inspired by PanArabic nationalism across the Middle East, initiated their rule through the immediate
execution of the monarchy and its Prime Minister. More recently, after a fast-track

20

American-led trial conducted over one month in 2006, Saddam Hussein and close Baath
party affiliates were executed as a symbolic measure of justice. In Blasim’s stories, the
assumed rationality of such procedures are as internal to the state as case files,
examinations, archives, propaganda, and the oversight of relevant departments and
committees.
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“The Corpse Walker,” the collection’s opening story, thus unfolds through a
monologue recalled by a bureaucratic recruit who is assigned to carry out an execution:
“Don’t forget the senior positions that await you in the hierarchy of the institution if you
have an imagination that is fresh, fierce, and striking” (Blasim, 2014, p. 5), he is told. The
challenge, Albert Camus once wrote of the modern state, is to avoid becoming a victim to
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its violence and to avoid becoming its executioner. For Camus, this requires us to “cut
through the web of a logic which has gone to irrational lengths” (Camus, 1991, p. 52).
Amid Blasim’s violent Iraq, executioners carry names like Satan’s Knife, the Nail, and
Agent Deaf whose personal notes appear in the institution’s library archive. The
institution is stateless and exercises an unbridled sense of freedom they call “democracy”

35

(Blasim, 2014, p. 5).

The procedures of execution demand historical justification, but also a sense of
resolution. Resolution, in this sense of the term, does not mean a demand to resolve the
conflict. Rather, resolution is a visual quality that allows for greater focal depth and
40

clarity of the presented image. The reader is made to look at a gruesome arresting image
in order to provoke a response. Thus we also learn of the common causes of death in Iraq,
as one assassin (the Nail) attempts to fake a murder too gruesome to carry out by stealing
a corpse from the local mortuary. There the Nail encounters a mortician who, sensing the
Nail’s deceptive plot, lures him into a room and injects him with a substance that
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paralyzes him “without making him unconscious” (Blasim, 2014, p. 8). With his vision
intact, the Nail is forced to witness the removal of his skin in what we assume to be both
a painful death and the mortician’s torturous work of art as the only political sign that
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counts amid a landscape of murder. The mortician’s work is a lesson in breaking
bureaucratic rules, and thus culminates in the exhibition of the Nail’s fluttering de-boned
50

cadaver in front of the Ministry of Justice. In fact, the climactic exhibition of "The Nail’s"
corpse recalls a series of public executions following Iraq’s military coup of 1958. During
the U.S.-led trials in December of 2006, Saddam cast allegations of U.S. military torture
by pointing to a fellow prisoner, then in the court room, whose bones had been removed
from his legs. For the mortician, to break the rules of the institution is “to miswrite the
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story of your life” through the ingenuity and intensity of violence. To kill is to be entitled
to “write” upon the body-corpse of the state and to engage in an authentic act on behalf of
the “institution.” Furthermore, the narrative of violence, told through a narrator on the
verge of his own execution, speaks to the unreliability of all narratives of war.
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The multiple voices of conflict fail to resonate in the limited discourse of the
American-led War on Terror and in Iraq’s bureaucratic records of the Iran-Iraq war (19801988). This is why The Corpse Exhibition excavates historic war stories as a means to
haunt the present. “An Army Newspaper,” which Blasim (2014) dedicates “to the dead of
the Iran-Iraq War” (p. 37) opens with a scene of grave robbers digging up dead soldiers to
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capture their adventurous tales of national struggle. One such corpse begins to speak as a
poet and war reporter who committed suicide ten years previous, inserting his story into
the larger bureaucratic apparatus of Iraq’s Ministry of Culture. He tells stories of soldiers
who wrote to imagine their war-torn lives as a fictional story. As an editor of the Cultural
Page, he embellished these stories with scenes designed to glorify violence where, for
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example, “artillery fire was like a carnival of stars” (Blasim, 2014, p. 41). The finest
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example of these soldier narratives is exhibited in the form of primary school workbooks,
in which the writer adorns the lives of soldiers with romantic interludes that glorify war.
We learn that the solider wrote these poetic masterpieces to juxtapose the inhumane
violence of war with the humanity of imagined intimacy. After learning of the soldier’s
75

death, the editor steals the stories, publishes them under his own name, and earns
international fame. Converting the stories into bizarre workbooks for national
distribution, he is appointed to the position of Minister of Culture, but soon receives a
flood of stories by mail, that seem to attest that the original writer is alive. The flow of
stories threatens to expose the editor-turned-Minister-of-Culture’s fraud, but it also raises
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several significant themes. First, the bureaucratic apparatus remains insulated from the
frontlines of war, where government propaganda is replaced by the unsettled scenes of
violence. The propaganda of an elementary school workbook, where nations are narrated
in one-sided terms for vulnerable young minds, are not accurate accounts of national
struggle. As the war continues, so, too, do the sheer number of soldier narratives. The
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martyrs of war are excavated for their stories, but their deaths and storied descriptions of
war drill holes in the living corpse of the nation.

Camus once wrote that “words are more powerful than munitions” (Sargent, 1983,
p. 98) to highlight the urgency of writing in a violent world. Blasim updates this tradition
90

with a similar gesture of cautious reflection. Fiction does not resolve moral questions of
war because the events are repeatable. Instead, fiction brings events into focus, into
higher visual resolution, by enabling the imagination of new details and perspectives.
And just as exposing film means enabling the visibility of a previously recorded image,
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exposing political events means converting a narrative into an intelligible image. Blasim
95

demonstrates that the relationship between literature and war resides in the conversion of
politics into fiction, because it is only in the unreality and irrationality of violence that the
reality and truth of war can be properly documented.

As a whole, Blasim’s collection of short stories elucidates violence and the
100

repetitious cycles of war. Bodies are everywhere in these stories, from executions
exhibited as official messages of the state to those who speak from their graves. These
literary narratives are necessary because structural accounts of violence are insufficient
for articulating contemporary images of war. Blasim’s literary approach documents war
by qualifying its intensity and counting the bodies who otherwise remain anonymous.
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Blasim succeeds with students of politics because he destabilizes our familiar images of
war by exposing the terrify consequences of our own fascination with violence.
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Teaching Culture through Conflict Resolution in US Foreign Language Education
Hitoshi Horiuchi

Foreign language teaching methods in the US educational settings are, more or
5

less, under the influence of Standards for Foreign Language Learning (1999; hereafter,
Standards). The Standards outlines the content of instruction in a framework that consists
of five goals, which includes ‘Culture’ that aims at obtaining knowledge and
understanding of other cultures. The notion of culture is also seen ubiquitously
throughout the Standards, so that a culture-friendly approach goes well with the

10

framework (Phillips, 2003). Currently, many researchers and practitioners have shown
various reactions to the Standards and extensively discussed what and how to teach
within the framework (Lange & Paige, 2003). Nevertheless, as Hadley (2001) points out,
there are general problems of teaching culture in foreign language classrooms. Firstly,
teachers tend to teach culture later, but the “later” never seems to come. Secondly,
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teachers are afraid to teach culture because they do not have enough knowledge. Thirdly,
teachers cannot deal with students’ attitudes toward a target culture, which are bound by
their own cultural frame of reference. The first problem can be avoided by integration of
language and culture which are inseparable. The second problem can be settled if one
uses process-oriented activities rather than facts-oriented lecturing, which invites

20

stereotyping. To cope with the third problem, it seems to be an effective solution that
learners develop their intercultural competence through intercultural training. In this
article, I propose teaching culture through conflict resolution as a unified approach to
realize all of the solutions.
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To begin with, consider what conflict is. It can be associated with global issues
25

like wars, but can also be identified with communication breakdown in that every conflict
results from unsuccessful communication interactions (Tafoya, 1983). Moreover, there is
no communication without conflict: anger, quarreling, arguing, disputing, or fighting are
inevitable during interpersonal communication. According to Ting-Toomey (1985, p.72),
conflict is “a form of intense interpersonal and/or intrapersonal dissonance (tension or
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antagonism) between two or more interdependent parties based on incompatible goals,
needs, desires, values, beliefs, and/or attitudes.”

In the context of foreign language education, the form of conflict can be reflected
in critical incidents between the interdependent parties that correspond to learners and
35

native speakers of a target language (Brislin, Cushner, Cherrie, & Yong, 1986). For
example, a learner of Japanese might experience the following type of conflict in
communication with a native speaker of Japanese (Kataoka, 1991, p. 48).
David was visited by Mariko, a Japanese acquaintance. She brought a nicely
wrapped box with her. As she gave it to David, she said, “Tsumaranai mono
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desu ga, hitotsu doozo” (“It is a trivial thing, but please accept one”). David
opened the box later and found two cakes in it. David was puzzled. First,
Mariko said it was a trivial thing; David wondered why did Mariko say
“please accept one” if there were two cakes?

45

Next, consider what causes conflict. It is closely related to culture since it, in
many cases, comes from differences in cultural values. That is, culture is a source of
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conflict. From a viewpoint of International Relations, a most explicit hypothesis that the
source of a conflict such as war is culture has been proposed by Huntington (1993).

50

Cultural factors can also be taken into account, particularly, as a source of conflict
in intercultural communication. Ting-Toomey (1985, p. 72) stated that “intercultural
misunderstanding and potential conflict arise when two individuals, coming from two
distinctive cultures, have two different ways of expressing and interpreting the same
symbolic action” and “the symbolic action, in turn, is governed by a specific set of
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normative rules and movements of a culture.” In the example of a ‘trivial’ gift, Kataoka
(1991) explains the cause of conflict based on a cultural difference as follows.
This is a way of being humble. The Japanese use the word tsumaranaimono
to let the recipient know that the giver is not conceited about the gift; hitotsu
does not indicate the number of items in the box but simply means “just a
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little bit.” (Kataoka, p. 48)
Unlike in the United States, where the giver presents a gift with pride, saying
things such as “I hope you like this,” a gift is presented with deprecating
words in Japan. In this context the word hitotsu should not be taken literally.
(Kataoka, p. 98)
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As the above consideration on the nature and the cause suggests, conflict is
inevitable in interpersonal communication and bound by culture in intercultural
communication. In foreign language teaching where interpersonal and intercultural
communication skills are learned, not only language but also culture must be learned to
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avoid or resolve the conflict. From a different perspective, there seems to be a possibility
that even conflict resolution or management is used as a way of learning a target language
and culture inseparably, which reflects our solution to the first problem.

One major approach to learning intercultural communication skills including
75

conflict resolution is to develop intercultural competence. According to Bennett, Bennett,
and Allen (2003, p. 245), “Developing intercultural competence demands a mix of
culture-specific approaches that stress the apprehension of a particular subjective culture
combined with culture-general approaches that address the larger issues of ethnocentrism,
cultural self-awareness, and general adaptation strategies.”

80
Various methods of training and education have been proposed to develop
intercultural competence (Landis, Bennett, & Bennett, 2004). Among others, the socalled D.I.E. activity (i.e., Description, Interpretation, and Evaluation) could be used in
foreign language classrooms for learning both language and culture through conflict
85

resolution, solving the third problem, that is, nurturing students’ attitudes toward a target
culture (Intercultural Communication Institute, 2008). This activity asks groups of
students to describe a cultural behavior or practice objectively, to interpret it analytically
on the basis of their knowledge about differences in cultural values or perspectives, and
to evaluate it from a viewpoint of desired intercultural communication. Unlike facts-
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oriented lecturing, this activity can be regarded as a process-oriented activity, which
serves as a solution to the second problem, since even a language teacher who has little
knowledge of the studies on a target culture can help students understand the values of
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the target culture by facilitating discussions during the activity. As for the example of a
‘trivial’ gift, we have already seen samples of Description and Interpretation. Evaluation
95

depends on how one judges Japanese behavior of gift-giving with the expression
“Tsumaranai mono desu ga, hitotsu doozo” as acceptable or not, based on his/her own
intercultural competence.

Although ways of intercultural training and education are not limited to the D.I.E.
100

activity, the conflict resolution approach proposed in this article could resolve three
general problems of teaching culture in foreign language classrooms. It must be applied
to US foreign language education under the influence of the Standards, in which
deepening knowledge and understandings of a target culture as well as developing
linguistic skills in a target language is strongly encouraged and expected in order for
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language learners to improve communicative competence in the globalized world .

80
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Refugees vs. Forced Migrants: Use and Concepts Revisited
Satoko Horii

Refugees constitute one of the most pressing concerns for the international
5

society. According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
(2014), the figure is on the increase: in 2013 the number of displaced people included in
counts made by the UNHCR has reached 51.2 million, a record high since the end of
World War II. The contexts and reasons that people are forcibly displaced from their
home have changed since then, which has made the use of the term ‘refugee’ arguable
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and controversial. An increasing number of people are in refugee-like situations but do
not fit the definition of refugee within international law. Some claim that the term ‘forced
migrant’ is more precise than ‘refugee’ as it addresses the root cause and process of being
forcibly removed from one’s home and seems sympathetic to the plight of such people.
The term ‘forced migrant’, however, should not replace the term ‘refugee,’ because

15

although the term ‘forced migrant’ seems more inclusive than the term ‘refugee,’ it risks
being exclusionary in its practical application.

The foremost important reason that the term ‘refugee’ should continue to be used
is that the term ‘refugee’ is a clearly defined term in international law. Article 1 of the
20

Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951 (UNHCR, 2010, p. 14) defines that
a person can be recognised as a refugee for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group or political opinion, with the proviso the the
person is also outside his/her home country. In other words, a refugee is someone who
has been forced across an international border for one of these five reasons.
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Although ‘refugee’ has a clear legal definition, it has been found lacking as many
of today’s situations of forced displacement are more complex than this definition allows.
For instance, many people have had to move from their homes due to environmental
disasters, state failure and socio-economic marginalization of ethnic groups (Betts &
Kayatz, 2009, p. 26). Additionally, many people have left their home and have sought
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international protection as a result of a large-scale displacement rather than individual
persecution, to which the conventional refugee definition is applied. Furthermore, the
problem of internally displaced persons (‘IDPs’), those who are in a similar situation to
that of refugees but have stayed within their home countries, has been highlighted as the
number of IDP’s is actually larger than that of refugees (UNHCR, 2015a).

35
These situations of forced displacement may provide an impression that,
compared to the term ‘refugee’, the term ‘forced migrant’ gives a better insight into the
issues of forced displacement. It has no legal definition and thus can include a variety of
reasons for displacement and includes IDPs within its concept. Van Hear (1998) and
40

Richmond (1994) have argued that the term allows analysis of the interaction of structural
factors and degrees of individual choice to explain displacement. Forced migrant is more
inclusive and thus it may express better the highly complex reality of forced
displacement.

45

While all these arguments are relevant, the term ‘refugee’ still has an advantage to
the term ‘forced migrant.’ For one thing, the term ‘forced migrant’ is indeed more
comprehensive in its scope, however there can still be problems in practice. The lack of a
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clear definition means that this term has no way of indicating the severity of the threat
faced by these people when claiming asylum. This is apparent, especially when compared
50

to the case of people who are presently using refugee status, as it has a very precise
meaning: displacement due to race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group or political opinion. Refugees, by definition, must also be outside their home
country to be recognised as refugees. Without the clear articulation of what kind of
threats are to be prioritized, the process of assessing the claim for asylum would be
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difficult for government authorities. Moreover, changing the term to one with a more
open definition risks allowing authorities to make an arbitrary decision as to whether an
asylum seeker, a person who has sought international protection and whose claim for
refugee status has not yet been determined (UNHCR, 2015b), is recognised as a refugee.
A seemingly effective solution for this is to establish a legally precise definition for the
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term ‘forced migrant.’ However, a possible consequence of this is re-production of a new
category and creation of some who are excluded from the definition of forced migrant.

Another reason to continue using the word ‘refugee’ is that the use of the term
‘forced migrant’ may not act as a force for the smooth integration of the displaced person
65

into a receiving society but rather as a means of exclusion. As Castles (2007) has
discussed with the concept of ‘migration-asylum nexus,’ there is a growing difficulty in
distinguishing between asylum seekers and economic migrants, people who leave their
home countries to live in another country with better living conditions, in the analysis of
root causes of their statuses as well as their migratory processes. This unclear distinction

70

has perpetuated discriminatory ideas such as that of ‘bogus refugees.’ This negative label
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has discredited refugees in their efforts to be integrated into a host society. Due to this
labelling, these displaced people may encounter hostilities as ‘unjustified entrants’ (Crisp,
2003, p. 11). A term containing the word ‘migrant’ may exacerbate the already unclear
distinction between legitimate refugees and other migrants. If the term ‘forced migrant’
75

replaces ‘refugee,’ the acceptance of refugees and asylum seekers in their host societies
could then become even more complicated.

While ‘forced migrant’ appears to be more inclusive than the term ‘refugee,’ it
has certain drawbacks in its practical application. Such a term is not useful if a clear
80

definition is not created for use in the administrative and legal processes that are used to
assess claims for refugee status. However, establishing a precise definition for the new,
broader term risks being exclusionary and producing another category of people who do
not fit the new definition. Therefore, the term ‘refugee’ which is associated with a
legitimate right to international protection, may offer greater opportunities for asylum
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seekers to be integrated in their host societies.

To conclude, the term ‘refugee’ has a relative advantage to the term ‘forced
migrant’ in providing international protection to people who need it. A term as
ambiguous and broad as ‘forced migrant’ would simply make the process of assessing a
90

claim for asylum more complicated. This may be solved by defining who can legitimately
receive international protection, however it would result in producing a new category of
people who are excluded from the newly established definition. Moreover, people in
refugee-receiving societies may find it difficult to understand the difference between

87

forced migrants and other types of migrants. This does not help refugees and asylum
95

seekers. They may be more easily confused with other types of migrants and may not be
seen as legitimate to gain asylum. In addition to the possible effects on the perception of
the public, the government authorities would need to pay considerable costs in changing
assessment procedures if the term ‘refugee’ is replaced at all with a term as ambiguous
and broad as ‘forced migrant’. What is to be done is to make the most of the term

100

‘refugee’ to capture the actual situations of people in need of international protection. In
this regard, more research and discussion are needed to address the plight of people who
have been displaced by reasons such as natural disasters.
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Change and the Passage of Time3
Akiko Frischhut

1. Introduction
5
Time, it seems to us, passes, flows, flies or crawls. Days end, months change, years go by.
Few things seem as sure to us in everyday life as the continuous passage of time. Although
there are many metaphysical and semantic arguments that intend to show that time passes,
one of the most persistent and powerful arguments comes from a very different angle. 4 It
10

is an intuitive argument that draws on our everyday experiences. The argument is that
passage is ‘given’ to us in experience. The experience of temporal passage is a fundamental
aspect of our lives and the best explanation for these experiences is simply that time really
passes. Or so it seems.

15

No doubt the intuition is compelling; but we should not give in to the temptation of
accepting it too quickly. Appearances are deceptive. It is in fact far from obvious that we
can have experiences as of temporal passage, at least when the experiences are supposed
to support our belief that time passes. After all what kind of experience is an experience of
temporal passage supposed to be? After briefly introducing the argument behind the claim

This article is a shortened version of my article ‘What Experience Cannot Teach Us
About Time’, published in Topoi, 2013. The article has been amended to suit a broader
readership.
3

4

Among others, there is the classic argument that change requires temporal passage, inspired by
McTaggart’s view (1908), (1927) (although McTaggart ultimately rejects temporal passage). Some may
argue that temporal passage is reflected in the tensed structure of language. A further argument is found in
Prior’s paper ‘Thank Goodness That’s Over’ (1959), where he argues that we need the passage of time to

make sense of our emotional attitudes towards events.
91

20

that we can know passage from experience, I will analyze the ‘ordinary folk intuition’ that
we experience passage by virtue of experiencing change. I will argue that it does not stand
up to scrutiny.

2. The Argument From Experience
25

The idea that we can infer time’s passage from experience plays a major role in the debate
between dynamic accounts of time, which hold that time really does pass, in the sense that
temporal passage is an objective (mind-independent) feature of reality, and static accounts
which deny that there is anything in reality that corresponds to the concept of temporal
passage. A first intuitive characterization of what we mean when we talk about temporal

30

passage could be given as follows: What is future will be present, what is present will be
past and what is past was once present. 5

Since McTaggart’s seminal (1908) paper ‘The Unreality of Time’, dynamic accounts of
time are known as ‘A-theories of time’, whereas the (only) static account of time is called
35

the B-theory of time.6 The B-theory rejects the idea that time passes no matter how passage
is characterized. Time, on this view, is a static dimension. It does not flow, just as space

5

Not all dynamic theories would be entirely happy with this characterization but it suffices to give a first

intuitive grasp of the phenomenon I am concerned with.
6

For defence of the A-theory and tense realism see among others: Bigelow (1996), Broad (1938),
Markosian (2004), Smith (1993), Schlesinger (1991), Zimmerman (2005), Crisp (2005, 2007), Prior (1958,
1967, 1968b, 1968a), Tallant (2009, 2010, forthcoming), Zeilicovici (1981). For the distinction between
tense realism and A-theory see (Percival 2002). B-theorists include Le Poidevin (1996, 1998; 1987), Mellor
(1981, 1998) Oaklander (1991, 1993, 2002, 2004), Quine (1960), Reichenbach (1947), Russell (1914, 1940,
1948), Smart (1949, 1955), Smith (1993),Williams (1951). Not all B-theorists think of themselves as static
theorists. Oaklander (2012) and Maudlin
(2002) defend a B-theoretic account of temporal passage according to which time is inherently dynamic
just by virtue of the fact that it features a sequence of different events (Oaklander) and/or has a privileged

direction (Maudlin). This is not the sense of passage the dynamic theorist has in mind.
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does not flow. Both parties however, dynamic and static alike, standardly accept the idea
that we have experiences as of passage. 7

40

That we experience the passage of time is an assumption that is not only shared by all of
us when we go about our daily lives, but it is also embraced by the overwhelming majority
of theoreticians, historical and contemporary alike. Here are two characteristic quotes from
the literature:

45

(i) In practice, the most influential argument in favour of the objective present and
the objective flow of time rests on an appeal to psychology- to our experience of time.
It seems to us that time flows, the argument runs, and surely the most reasonable
explanation of this is that there is some genuine movement of time which we
experience, or in which we partake. (Price 1997, p.14-5)

50
(ii) Let me begin this inquiry with the simple but fundamental fact that the flow of
time, or passage, as it is known, is given in experience, that it is as indubitable an
aspect of our perception of the world as the sights and sounds that come in upon us
(Schuster 1986, p. 695).
55
The quotations above express the intuition that the experience of time’s passage is one of
the most fundamental and certain human experiences, above and beyond any reasonable

7

To my mind, the only philosophers who have denied that we experience temporal passage (although for
different reasons than me) are Prosser (2012, 2007) and Deng . Dainton comes close to arguing that we do
not experience passage in (2011).
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doubt. The intuition is that it seems to us as if time passes and this seeming is so undeniable
and figures so prominently in our everyday life that, avoiding the conclusion that we are
60

deeply deluded creatures, we ought to make room for passage as an objective feature of the
world. The argument implied in the quotations can be summarized with what I will call
with Le Poidevin (2007, p.77) the ‘Argument from Experience’, from here on AfE. In its
most simple form, AfE can be expressed as follows:

65

(AfE):
(1)

All of us constantly experience time as passing.

(2)

The best explanation for these experiences is that time really does pass.

__________________________________________________________
(3)

Therefore time passes.

70
Premise one expresses the intuition that passage is represented in our experience and that
we have these experiences all the time. The idea is that experiences of temporal passage
are not only had by some of us, sometimes, but by all of us, always. Premise two claims
that the experience is best explained as an experience of some genuine feature in the world.
75

The conclusion is supposed to be an inference to the best explanation. Supposedly the idea
is that we know that the first premise is true just by introspection. Given the ubiquity of the
experience in question, it is more plausible to think of passage experiences as veridical,
than to think of them as illusory. From there, we make an inference to the best explanation
to get to the conclusion, where the general principle employed is of the form ‘if p is the

80

best explanation for q, and q, then p’.

94

Each of the premises could be argued against. However, for brevity sake, let me focus here
on the third and best way to object to AfE only, which is to deny that we have experiences
(as) of temporal passage. If there are no experiences to be explained in the first place, then
the argument cannot get off the ground. In the attempt to resist AfE, this strategy has been
85

curiously underexplored. Presumably the reason is that most people find the idea that we
experience passage so intuitively compelling that they do not waste much thought on
whether it is actually true. I shall argue, however, that this is a mistake because if we think
carefully about what it would mean to experience temporal passage, it is not obvious at all
that we do.

90
3. An ordinary folk intuition
It is a very natural thought to many that we simply experience time’s passage whenever we
experience change. Here is how Le Poidevin puts it:

95

As for the passage of time, we are not only aware of this when we reflect on our
memories of what has happened. We just see time passing in front of us, in the
movement of a second hand around a clock, or the falling of sand through an
hourglass, or indeed any motion or change at all. (Le Poidevin 2007, p.76) 8

100

The idea appears to be that we ‘just see’ passage in the moving of the clock’s hand, because
passage looks like ordinary change in visual experience. 9 Intuitive support for this view

8

Le Poidevin does not defend the view—he is merely describing an intuitive pre-philosophical
assumption that most of us share.
9
By ‘ordinary change’ I mean all changes that objects can undergo apart from the change that constitutes
temporal passage. When I just say ‘change’ I refer to ordinary change, unless otherwise indicated.

95

seems to come from the thought that we measure how much time passes when we observe
the length of time that it takes for a change to occur. After all we say things like:

105

‘Two hours have passed since I put the roast in the oven, it is done now’ or ‘Time seems
to pass very quickly when you are reading a gripping novel’.

Such a view is based on confusion though. Both statements do not refer to anything but the
duration of time it takes for some change to occur. The first one merely states that it took
110

two hours for the roast to cook; the second one states that the length of time it takes to read
a novel appears shorter than it is, when it is a gripping story. There is nothing in these
statements which refers uniquely to temporal passage and which is not applicable to mere
change or duration without temporal passage. Although it might be true that experiences
of change motivate us to believe that time passes, we do not experience passage in
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experiencing change. Moreover, we cannot infer temporal passage from our experience of
change. To think otherwise, is to confuse passage with duration. Or so I shall argue.

To experience ordinary change just is to experience a succession of qualitatively distinct
events. In other words, change looks like one thing happening after the other in
120

experience.10 When we see a chameleon changing from red to green for example, we see
that change as a succession of two events, first an event ‘chameleon-being-red’, followed
by another event ‘chameleon-being-green’. A succession takes time. It comes as no surprise

10

Although change looks like succession in experience, not all successions look like change. To experience
succession as change, at least the properties or the objects constitutive of the successive events must differ.
A mere numerical change of events cannot be experienced as change, which is presumably why it is
standardly thought that we could not be aware of time without being aware of (at least mental) change.
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that one is aware of duration when one is aware of change and succession. In other words,
we experience time when we experience change in objects, which is manifest in the fact
125

that we measure durations of time by observing change.11 I suspect that this might be the
confusion behind the ordinary folk intuition that we experience temporal passage when we
experience change. For the same is not true in the case of passage: neither the fact that
things succeed each other, nor the fact that some things take time entails that time passes.
Therefore, we could have accurate experiences of change, even if time did not pass. Our
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every day experience of change is silent as to whether time passes or not.

Here is another way to put it. Just as we (standardly) occupy various spatial perspectives
during our lives, we occupy various temporal perspectives during the course of our lives.
Throughout our lifetime we are aware of what happens at different times, at different times
135

– that is to say, we are aware of one time after another. But this change of temporal
perspective can be explained dynamically as well as statically. Explained dynamically, our
being aware of one time after another is in some sense “brought about” by time “moving”
or “passing by”, that is, by the fact that time passes. Explained statically, we “move”
through time, changing our temporal perspectives, one by one, in a similar way as we are

140

moving through static space, thereby changing our spatial perspectives.

Consider an analogy that might hopefully help to illustrate the distinction I have in mind.
Imagine you are visiting some art exhibition and you are led into a dark room with a hole

11

See also Shoemaker for this point (1969). Shoemaker thinks that the fact that we measure time by
observing change makes it plausible that there cannot be time without change, for to hold otherwise is to
be sceptic about the possibility of measuring time at all. Whether or not there could be time without
change shall not be my concern here.
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in the wall to look through. Looking through the hole, you can see an image projected on
145

another wall. After a while the image disappears and is replaced by another one, which is
replaced again after a few seconds. Ten images are presented to you in this way before the
slide show is over and you are shown into another room. The second room is also dark, but
instead of one hole in the wall opposite the door, there are ten holes, lined up in a row. A
little note tells you to look into each of the holes, one by one, starting with the first one on
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the left. As you look into the holes, one by one, you can see the very same images that you
have just seen in the slide show. There is no difference in what you see between the first
room and the second room. In both rooms you see a succession of different images, one by
one, only that in the first room you are still, and the images slide past you, where in the
second room the images are still and you are changing your visual perspective, thereby
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seeing the different images. In any case, just from what you have seen, you cannot tell
whether it is you that moves, or whether the images slide by.

This is of course not a perfect analogy, but the idea should be clear enough. The difference
between the slide show of images and the row of images is somewhat analogous to the
160

difference between change in a dynamic world, and change in a static world. The analogy
is certainly not ideal because it is misleading to speak about “our movement through time”
in the same way as we speak about our movement through space. For the B-theorist,
“movement” through time consists in our occupying various temporal perspectives, simply
by virtue of existing at different times. For the A-theorist, our occupying multiple temporal
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perspectives is necessitated by the passage of time. Common to both cases is that we cannot
distinguish between the two kinds of succession, just by experiencing one thing after the
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next. Thus the experience of ordinary change cannot tell us whether it is time itself that
“moves” (as with the slide show) or whether we just see different things at different times
(as with the row of images). I conclude that the idea that we experience passage by virtue
170

of experiencing change, or that we can infer passage from experiencing change, is based
on a confusion between passage on the one hand, and succession and duration on the other.

4. Conclusion
Many philosophers have claimed that dynamic accounts of time have an intuitive advantage
175

over static ones. I think that they have judged too fast. Once we scrutinize the usual suspect
experiences that are commonly held to be experiences of temporal passage, it turns out that
they don’t actually amounts to an experience of passage. (Here I have only looked at one
such experience but elsewhere I have argued against others as well). 12 As a consequence,
it becomes ever more opaque what exactly an experience of passage is supposed to be. And
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although dynamic theorists can still search for other candidate experiences, their obvious
intuitive advantage has, it seems, dissolved.

12

See Frischhut 2012, 2013.
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A Defensive Realist’s Perspective of the Japan-U.S. Security Alliance
Shuhei Takemoto

Japanese security policy seems to be in the midst of historical transition. If one
5

were to articulate one underlying theme among the so-called “cabinet decision to exercise
the right of collective self-defense” of last summer and the more recent revisions of the
Japan-US Defense Guidelines and the Japanese security legislatures, it would be
strengthening the deterrent capability of the Japan-U.S. security alliance. These
developments have led to many debates regarding Japanese security policy and the

10

significance of the Japan-U.S. security alliance among the Japanese public. This paper
will provide a theoretical explanation for the significance of the Japan-U.S. security
alliance. Although the general argument to explain why states form an alliance with other
states seemed to be aligned with the offensive realists’ argument, a different argument
will be presented in this paper including a view based on defensive realism.

15
Realism is the key paradigm or conceptual framework in the study of international
security. Realism also focuses on the most important aspect of international relations.
According to Realism, international relations takes place in a sovereign states system in
which there exists no common authority. When a common authority is missing, there is
20

eventually no one to look after each state’s security and welfare. Thus, international
relations are fundamentally a self-help system in which all states have the legitimate right
to possess weapons for self-defense. However, weapons cannot easily be distinguished
whether they will be used for offensive or defensive purposes. This essential nature of

105

weapons being “ambiguous symbols” leads to one of the most critical problems in
25

international relations. That is the uncertainty of other’s true intention.

Thus, when states interact with other states, they face a “two level strategic
predicament” (Booth &Wheeler, 2008). At the first level, states face a dilemma of not
being able to decide whether your opponent is a defensive type or an offensive type. At
30

the second level, because of this uncertainty of the other’s type, states face another
dilemma of not being able to know for sure whether to respond by defense or offensive.
This situation is described as the security dilemma in international relations (see Figure
1).
Fig 1. Security dilemma
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If both states (A and B) are able to acknowledge for sure that the other side is a
defensive type, both will choose defensive measures and the security dilemma will not
lead to conflict (result in status quo). However, if both states (A and B) consider the other
40

side as a defensive type and take defensive measures, when in fact the other is offensive,
both states will face surrender. Likewise, if both states consider the opponent as a
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defensive type and take offensive measures, when in fact the other is offensive, the
situations will lead to direct conflict.

45

Two things can be implied from the security dilemma. First is that unwanted
results in the security dilemma (for instance conflict or A and B’s surrender) are most
likely caused by misperceptions of the other’s intentions. The second seems to be more
severe. Due to the fact weapons being essentially “ambiguous symbols,” states’ defensive
measures can always be perceived as offensive. This will lead the other side to take

50

counter-defensive measures, which also can be misperceived as offensive. Thus, in a
situation of the security dilemma, states even with defensive intentions taking defensive
measures, can end up in viscous action-reaction cycle. This situation is called the security
paradox (see Figure 2). It can be said that an arms race is a typical security paradox.

55

Figure 2. Security paradox

The security paradox implies that states, even with defensive intentions
understanding that cooperation is in their mutual interests (status quo: 3,3), will choose to
60

defect because of the uncertainty of the other’s intentions and eventually end worse off
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had they chosen to cooperate. Thus, conflict: 2,2 becomes the Nash equilibrium when
neither state has the intentions to switch to another option.

Realism has two main branches. Offensive realists would argue that the security
65

paradox is the only likely outcome of the security dilemma. This is why they conclude
that states will always choose to maximize their relative power through either unilateral
efforts (internal balancing) or through the formation of alliances (external balancing).
Additionally, from offensive realists’ perspective, the more relative power people have,
their deterrent capability will be stronger (Mearsheimer, 1990; 2001). On the other hand,

70

defensive realists would argue that the security paradox is just one possible outcome of
the security dilemma (Glaser, 1997; Jervis, 1978). They see that the security dilemma can
be ameliorated. The more relevant question for the defensive realist would be how should
states overcome the security dilemma?
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Defensive realists argue that states can overcome the security dilemma through
successful diplomacy. Diplomacy can be defined as signaling of one’s intentions.
Successful diplomacy would require credible signaling of both threats and promises to
obtain mutual agreement of a certain status quo. For instance, threats mean signaling to
your opponent, “if you challenge the status quo, you will be met by punishment (see
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Figure 3). If state B correctly perceives state A’s threats, it will lead to status quo. On the
other hand, if state B fails to perceive state A’s threats, it will lead to either A’s surrender
or conflict. If state A fails to signal threats, it will lead to A’s surrender, while if state A
signals threats but state B fails to perceive them, it will lead to conflict.
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Fig. 3. Threats
STATE
B

STATE
A
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A’s surrender

STATUS
QUO

CONFLIC

Likewise, promises mean signaling, “if you agree on the status quo, you will not
lose anything more that you already have” (Figure 4). If state B correctly perceives state
A’s promises, state B will choose status quo. On the other hand, if state B fails to
perceive state A’s promises, it will lead to either A’s surrender or conflict. If state A fails
90

to signal promises, it will lead to A’s surrender, while if state A signals promises but state
B fails to perceive them, it will lead to conflict.

Fig. 4. Promises
STATE
B

STATE
A

STATUS
QUO

A’s surrender

CONFLIC
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The question that remains, then, is how to make threats and promises more
credible? Defensive realists argue that signals of threats and promises must incorporate
risks or costs for the one who is actually doing the signaling. If threats are not costly for
the one who is sending signals, the opponent will consider them as a bluff. Likewise, if
promises are not considered as costly, they will be considered as cheap talk. By making
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signals costly, states can persuade the opponent that you are trustworthy. This is because
you would hesitate to send costly signals in the first place, unless you are willing to look
trustworthy (Kydd, 2000, 2005). Thus, the key to credibility of one’s intentions is costly
signaling.

105

Now that the security dilemma can be ameliorated through costly signaling, the
next question is one might ask is, how does it work in reality? Today, Japan and China
are said to be in a security dilemma (Liff, & Ikenberry, 2014). This paper will argue that
the key to avoid Japan-China relations from turning into a viscous action-reaction cycle is
the Japan-U.S. security alliance. The alliance helps Japan (and the U.S.) in sending both

110

costly signals of threats and promises to China. Through the alliance Japan (and the U.S.)
can signal China that Japan is a defensive status quo power and that no one will benefit
from altering the status quo.

The Japan-U.S. security alliance is a bilateral treaty signed by the two
115

governments for the purpose of stationing U.S. Armed Forces in the sovereignty territory
of Japan. The treaty grants the U.S. government to use these forces to maintain the peace
and stability in the Far East as well as to protect the security of Japan. The idea behind
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this security alliance is the strategy of forward deployment or a tripwire. Forwardly
deploying U.S. Armed Forces into regions with potential danger creates an enormous risk
120

and cost for the U.S. This is simply because these armed forces can be the targets and
victims in a military conflict. By placing U.S. forces in the regional frontlines and making
them hostage to offensive attacks, significantly increases the credibility of U.S.
commitments to security of Japan and the region. It also signals credible threats to deter
any military aggression. These are because, if U.S. forward deployed Armed Forces ever
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get attacked, it raises the motive for the U.S. to respond by retaliation. This would give a
theoretical explanation of why there are so many U.S. military bases in the sovereignty
territory of Japan. They function as costly signals.

On the other hand, the costly signals of forwardly deploying U.S. Armed Forces,
130

also function as a promise to reassure China in three ways. First, the posture of U.S.
forward deployment is not designed for fighting in depth in Chinese territory. This
reassures China that the U.S. neither has the capability nor the intentions to attack and
conquer Chinese territory. Second, by making U.S. deterrence more credible, it reassures
China that maintaining the status quo guarantees Chinese security because it will not lead
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to military conflicts. Third, U.S. forward deployment and the Japan-U.S. security alliance
reassures the security of Japan. By reassuring the security of Japan, it decreases Japan’s
motives to embark on a unilateral military buildup. This will also reassure China that
Japan is not and will never be a threat to Chinese national security.
Thus, the significance of the security alliance between the governments of Japan

140

and the U.S. is not only to maximize power but also to signal credible threats (deterrence)
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and promises (reassurance) that Japan and the United States are status quo seekers. Ever
since the so-called “cabinet decision to exercise the right of collective defense,” two
contradicting arguments seem to be under debate in Japan regarding its national security
and the Japan-U.S. security alliance today. One is that Japan should focus on deterring
145

the expansion of China and the other is that Japan should focus more on reassuring China
of Japanese peaceful intentions and wiliness to cooperate. However, advocates, who
stress the importance of either deterrence or reassurance for Japanese security policy,
seem to misunderstand the essence of the security dilemma in international relations.
Although they contradict at the surface in terms of how to respond to China, they seem to
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have one thing in common at the core and that is certainty of China’s intentions. In other
words, it seems that for advocates of deterrence or reassurance, the factor of uncertainty
of China’s intentions is irrelevant. Advocates of deterrence would argue that Japan should
deter China from changing the status quo because China is certainly a revisionist state.
On the other hand, advocates of reassurance would stress that Japan should emphasize
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reassurance and cooperation because China is certainly a status quo power.

The correct understanding of the security dilemma implies that the true dilemma
for Japan lies not in the choice between deterrence and reassurance, but in the inability to
choose deterrence or reassurance because of the uncertainty of China’s true intentions.
160

Without being certain of China’s intentions both deterrence and reassurance are
necessary. As advocates of reassurance argue, too much emphasis on deterrence might
decrease the chance for cooperation, while as advocates of deterrence argue, too much
reassurance might induce offensive actions. Thus, as long as China’s intentions are
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uncertain, it must be the Japanese policy to have both options to signal Japan as a status
165

quo seeker. This leaves the Japan-U.S. security alliance as the best option for Japanese
security policy.
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The Journey of Pre-Service Teachers of Color1.
Paul Chamness Miller & Hidehiro Endo
Introduction
5

According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES, 2015), as of 2015
there are more than 50 million students enrolled in K-12 public schools in the U.S. The
number of school-age children and adolescents has been steadily increasing for decades.
Along with the growth of students there has been a shift in the racial make-up of the student
population, where less than half of the learners in schools are white (NCES, 2015). In

10

contrast to the increased diversity of students, the population of teachers is rather
homogenous. According to the latest statistics, 82% of public and 88% of private school
teachers in the U.S. are white (NCES, 2013). The problem does not end with numbers,
however, because college graduates entering the teaching force, regardless of race or
ethnicity, continue to be insufficiently prepared to teach diverse learners (Gay, 2002). This is

15

largely due to weak teacher education programs that have attempted to resolve the problem
by adding only a course in multicultural education to the curriculum, or worse, by simply
adding a multicultural education component to a pre-existing course (Goodwin, 1997). The
problem with this approach is that working with diverse learners must be integrated into all
coursework, coupled with field experiences with diverse learners.

20
Why Are There so Few Teachers of Color?
Despite the obvious need for teachers of color, their numbers continue to remain
significantly lower than that of white teachers. It is argued that students of color lack role
models because there are few teachers of color; consequently, when making a decision about
25

what to study in college, students do not consider teaching as a viable career path (Rettig &
Khodavandi, 1998). What is more, when learners see what the teaching profession entails

115

(i.e. lower salaries and poor working conditions, as well as current demands made on
teachers), they consider other professions where the conditions are better. Claycomb and
Hawley (2000) note that the cost of going to college and becoming a teacher often outweighs
30

the benefits of teaching; a career that is more financially lucrative when compared to the
salary of being a teacher is far more appealing to many in the face of rising higher education
costs.

Furthermore, students of color often do not receive the same education as their White
35

counterparts. As Rettig and Khodavandi (1998) argue, students of color are often tracked into
lower-level courses while White students have a much greater chance of being tracked into
higher-level classes. Students placed in the lower tracks are often not challenged
academically and it is assumed that they will go directly from high school to work in lowlevel jobs. What is more, teachers of students in lower tracks often expect less of them and
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provide them with instruction of a lower quality. As a result of being placed in non-collegepreparatory courses, these students are not informed of the requirements for college
admission (Siddens, Kearney, & Yarbrough, 1997).

Students of color are also often at a disadvantage when it comes to the curriculum that
45

is selected and the manner in which it is delivered. The curriculum is often “euro-centric”
(Su, 1996) and does not take into consideration the cultural and educational backgrounds of
the students who are not of European descent or who are not familiar with the American style
of student-centered teaching. Therefore, students of color often find the curriculum less
inclusive (Wilson & Justiz, 1988). Rettig and Khodavandi (1998) contend that this is largely
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due to the lack of teachers of color who, if present, might have the knowledge of and
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sensitivity to the needs of students of color to ensure that a more appropriate curriculum be
employed.

These negative educational experiences result in detrimental effects on students of
55

color as a whole, but also play a role in their decision to avoid teaching as a career. One such
result is that students who feel disconnected from the curriculum often drop out of school
(Daughtry, 1989), reducing the number of possible candidates who even go to college.
Another issue is that because of the inequality of education, students of color are at a much
greater risk of not meeting the high college entrance standards required for admission into
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many colleges and universities (Rettig & Khodavandi, 1998). This also reduces the number
of possible candidates to enter college and to choose teaching as a career. Part of the problem
is that colleges place too much emphasis on the standardized tests that are part of the of the
admission process (Wilson & Justiz, 1988). What is more, studies indicate that standardized
tests used for the certification of teacher education candidates are largely culturally biased
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(Nicklos & Brown, 1989).

Why Does It Matter?
This issue is of particular concern for various reasons. First, it is important that all
students have opportunities to succeed academically; however, as Rettig & Khodavandi
70

(1998) point out, students of color are grossly identified as at-risk and drop-outs, resulting in
their over- representation in low-paying, minimum-wage jobs. While it is difficult to claim a
cause-and-effect relationship between the lack of teachers of color and the low success rate of
students of color, there is an interesting relationship between them. Zapata (1988) suggests
that teachers who are of similar linguistic or racial groups as the students may serve as role-
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models and “may be better prepared to meet the learning needs of an increasing proportion of
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the school population than teachers from other backgrounds” (p. 19). A faculty of
predominantly White teachers is in the difficult situation of trying to identify with students
who do not share the same experiences or background (Rettig & Khodavandi, 1998). This
does not mean that for every racial or linguistic group there must be a teacher to represent
80

them; rather, the idea is that schools have teachers who understand the issues that students of
color face on a daily basis and whom students can identify as potential role models. There is
also the concern that many White, middle-class teachers have unrealistic expectations of the
acculturation of students of color (Nicklos & Brown, 1989). Montecinos (1994) suggests that
it is possible that the White teacher’s lack of experience with people of diverse backgrounds
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promotes an environment of “ignorance, stereotyping and prejudices which translate into low
expectations for the academic achievement of ethnic minority students” (p. 34).

Dillard (1994) argues, teacher education programs, administrators in school districts
and others must recognize and acknowledge the richness that a diverse population of teachers
90

brings, in the way they “participate, see, and are in the world” (p. 9), rather than focusing
merely on numbers. Rather, it is important to consider what the teacher of color can bring to
the profession that is unique, different and valuable.
Methods
Guiding Questions
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In order to find the heart of the problem concerning the lack of students of color in
teacher education, the researchers investigated students of color who were already enrolled in
teacher education programs. The guiding question to this study was: What draws students of
color to teaching? This guiding question formed the basis for this study, from which several
findings emerged and are described in the findings.

100
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Setting and Participants
There were eight participants in this study, all of whom were undergraduate students
of color in the teacher education programs of a large, Midwestern, state-funded university
and a smaller state-funded college in the northeast portion of the United States. Three of the
105

participants self-identified as Asian Americans, two as African Americans and three as Latin
Americans. Three of the participants were studying to be teachers at the elementary level,
two were in Physical Education programs, one was in Math Education, one was in English
Education and one was a dual major in Special Education and Spanish. Two of the
participants were male and six were female. The participants in this study were recruited and
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selected based on their ability to contribute their thoughts and feelings about their
experiences as students of color in a teacher education program.

Data Collection
In order to answer the guiding questions of the study, the researchers distributed a
115

questionnaire to each of the participants. There were eight questions, all of which were openended where participants were encouraged to write as much as they could. Following the
completion of the questionnaire, one of the researchers interviewed the participants, some
individually and some as a group, because they were too timid to participate in the interview
alone, in what Patton (2001) terms an “informal conversational interview” (p. 281). The
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interviews were recorded and then transcribed, coded and analyzed. This interview was used
as a follow-up to the questionnaire in order to seek clarification or additional information
from the answers to the survey. What is more, collecting data using multiple methods
increased the credibility of the results (Marshall & Rossman, 1999), affording the researchers
opportunities to understand more accurately how the participants interpreted their
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experiences.
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Findings
The data presented in this study are echoed by the voices of the students of color who
have decided to pursue their career as an educator. These voices are genuine, representing the
essence of the experiences of the participants. What emerged from this study are several
130

themes that were important to the participants in addressing the guiding question. Although
having educators in the family and the support of parents and other family members was
noted as an important factor in the participants’ decision to become a teacher, what was most
significant was the experience with teachers during childhood and adolescence.
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Teachers Are Important Role Models
Every participant of this study was able to identify at least one teacher as a role
model. Not only did these teachers have a great impact on the participants’ lives in general,
but they also inspired them to follow in their footsteps. For example, one participant wrote,
“When I was in second grade, I transferred schools and my teacher really devoted so much
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time just to me. That really meant so much.” Another student identified her physical
education teacher from high school as being her biggest role model and yet another
participant commented that it was his track coach. One other participant named her art
teacher as being the most influential. Teachers who show their love for teaching, passion for
their subject and thoughtfulness towards their students are those who will be respectfully
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admired. Teachers who portray these characteristics are more likely to influence their
students and their students’ future. One participant commented that a particular experience
that impacted his decision to become a teacher was “being around teachers who cared ... and
seeing so many people try to help me or others in their spare time. Also their friendliness to
me just in the halls.”

150
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Having a Bond with Teachers is Important
Having a bond with teachers is also very important in leading students of color to
choose teaching as a profession. As the participants confirmed, getting to know their teachers
was more valuable than only seeing them in their traditional role in the front of the
155

classroom. By developing this type of bond with their teachers, students were able to
establish a greater respect for teachers and their occupation. Most of the participants
indicated that they enjoyed helping their teachers by being responsible for something. They
were highly appreciative of the dialogue that occurred between them and their teachers. As a
result of this bond, these students of color admired their teachers, mentors and role models.

160
Unfortunately, not all teachers are as effective as others, and some of the participants
admitted that they had both positive and negative experiences. One participant noted, I have
had many good and bad experiences, good and bad teachers. I know the impact either one can
have on a life. The reason I want to be who I want to be is because of my favorite teacher.
165

However, for some students of color, a bond may be more easily established when there is
sameness instead of difference. As one participant stated in an attention-grabbing opinion: “I
never had teachers of color. I think things would have been different if I had Spanish [speaking] teachers.” This student’s belief supports the argument discussed in the introduction
claiming teachers of color, or at least teachers who represent ethnically and/or linguistically
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diverse students, could inspire students who might relate to them at that level. The students of
color in this study have indicated that they need teachers with whom they can identify
culturally, racially, ethnically and perhaps linguistically.

Having Previous Teaching Experiences May Play a Role in Deciding to Become a
175

Teacher
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On the whole, most of the participants had previous positive experiences helping
someone learn. Some worked as a camp counselor, others as a leader in extra-curricular
activities, and one participant had experience as a tutor while in high school. Another taught
swimming at a summer camp. These experiences provided them with opportunities to
180

understand what it means to be a teacher and were influential in initiating their belief that this
was what they wanted to do with their lives. This is, in fact, a very important step for these
participants towards making their decision to become an educator. A few of the participants
in this study admitted that they changed their major to education after having spent a few
semesters in college. These participants were, in part, able to make this shift because they
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already knew the pleasure of helping someone learn. Providing these types of experiences
early was important for these participants.

Conclusion
Based on the above discussion, it is important to consider what these findings mean
190

for teacher educators today. The assertions that emerged from this study lead to several
implications summarized below.
According to data collected by Claycomb and Hawley (2000), more than half of the
students who enter teacher education programs made that decision before starting their
college career. As this study has found, students of color are often motivated to teach because
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of prior experiences with teachers. Consequently, teachers should attempt to identify students
who have this motivation as early as possible to encourage them to think about teaching as a
possible career. By approaching them earlier, students will be better prepared for college
admission.
Students of color who demonstrate an interest in teaching also need to be encouraged

200

to seek out opportunities to teach. Many participants in this study had these opportunities.
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Other opportunities to provide students with similar experiences are described by Claycomb
& Hawley (2000). Teacher Cadet Project, is one measure to attract students to teaching while
still in high school. A magnet high school in Rochester, New York, known as the Teaching
and Learning Institute, was designed to attract students to teaching at the pre-collegiate level.
205

Such experiences give students a plan for their career at an earlier age, enabling them to
establish the necessary goals in order to achieve this plan. The key is making such programs
accessible to all students.

To conclude, the current literature emphasizes that teachers of color are an important
210

component to the educational experience of American society in the twenty-first century. The
findings of this study point to the following ideas for possibly recruiting more students of
color into the teacher education program: a) tap into students’ intrinsic motivation to teach, b)
model effective teaching for students at an early age, c) ensure that students of color are
aware of and are prepared to meet the rigorous admission requirements of teacher education
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programs, d) help students of color establish bonds with teachers, e) ensure that students of
color have a positive learning experience and f) provide students of color with teaching
experiences before deciding on a major at college. These suggestions are by no means
exhaustive, but they are the findings that emerged from the participants of this study. These
findings, along with pre-existing and future research on this topic will help to ensure that
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teachers of color will contribute to the education of our students.
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1. This chapter is a modified version of Miller and Endo (2005).
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About the Writer- Chiharu Ito
EAP083: HIGH INTERMEDIATE WRITING
PROCESS ESSAY
HOW RUBBER BALLOONS ARE MADE
(SUBMITTED AUTUMN 2020)

From Chiharu to the Reader…
I have been interested in circuses. I have recently put focus on the connection or
relationship between society and circuses.
I have finished an argumentative essay last semester. I had trouble with excluding
my personal feelings and eliminating biases in my writing. I also struggled with
writing logically and not making fallacy.
When I was EAP 1, I compared the essay that I wrote without any knowledge about
academic writing and another essay that I followed the rules of academic writing.
This lesson taught me clear differences between my essay and academic writing,
and it was really impressive. I think that comparing their own essay and model or
others essay will help them to improve their writing.
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How Rubber Balloons Are Made
Rubber balloons have been recognized as one of the most colorful and vibrant items
loved around the world. They are often associated with fun, festivity, and products that never
5

fail to attract children. Upon receiving a balloon, children become delighted and try not to
leave it away. Balloons also play an important role in cheering people. For example, if sick
people in low spirits see balloons dancing in the wind and going up into the sky, they may
feel that balloons can take their negative emotions into the sky. Although most people have
played with rubber balloons, few have thought what chemical substances and physical

10

features are involved in balloon production. There are two main processes in manufacturing
rubber balloons.
Making a liquid rubber, called latex, is the first main process to make a rubber
balloon. It is acquired by slitting the bark of the rubber trees, which allow milky ingredients
to seep out from the sap of the trees. The rubber trees make latex to defend themselves

15

against insects. Latex is sticky and has unique smells and features. If latex is weathered, it
will solidify, which become a protection from insects after the rubber trees are damaged
(Myers, 2019). When latex arrives at the factories, it is mixed with pigments which affect the
color of balloons. Pigments have a function of assimilating specific wavelengths of visible
light and making other wavelengths reverberate, so balloons can have a variety of color

20

(Howard, 2019). In this way, the first step to make the raw material of balloons is completed.
The next main step is to make rolled lips on balloons. When people inflate balloons,
the rolled lips help them to pump air into the balloon easily. If balloons have no rolled lips,
people cannot inflate balloons effectively because balloons may drop from their mouths or
their breath might bulge over the balloons. When people tie balloons, it also causes difficulty

25

if balloons have no rolled lips because rolled lips have an important function of preventing
balloons from coming untied. The way to make these functional rolled lips on balloons is
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simple. There are two brushes, whose shape is like a lint roller or a lint remover, and they are
rotating toward the outside. When balloons which stick to the glass or plastic model of
balloons arrive at the point, balloons are in the middle; in other words, they are sandwiched
30

between the two brushes. Consequently, because of the revolving of the two brushes, the tip
of balloons is rolled up and this becomes the lip (“BALLOONS | How It's Made,” 2018).
Rubber Balloons are created by the two important steps. The first step is to
prepare to create balloons by making a liquid rubber which is called latex. This step is
fundamental but it is the key to create various colors of balloons. The second process is

35

to create part of balloons which can make people inflate without difficulty. Through
these processes, amusing and encouraging balloons are made. Balloons will continue to
enliven people who are depressed and make many people feel pleasant or delighted by
balloons’ miraculous and lovely charms.
(Word Count: 525)
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About the writer- Hinako Saito
EAP105: DEVELOPING ACADEMIC WRITING
CAUSE & EFFECT ASSESSMENT
THE DISABILITY STIGMA: A THREAT TO SELF-ESTEEM AND SOCIETAL WELLBEING
(SUBMITTED JUNE 2021)

From Hinako to the Reader…
I have just finished my first semester at AIU. am particularly interested in the problems of disability
and poverty among children in developing countries. I would like to study international affairs and
deepen my understanding of these issues through the GS program at AIU. I would also like to visit
developing countries through an internship. Ultimately, I would like to do work that supports children
so that they can contribute as members of society.
I needed to set clear objectives or goals and structure them in a coherent way in order to make my
essay persuasive. Also, in academic writing, I paid more attention to sentences and vocabulary.
Credible evidence, technical knowledge and sufficient explanation are essential to help the reader to
understand my essay easily, so I put emphasis on those points as well.
It is a good idea to work on a topic which you are interested in the most or in an area where you can
use your strengths. This is because you have to be the one who knows the most about your essay,
and your strength will make your essay more persuasive. I found it helpful to read a lot of examples
and ask AAC for help when I was not familiar with the essay itself, so I highly recommend doing so.
Finally, it takes time to find sources and references, so it's important to plan ahead. (I wrote my essay
while crying at midnight because I didn't plan ahead at all. I hope you will not make the same
mistake!)
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The Disability Stigma: A Threat to Self-esteem and Societal Well-being
In 2008, an interesting study was disclosed. Child and adolescent psychiatrists Arnold
and Chapman advocated that there is no significant difference in self-esteem between people
5

with and without disabilities. Self-esteem is the ability to have a positive image of oneself
and to accept oneself as one is. It is determined by many factors, including one's gender,
appearance, performance, finances and relationships. Furthermore, Positive Psychology U.K,
which provides information on positive psychological research, advocates that unconditional
love, trust and security in early childhood form the basis of lifelong self-esteem (2010).
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However, according to The Healthy Aging Rehabilitation Research & Training Center- a
group of rehabilitation researchers, physicians, psychologists and public health professionals,
people with disabilities (PWD) have historically been stigmatized. The earlier it occurs, the
stronger the lifelong impact it has, ultimately lowering self-esteem rather than enhancing it.
Although it is said that the self-esteem of disabled and non-disabled people is almost the

15

same, disability stigma lower the self-esteem of disabled people and negatively affects the
well-being of the whole society.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), one billion people, about 15%
of the world's population, live with a disability. Disabilities include physical, intellectual,
20

mental, developmental disabilities, and other impairments of mental and physical functions.
Each has different factors. In this essay, disability is defined as a condition in which people
feel or experience "difference" from others when performing daily activities. The cause of the
perceived difference is disability stigma. It begins with negative stereotypes. For instance,
Rene, who promotes solutions to address the world's 21st-century challenges, describes that

25

the majority of people view disability as a deplorable condition and assume that PWD are
unable to have a family, acquire an occupation, or lead a prosperous life (2015). These
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stereotypes, which have been strongly ingrained in people for centuries, create other stigmas,
namely, social avoidance, discrimination, condescension, blame, internalization, hate crime
and violence towards the disabled (The Healthy Aging, n.d.). These stigmas occur in various
30

communities. For example, at school from other students, teachers, and at work from
colleagues and supervisors. In both communities, PWDs are teased, ignored and have fewer
friends than those without disabilities. They are often subject to negative comments about
their bodies, which leads to a lack of confidence in their appearance. PWDs are at risk of
being judged not only in terms of their appearance, but also in their ability to study and work.

35

In other words, social stigimatization denies opportunities to demonstrate potential.

One another factor that causes PWD to have low self-esteem is the lack of
understanding and acceptance in society. Various studies, including one by Murfitt et al.
(2008) have revealed that about half of people with disabilities at working age are
40

persistently excluded. In particular, small and medium-sized enterprises refuse to hire PWDs
and criticize them as they are deemed incapable of meeting organizations needs and
unsuitable for the available positions. Another data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
denoted that even when employed, PWD are more likely to report underemployment, limited
part-time or temporary work and when accepted, with lower average salaries than workers

45

without disabilities (2021). Despite workplace diversity legislation being enacted around the
world, PWD does not have the same access to job opportunities as people without
disabilities, reflecting the current societal landscape that disregards PWD.

The low self-esteem of PWD due to disability stigma that occurs in various places are
50

widespread and have adverse effects on their well-being. These issues ought to be addressed
with paramount significance for they pose a substantial threat not only to PWD but also the
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society as a whole. Societal well-being is achieved through the comprehensive satisfaction of
all members of the community. Well-being is a concept that refers to being in a positive
physical, mental, and social state. Keyes, a social psychologist, theorized "social integration"
55

and "social acceptance" as equating to societal well-being (1998). Similarly, Riff proposed
that a positive relationship with others is fundamental (1989). These indicate that it is
essential for people to evaluate themselves positively, to feel growth, and to have smooth
relationships with others. The attainment of societal well-being is premised on whether
people are accepting of others by cooperating and contributing to personal and societal goals.

60

PWD are no exception. Societal well-being of the whole society cannot be achieved while
stigmatization remains.

In conclusion, self-esteem is formed during the critical period of one's development
from birth. However, self-esteem of PWD tends to be lowered due to widespread disability
65

stigma. However, if society understands and accepts their disabilities, disability stigma will
decrease and their self-esteem will increase. Although this essay focuses on PWDs, all people
have experienced social stigmas, either due to religion, culture, gender or other factors. I
believe the acceptance of these differences and the willingness to coexist will contribute to
better well-being for all.

70

(Word Count: 808)
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About the Writer- Hana Oishi
EAP105: DEVELOPING ACADEMIC WRITING
CAUSE & EFFECT ASSESSMENT
EFFECTS OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION ON CHILDREN AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES IN JAPAN
(SUBMITTED JUNE 2021)

From Hana to the Reader…
I am interested in education that makes children learn and take action. So, I am
currently taking TLP (Teacher's License Program) and participating in the "From
Project Akita," an organization in AIU that supports high school students who take
social action in Akita. Also I have an interest in the area of natural environment, so I
would like to take related lectures in the future.
This cause-and-effect essay was the first formal essay I wrote at AIU. Before
entering AIU, I had never learned about academic writing, so I was very confused by
many strict rules at first. Although my academic writing skill is still poor, I gradually
feel I am getting used to many academic writing practices.
Support from AAC (The Academic Achievement Centre) and many friends around
you are helpful, but the best is asking questions to your teachers. To use the office
hour may need a little courage, but please don't hesitate because your teachers are
not as scary as you expect! They will give you the most accurate and beneficial
advice.
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Effects of outdoor education on children and local communities in Japan

In a small classroom, children are reading textbooks earnestly. They are sitting during
almost all lessons and listening to their teachers carefully. These are typical scenes in
5

Japanese schools. However, is the classroom the best place to study? At school, can children
grow up in good health? Are lectures at the school sufficient enough to learn about the real
world outside of the classroom? To compensate for these probable weaknesses of learning
indoors, learning outdoors may be effective. According to Hoshino (2012), a Professor of
outdoor education at Meiji University, outdoor education is "education in, about, and for the

10

outdoors." In other words, outdoor education refers to all education carried outside of
classrooms. More specifically, Szczepanski, the Director of National Center for
Environmental and Outdoor Education at Linköping University (2016), describes that the
critical features of outdoor education are utilizing the natural and cultural environment as the
learning space, taking notice of the significance of the locality where children learn, and

15

making the interaction between sensory experience and book-learning. Although classrooms
allow children to acquire knowledge, outdoor education enables them to develop their
knowledge through experience, promote their well-being, and contribute to society. The rest
of this essay will look deeper into the effects outdoor education has both on children and the
community.

20
Exposing children to outdoor environments is more beneficial for their health than
shutting themselves in the rooms. The World Health Organization (2019) defined health as "a
state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of
disease or infirmity." However, there are numerous problems with children's health in Japan.
25

The rapid changes of society have caused the disorder of children's lifestyles and the decline
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of their physical strength. Science Council of Japan (2008) states that children's playstyles
tend to be limited to indoors with a small number of people or alone because of urbanization
and the spread of TV, video games, and smartphones. This leads to a lack of exercise, social
skills, ability to communicate, and emotional stability. According to a Heritage Council
30

Commissioned Report, (2016), reduced access to outdoor natural environments has
significant consequences on children's physical health, such as vitamin D deficiency,
resulting in a sharp rise in childhood diseases like rickets, short-sightedness, and asthma. In
other research, it was revealed that students engaged in forest class activity showed a steady
decline of cortisol, the stress hormone, during the school day compared to students in the
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classroom (Dettweiler et al, 2017). This indicates that the use of an outdoor environment for
teaching is beneficial to promoting mental well-being. Moreover, cooperative nature
experience programs are linked to various aspects of social well-being, providing the
experience of equality, community, decision-making, responsibility, social bonding, support,
and feelings of being protected. (Abraham, et al, 2010). Thus, outdoor education may help to

40

solve the current issue with Japanese children's health problems and promote their physical,
mental and social well-being.

Outdoor education can promote not only children's health but also their contribution
to society. According to the Cabinet Office Government of Japan (2014), young Japanese
45

people have less awareness about involvement in social issues and their social participation
than those of a similar age in South Korea, the U.K, and the U.S. This study revealed that
when children are at outdoor parks, they tend to be more caring about the natural
environment and form a psychological bond with nature, contributing to environmentally
friendly behaviors compared to when they are indoors (Fang et al, 2017). Outdoor education

50

results in children being more conscious because of their direct involvement in the learning
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process. By exposing themselves to the outdoor environment, the issues linked to their
knowledge and interests become more apparent. These experiences and observations are not
questions imposed by other people but instead are instilled through personal independence
and experiences. In this way, experience-based learning in outdoor education enables
55

children to take social matters without instruction from a parent or teacher.

Moreover, the activities in outdoor education itself can be the solution to various
problems in Japanese communities. Especially in rural areas, the continuation of communities
is in a crisis because of a rapidly ageing population coupled with a declining birthrate. In
60

underpopulated areas, progressing mergers of schools cause a lack of vitality in the whole
community. As a solution to this problem, "Sanson-Ryugaku" has been introduced in some
regions. The Sanson-Ryugaku program allows children to experience rural school life and
homestay in one-year increments (Okazaki, 2010) with the added benefit of participating in
and learning about their respective communities. Many schools and districts have introduced
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activities to emphasize the charm of each town through the Sanson-Ryugaku. As a result,
local children have increased pride and confidence, as well as a firmer understanding of what
makes their region special. Also, most children who experienced Sanson-Ryugaku come to
see their town as a second home and often return to the community. Thus, there is a dual
benefit of not just preventing the unnecessary mergers of schools but also revitalizing the

70

community by learning the uniqueness and value of their local community.

In conclusion, outdoor education will mutually benefit both children and the local
community. Outdoor activities promote children's well-being and create a stronger
connection with the communities in which they live. This wholesome relationship between
75

children and hometown leads to more interest and active contribution to solving local
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problems, directly benefiting the community. Although the advantages of outdoor education
are remarkable, further research would be needed for its practical use and implementation.
Teachers need to consider which teaching environments are the most effective for children's
learning. Hoshino states, "that which ought and can best be taught inside the schoolrooms
80

should there be taught, and that which can best be learned through experience dealing directly
with native materials and life situations outside the school should there be learned (2012)."
Flexible learning styles, including outdoor or indoor teaching, are essential tools for the
sound development of Japanese children.
(Word Count: 997)
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About the Writer- Ayame Fukutomi
EAP105: DEVELOPING ACADEMIC WRITING
ARGUMENT ASSESSMENT
SCHOOL UNIFORM: THE KEY TO HELPING ECONOMICALLY UNSTABLE CHILDREN AND TO
MAINTAINING CHILDREN’S SAFETY
(SUBMITTED DECEMBER 2020)

From Ayame to the Reader…
Currently, I have been interested in gender studies, especially in feminism. Though I have
not decided on my future career, I hope I can contribute to improving women’s status and
women’s participation in society.
I have learned that writing needs a recursive process and nobody can write a complete
essay in the beginning. I changed many parts of the essay and brushed it up many times.
Maybe like you, I am also less confident in writing, but I keep it in my mind that to feel relax
and enjoy writing is the most important tip to write academic essays!
Firstly, I recommend choosing a topic you are interested in; otherwise, it would be hard to
keep your motivation high until the end. Next, you can save time by doing pre-writing like
brainstorming, freewriting, and making rough drafts. Taking a long time on this process
seems to delay the essay’s completion, but it definitely helps you write consistently and
coherently.
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School Uniform: Key to Helping Economically Unstable Children to Maintain
Children's Safety
In 1921, Japanese schools introduced school uniforms for the first time, imitating the
5

uniforms of the European naval and the Japanese army. Since then, school uniforms have
gone through many changes (Hartanto, 2019). Due to the boom of Japanese anime and
manga, Japanese school uniforms have become popular even among foreigners. Thus, school
uniforms have become a part of Japanese culture, but public elementary schools do not have
their own uniforms. Furthermore, some people disagree with introducing them to school

10

because school uniforms may raise gender-related problems. However, every Japanese
elementary school should introduce a school uniform to help economically poor children
conform to the school climate without caring about their socioeconomic status. It helps
protect children's safety.

15

School uniforms make it easier for economically unstable children to adapt to school
without a sense of inferiority about their family's socioeconomic status. Firstly, economic
gaps cannot come out of a uniform as obviously as plain clothes because school uniforms
make all children look almost the same (Underwood, 2013). If the school does not have its
own school uniform, children have to go to school with free-style clothes whose brands and

20

the number of varieties can indicate their families' economic condition. Jones et al. (2020)
analyze that school uniforms reduce children's fear of unacceptance from other children of
different socioeconomic status. Since the difference in economic power can be one of the
causes of bullying, financially disadvantaged children can feel relieved because of a school
uniform. Some people may point out the cost of school uniforms, but according to National
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Association of Elementary School Principals (2013), it was revealed that school uniforms are
more cost-effective than back-to-school clothes; the average cost of school uniforms is $150
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or less and that of back-to-school clothes is $235 per child per a year. The difference of $80
seems minor, but considering that elementary school is six years long, this difference is
significant. Thus, school uniforms are helpful for children from low-income families because
30

school uniforms save money and remove children's concerns about their family's income
level.

School uniforms effectively maintain children's safety; school uniforms prevent
children from doing problematic behaviours and being involved in crimes. Research
35

conducted by Sanchez et al. (2012) revealed that school uniforms decrease children's
problematic behaviours that were reported to the police, including children's fights, by 63 per
cent. The decrease seems to be a result of children's self-awareness caused by school
uniforms. Evans et al. (2008) analyse that children with a school uniform are less likely to
commit crimes by themselves due to self-control than those without it. If a student, for

40

example, commits shoplifting while wearing a school uniform, the student's school can be
identified, and this information can be a clue to catching the student. Considering such risk,
children might restrict themselves not to perpetrating a crime. School uniforms reduce not
only the concerns that children commit problematic behaviours but also concerns that they
are involved in crimes as victims. In the case of schools with a school uniform, people can
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easily tell the children from the others, and this difference of appearance enables them to
notice outsiders breaking into the school area (Cinoglu, 2014). It can also be said that harmful
outsiders would hesitate to invade a school area, where they would stand out. Thus, as these
cases indicate, school uniforms can reduce the possibility that children behave
problematically and are involved in dangerous situations, which leads to children's safety.

50
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On the other hand, some people disagree with introducing school uniforms, claiming
that school uniforms represent stereotypes about gender; it implies how women and men
should be and shows less attention to gender minorities. Usually, girls are assumed to wear
skirts and boys are supposed to wear trousers. Happel (2013) expresses that demanding
55

students to wear school uniforms makes students conform to "traditional gender identities"
(p.94). Happel continues that skirts limit female students' behaviours compared to trousers,
which implies they should be modest. This idea represents the imposition of femininity based
on the traditional image toward females. Furthermore, school uniforms usually have only two
types: for girls or boys, and these limited options show a lack of understanding about sexual
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minorities. Statistics show that 5.5 per cent of Japanese do not prefer to decide their gender,
have different sex between physicality and mentality or do not know their gender (The Japan
Times, 2019). These people would not be able to choose from either feminine or masculine
school uniforms easily. Hence, it seems to be reasonable that school uniforms are
inappropriate for elementary school environments because they reflect traditional gender

65

frameworks.

However, the gender problem related to school uniforms cannot be solved by
abolishing school uniforms themselves; and rather, it can be solved by diversifying school
uniforms' options. In 2019, Tokyo's Nakano Ward Mayor, Naoto Sakai, mentioned the survey
70

showing that most female students want to wear pants and decided to approve female
students to wear them (Jiji, 2019). Because of the reformation, female students could choose
the type of school uniform depending on their preferences. The other method is to introduce
gender-neutral uniforms; in Taiwan, eleven kinds of uniforms that students can choose from,
regardless of gender identity, were designed by a Taiwanese designer. They were first

75

introduced in 2020 (Pantaleon, 2020). If children were allowed to wear their plain clothes, it
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would be more difficult to express their gender identity because they would care what others
think of them and be anxious about being teased. On the other hand, if they can choose their
favourite one within the school uniform, children are unlikely to be worried because each
uniform does not target a particular gender and have a particular meaning. Therefore, the
80

freedom of choice about school uniforms casts aside gender concerns and makes it possible
to introduce school uniforms without losing their benefits.

To conclude, school uniforms help children from low-income families to adapt to the
school environment without worrying about their family's income level and protect children's
85

safety by preventing them from problematic behaviours and crimes. Hence, school uniforms
should be introduced in every Japanese elementary school. However, when schools introduce
them, gender-related concerns will be raised, but people can solve these problems by
removing the distinction of uniforms depending on gender. As globalization is promoted and
diverse children attend elementary schools in Japan, other issues about school uniforms rise,

90

such as a denial of wearing school uniforms due to religious customs. However, people can
also cast aside them, showing respect for each child's background by having more school
uniforms options, as they made gender-neutral uniforms.
(Word Count: 1106)
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From Kaya to the Reader…
I was originally interested in and still am interested in gender studies and politics; however, I became interested
in philosophy after I came across the material in my speaking and listening class. As a result, I’m planning on
taking a philosophy class in the fall. I love how some of the questions asked in philosophy can sound absurd, but
when one takes a step back and thinks about it, the questions become relevant. I found that to be exhausting but
also at the same time enlightening. Although some might feel that Academic writing is very tiresome, due to the
many rules and conventions that one must follow, it also demands the writer to use logical thinking, appealing to
emotion, and writer’s credibility which strengthen the paper. By successfully achieving these requirements we
can learn the significance of small details that have the power to transmit our messages and voices in an
effective way to the readers. In today’s technological world writing plays a crucial role in shaping our voices, and
academic writing plays an important role in helping us find our voices in the academic world. I predict that most
students starting EAP3 are very nervous and are filled with worries. That is why my advice would be to share
your concerns with others, such as classmates or your teacher. By doing so you can get good advice and learn
something from one another. It is also important to understand that all the classes complement one another. I
found that my reading class and speaking and listening class helped me develop my writing skills. Finally, never
wait until the last minute to start working on your paper. It is never too early to start when it comes to writing.
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The Need for School Reform: It isn't Rocket Science

Over the past years, Japan has struggled with the rising numbers of children who
5

suffer from mental illness. According to Japan's Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare,
(MEXT, 2020) the suicide rate for secondary students in 2020 was the highest, with 479
deaths. Then again, the number of school refusal rates in secondary students has also shown
significant growth over the years. MEXT defines school refusal in Japanese, known as
Futoko, as children who do not go to school for more than 30 days for reasons unrelated to
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health or finance. MEXT reported the number of school refusal secondary students in 2019 to
be 178,022. Although The Japanese government has expressed their concern about the
matter, attempting to release guidelines on how school counsellors should be utilized and
what action should be taken by adults to achieve early prevention, the mental health system
itself has yet to be improved—leaving Japan yet to find a fundamental solution to the

15

problem growing every year leaving a greater impact on children. My argument is that the
stigmas surrounding mental illness in Japan prevents Japan from strengthening the mental
health support system, which needs to be reformed to address the current issue impacting
secondary students.

20

Japan is known for its very collectivist culture. The culture teaches many that the
most critical aspect of keeping society together is by obeying others and staying within the
social circle to not stand out. Individuality is something that is not expressed as it is reflected
in school rules which students are required to follow. Hair length, the colour of hair, the
colour of hairband, to some extent to the colour of undergarment for students is determent by

25

schools, leaving very little room for students to express their features and characteristics.
According to Prof Ryo Uchida, an education expert at Nagoya University (BBC 2019,
December, 23), the key to surviving in Japan is comradeship as in coordinating with others,
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and if one is unsuccessful at achieving this task, they will not survive. The Japanese culture
seeks conformity and obedience, this aspect keeps the Japanese society together it can also be
30

said that it causes the deterioration of society. The demand for obedience has resulted in
something different to be seen as non-tolerable. For example, mental illness is one of those
aspects. Mental illness is defined by the American psychiatric association (2021) as "health
conditions involving changes in emotion, thinking or behaviour (or a combination of these).
Mental illnesses are associated with distress and/or problems functioning in social, work, or
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family activities." As a result, Japan's idea of conformity and everybody must be the same
mindset, those who have mental illness are often seen as outcasts—leading to mental illness
resonating with stigmas causing the general public to discriminate against those with mental
illness. Prof. Setsuko Sakae, professor in the Department of Social Welfare, Faculty of
Sociology, at St. Andrew's University, (NHK 2019, June, 10) had noticed that when talking

40

to educators about mental illness, many implied that it was the students being lazy or being
too easy on themselves, showing a lack of understanding of what mental illness is and how it
can affect students. This leads to many teachers not knowing how to deal with students who
have mental illness causing confusion among teachers as to how to accommodate those
students. As a result, Prof. Sakae, through her studies, have come across parents and children

45

who spoke of experiences where they had received comments from teachers such as (Not to
come to school until they were completely fixed) or (To only come to school after they get
approval from their primary care doctor) and comments such as (What about parental
discipline before getting medical care?) leaving the child and parent with judgment instead of
support (NHK 2019, June, 10). The prevalent of stigmas has led many in Japan to argue that

50

mental illness is only the result of one's weakness and that the matter should be handled
behind closed doors as it is thought to be a disgrace.
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The stigma surrounding mental illness impedes children from receiving proper
support as the system in place is often poor quality due to the lack of investment made into
55

strengthening the mental health support system. For example, until 2015, there was no
official national certification system in place in the counselling profession. Meaning anybody
could become a counsellor leading to a varying degree of competence among school
counsellors, as there were no qualifications that had to be met. (MEXT n. d.). However, the
fundamental issue in Japan related to counselling is that the counselling profession is in a
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state of confusion (Watanabe, M. 2007, p 98 cited in Kudo, T. et al, 2012). Counselling in
Japan was relatively not seen as psychological treatment, as the word counselling was often
referred to as "sodan" which means consultation and career guidance in Japanese. The JACS
(The Japanese Association of Counseling Science) identifies counselling with "1, facilitating
human growth by emphasizing developmental perspectives, 2, advocating for prevention, and
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3, helping to solve practical problems." (Grabosky, T. K., Ishii, H., & Mase, S. 2012. P222
para Definition of Counseling). As shown, there is a clear difference when it comes to the
understanding of counselling and its significance when comparing the general understanding
among the Japanese public on the counselling profession. This is affecting the usage of
counsellors in school settings. In Japan, counsellors are sent to schools as outside

70

professionals. They are often only required to attend their assigned schools once or twice a
week to provide 4 to 8 hours of service- a very limited time frame for counsellors and
students to discuss and for the counsellors to check the mental well-being of students. As a
result, the early prevention that the Japanese government is promoting seems to be unrealistic
to do in such a short period. The lack of school counsellors results from the lack of

75

understanding and stigmas prevalent in the education system, affecting the children from
receiving proper care.
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Due to the lack of support at public schools for children who suffer from mental
illness or difficulty attending school, many individual non-profit organizations have started
80

Free School. Free Schools are where children are provided with personal support regarding
their needs as it also allows them to step ways from the tight and controlling traditional
Japanese education system. However, Free School has also been stigmatized as many think of
it as a place for children to be lazy. It encourages school refusal behaviour instead of seeing
Free School as an alternative solution for children who don't thrive in the traditional school

85

settings. As a result, Free School is not recognized as a public school. The non-profit
organization Free School network (FNS, n. d.) stated that even though a child is going to a
Free School, they won't have the option to be enrolled in one officially. This can cause issues
when it comes to certification and attendance because depending on the schools, schools can
reject whether or not they will accept the attendance at Free School to count for attendance at

90

their school. Many parents are hesitant to view Free School as an alternative solution for
reasons such as this, leaving children with nowhere to go.
In conclusion, it does not take a rocket scientist to understand the severity of the
situation in Japan. It is crucial for the Japanese government to strengthen the mental health
support system as well as it is important to educate the public to reduce the stigmas

95

surrounding mental illness, to free children and parents from having to hide away their pain
to fit what is considered to be the "norm" in Japanese society. The Japanese government has
been revising the course of studies, and from 2022, it was decided that classes on mental
illness will be held at high schools nationwide (NHK, 2019). However, to fix this issue, Japan
needs to remove the stigmas surrounding mental illness and redefine the "norm." In order to

100

do that, it is going to take more effort than educating a small portion of students to resolve the
issue. Japan needs to realize that the case remains within the individuals and society as a
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whole. It is only when we stop pointing our fingers at others but start pointing at ourselves
that change occurs.
(Word Count 1411)
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From Connor to the Reader…
I am a first-year student who was involved in the EAP Bridge program. I am currently studying
Accounting and Economics courses at AIU. In the future, I am excited to continue my studies abroad
during my exchange year. I realized in my first semester at AIU is that the bulk of academic writing is
editing, review, and rewriting. The first draft is the easiest part -- getting it ready for submission is
another story. For students, such as myself, coming out of high school, academic writing can be hard
to get used to. Thankfully, the EAP program trains students for this new style of writing by giving
opportunities for peer review as well as constant support through the writing process.

Two biggest things are schedule and peer review. A schedule is important because academic writing
is a time-intensive process and you don't want to be cramming it at the last minute. Rather, spreading
out the work over time allows writing to become an enjoyable process that generates a better essay at
the end. Secondly, peer review. I don't know how many times a fresh pair of eyes over my work has
spotted flaws or opportunities for improvement. Pass around your essay to your classmates and
teacher and get lots of feedback!
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Rethinking Financial Education in High Schools

Teenagers in the 21st century enjoy some of the highest disposable income for their
age group in history while also receiving a semester-long personal finance course in high
5

school. Despite this, more young people are falling into credit card debt and are failing to
maintain basic savings. Rather than blame the young people, we must investigate the
systematic failure that trained them. While some academics suggest abolishing financial
education all together, school boards should instead improve the programme by simplifying it
around the concept of spending.

10
The European Banking Federation defines financial education as a tool to “help
people make well-informed choices and encourage financial responsible behaviour” adding
that financially literate people are more likely to be successful in life (Mijs, 2015). Many
schools have taken this definition and tried to include it in their curriculum. While the
15

thought process behind the act is correct, the execution is problematic.

Studies have shown that financial education is simply ineffective (Bruhn et al., 2016;
Farinella et al., 2017; Fernandes, 2013; Mandell, 2008). Curriculum designers, however, are
failing to react to this expanding literature. In fact, every year more US states are making
20

current financial education a graduation requirement for high schoolers (Council for
Economic Education, 2020). This is an issue because current education efforts fail to prepare
students effectively to survive in a complex world of advertising and credit. A redesign is
desperately necessary to achieve the overarching goal of financial education.
Spending would be the focus of the redesigned financial education system. It would teach

25

students why they spend, and how they can reduce spending. Unproductive spending is a
major problem that plagues many people and college students alike (Irby, 2019; Nellie Mae,
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2005). In 2013 survey by the British National Employment Savings Trust, it was found that
British people had spent over £6 billion over five years on goods they “never or rarely used”
(NEST Corporation, 2013). This is spending that has little utility past the initial high of
30

making a purchase and prevents the saving for goods that will provide lasting happiness. Bad
spending habits are a problem that needs to be confronted.

Spending and saving are essential because they form the basic core of financial
education. A foundation of savings provides opportunities for financial mobility. Poor
35

financial health, conversely, can detrimentally limit the options for financial movement.
Without savings, banks will be less willing to lend, people cannot make significant
investments, or purchase necessities – all factors that are essential to having a successful life
(Caldwell & James, 2020). Understanding this, spending and savings become fundamental.

40

One potential counter-argument to a spending-based curriculum is that it fails to cover
credit. Indeed, credit cards and lending are essential components of personal finance and
increasingly so, there is a worrying trend in US college students whose financial decisions are
crippled by credit card debt (Nellie Mae, 2005). It is natural to blame a lack of knowledge for
student’s debt issues and lean toward a curriculum that teaches students about the dangers of
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credit.

However, the problem for students is not a lack of knowledge about the dangers of
credit, rather a lack of knowledge on how to handle their consumer spending. Most students
use credit cards during their studies and apply for short-term loans (Nellie Mae, 2005). This
50

sort of credit is called consumer credit and is simply a natural extension of spending made for
purchasing groceries and consumer goods. The newfound freedom that a credit card provides
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often encourages more unnecessary spending. The problem, therefore, is not students
misunderstanding the dangers of credit, but rather that they don’t know how to control their
existing expenditure. Current financial education covers credit, but it fails because there can
55

be no real change in spending behaviour. Students will continue to face problems with credit
until we fix the underlying issue of spending.

People’s spending habits are largely controlled by a social and economic order called
consumerism. It states that happiness depends significantly on obtaining material goods
60

(Hayes & Kelly, 2021). Consumerism influences the way people make purchases – especially
on unnecessary goods that do not improve their quality of life. This change is largely
propagated by advertising and media in the digital age. As more people’s daily lives move
online, they are constantly exposed to internet advertising that encourages them to spend (Lee
& Briley, 2005). Students need to understand how to meet the new challenges of the digital
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age to avoid spending unwisely.

The new curriculum would create a conscious consumer that is less liable to the
subconscious pressure of consumer culture. The first step is to make the consumption process
“conscious” by recognising the difference between needs and wants. For many, the line
70

between the two has been blurred through a lifetime of consumption-oriented advertising.
Indeed, current business blogs publicly promote the idea that “a successful advertising
message transcends the audience perceptions of needs and wants” (Weiss, n.d.). Education
should train consumers to be aware of consumerism, and train them to briefly think before
they consume. Studies have shown that “willpower and self-control as a muscle that can

75

become stronger with repeated practice” (Bruhn et al., 2016). Schools would provide the
constant encouragement and reinforcement of these skills. If consumers become more
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discerning about their purchases, they have the potential to save more by eliminating
unnecessary purchases. The process puts the control of consumption back into the hands of
the consumer, rather than in the hands of profit-oriented companies.
80
Developing lasting habits through practical and relevant advice is also essential for
creating a conscious consumer. The US Financial Literacy and Education Commission
provides a framework for designing an effective financial education curriculum based around
building on motivation and providing actionable, relevant, and timely information. (U.S.
85

FLEC, 2019). Additionally, habits are essential to change long-term behaviours. Current
financial education succeeds at creating a student well-informed about financial literacy but
falls short at meaningfully changing behaviours (Bruhn et al., 2016). To increase the
measurable effectiveness of financial education, we should instead promote the attainment of
lasting habits and practical skills.

90
A key component of effective learning is increasing student motivation. If students
are excited to learn, they are more likely to remember the learning and understand on a
deeper level (Acharya et al., 2018). Current curriculums, however are not engaging. For
instance, students are often tasked to design savings plans for retirement – a goal that is over
95

50 years away. Saving for such a long-term goal is neither exciting nor motivating for
students. Consequently, students fail to develop the habit of regular saving because the end
goal is misplaced.

A better model would be to create savings plans around attainable goals such as a new
100

smartphone, shoes, or jacket. When first developing a habit, research has shown that “more
[frequent and] immediate rewards increase intrinsic motivation” (Woolley & Fishbach,
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2018). Students would be motivated by their material desires to make the saving plan work.
Furthermore, the cost of these goods is low enough to be attainable in a reasonable
timeframe, so students are less likely to lose motivation prematurely. This model, therefore,
105

succeeds at developing a habit within consumers to save by connecting saving with enjoyable
consumption.

Actionable, relevant, and timely information is also important for ensuring knowledge
retention. Other sources coined the term “just in time” education to describe giving advice
110

that is immediately relevant to students (Fernandes, 2013). Indeed, studies have shown that
learning that can be applied is retained significantly longer than learning that is mainly theory
based (Acharya et al., 2018).

The greatest problem with current financial education is that it is overloaded with
115

irrelevant information. Two main pillars of financial education, investment, and credit are not
actionable for high schoolers. First, investment requires a significant basis of capital to be
profitable – most high schoolers do not have this capital. Second, credit, particularly major
credit such as mortgaging, is not to be undertaken by the average person until 34 (Pickert,
2019). Studies have shown that education that is not exercised is easily forgotten (Fernandes,
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2013). Teaching these skills at high school therefore serves no purpose. We should simplify
the curriculum only to include relevant information.

Simplifying the curriculum would place budgeting and saving at the centre of the
curriculum. These topics are highly relevant to students who are beginning their first part125

time jobs or are receiving a larger allowance. Students can take classroom learning and apply
it in their daily lives. Budgeting also works in conjunction with saving plans. Students would
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be encouraged to minimise their unproductive expenses to reach their savings goals earlier.
Overall, providing relevant advice is more likely to develop within students’ good habits that
can continue to benefit them later in life.
130
Current financial education fails to equip students to navigate society. There is a
desperate need for financial education in the 21st century, which can only be achieved
through a simple curriculum redesign based on spending. The new curriculum would prepare
young people with a solid financial foundation to be ready for the challenges and
135

opportunities of the 21st century.
(Word Count: 1530)
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About the Writer- Suzu Naito
ENG100: COMPOSITION I
CRITICAL ANALYSIS
DATING ON A PHONE, DANGER OF TINDER
(Submitted October 2020)

From Suzu to the Reader…
I am currently interested in studying mathematics. Since I enjoyed taking Professor
Attila Egri-Nagy’s class, I am looking forward to taking more of his classes in the
future.
I would describe my writing as straightforward. I intentionally write this way because
when I was in high school, most critiques on my writings were about redundancy;
sentences were hard-to-read and I put too much details in one paragraph. I learned
that readability and clarity in writing is crucial, so I mainly focus on them during
writing.
My advice would be when writing a draft, omit any unnecessary information and stick
to the basic format. Basic means a paragraph that begins with a topic sentence,
examples and explanations that are only relevant to a thesis statement. Editing or
adding some hooks should come after you have created this basic paragraph.
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Dating on a Phone, Danger of Tinder
(the video containing the images used for this essay can be found at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkIBWbF4Tf8&t=58s)

5

A romance starts with a single app on the phone. Nowadays, dating apps are popular,
and they are becoming a popular way to find a date (Senoo, 2019). Online dating is the act of
finding a date via dating applications; a user considers other members' profiles, starts a
conversation on online chat with a person they find interesting, and then meets this person on
a face-to-face date. A few years ago, dating apps or sites were notorious for their content;
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people mainly used them to seek sexual relationships, and companies faked accounts to
deceive customers. Nowadays, dating app companies are trying to dispel this past reputation
by promoting such apps as a safe option for finding a date (CyberAgent, 2017). Yet, we still
have to pay attention to dating apps' usage. The acts of disclosure of personal information and
contacting strangers can lead to grave danger; however, the aspect of dating apps seems to be
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unrepresented in their advertisements. This criticism applies to general dating apps'
advertisements, but Tinder's ad grabs one's attention because Tinder Japan has the only
advertisement that adopts ethos, using a celebrity in the ad. It is a rare case of a dating app ad
featuring a celebrity, and it is worth analyzing its effects on the audience. Tinder's
advertisement* promotes a sense of fulfilment that the app seemingly provides through ethos;

20

it significantly excludes personal information security with an emphasis on the user's physical
appearance.

First of all, the images support the ad's message: Tinder provides an exciting and
stimulating experience and enables one to find a date easily. The protagonist in this ad, Kiko
25

Mizuhara, uses the app the whole time, and she seems to be excited about searching for a
date, and her facial expressions convey happiness. After she is matched with a male Tinder
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user, the camera captures her being in a circle where her surroundings move around rapidly.
This implies that a matching experience is exciting, and it can change one's environment
completely. The ad uses vivid, bright colours to exemplify this excitement and create a
30

positive image of the service. Because colours affect customers' motivation to buy or
willingness to use a product, they induce positive emotions. People are more likely to want
the product (Hemphill, 1996, as cited in Bagchi & Cheema, 2013). Through a positive
emotion from the ad, the customers believe that using the service will make them feel
positive (Elliot & Maier, 2007). Moreover, in the ad, Kiko falls into bed happily after
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matching with someone. This makes the audience believe that after a match, they can also
feel happy like Kiko. After the model has been matched with her potential date, she
immediately starts texting with the date. She receives a reply from him, and she looks happy,
which illustrates how quickly the app can provide a date. However, in reality, dating apps are
not that speedy. Since people do not know each other, using the dating app may mean a

40

longer time before an actual date occurs because exchanging information takes a moderate
amount of time. Therefore, it is not necessarily true that the dating app enables people to
proceed with the dating process as quickly as possible. Those who desperately want a date
are attracted to the app because of the ad's depiction of a rapid dating process.
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In addition to images, the ad also uses a catchphrase to promote the idea that Tinder
provides an exciting dating process. This advertisement's catchphrase is "Watashi wo
omoigakenai houe," which means, "Go forward for the unknown world." This catchphrase
sounds appealing, suggesting that Tinder can provide a whole new world to a user. This
attracts the younger demographic because they have limited interactions in their school

50

community, which induces a sense of stagnation (Inui, 2010). This ad makes those young
audience members believe that they can build exciting and exciting human relationships with
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people other than their schoolmates through Tinder. This can be a trigger for them to start
using it. However, the dating app does not necessarily offer the ideal experience portrayed in
the ad. Even though Tinder provides vast sources for dates, the users will not necessarily
55

have a perfect relationship. According to the marriage consultant Tamako Sawaguchi (2019,
as cited in All About Editorial Office, 2019), many dating app users face the problem of not
matching with a person they are interested in or struggling to meet an attractive person and
have a boyfriend or girlfriend. Even if people are matched, they have to be more sensitive
than usual about the other person's emotions and deduce their tones during the online
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messaging because of a lack of information on the personal style of communication online.
The online dating experience can induce anxiety because the users are meeting with people
they do not know anything about (With, 2020). Therefore, online dating will not
automatically make the whole dating experience an exciting and interesting one.
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Next, the advertisement uses ethos to ensure its safety, which is a significant worry in
using dating apps. The ad itself, orchestrated fashionably, makes people want to mimic the
actions or lifestyle of the protagonist, Kiko Mizuhara, to make themselves look extra
fashionable. This advertisement's target audience is single young women (around 18 to 25)
who seek a boyfriend but do not normally encounter men they want to date. This ad possibly
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targets young men; however, since the protagonist is a female model, Tinder wants to grab
women's attention more than men's. In the advertisement, Kiko sends a message to a newly
matched date about where she lives. The matched date also reveals his workplace, and they
immediately make an appointment to meet at the nearest cafe. The mannerisms illustrated in
this advertisement create the illusion that the app protects each user. One can have a secured

75

first date because Kiko casually reveals information in the ad. In reality, revealing one's
personal information such as an address, identifiable picture, or workplace to a stranger is a
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reckless act that can lead to grave danger because there are some people on dating apps who
are fraudulent toward users or people who find a girl just to have sexual intercourse with
(Senoo, 2019). Therefore, one must be careful when using dating apps and texting someone
80

because it is almost impossible for a user to identify whether they are trustworthy or even real
truly. However, the audience will be influenced by the idea that there is nothing dangerous or
suspicious about any of her actions because Kiko is promoting the ad. The advertisement
ensures that releasing personal information to the public is safe using Kiko Mizuhara's
popularity and credibility.

85
Lastly, this app system's depiction indicates that lookism is underlined in Tinder. The
ad did not illustrate how to look at other photos or that individual's personal data during the
swiping, which is the app's main function that allows users to express an interest in other
users. Swiping right means that one likes a person, and swiping left means that one is not
90

interested in someone. Tinder emphasizes swiping rather than promoting a thorough
inspection of other users' information. The ad's message is that the faster one swipes, the
better the dating experience will be. It can be observed in Kiko's jolly expression as she
swipes. Therefore, this reveals that Tinder affirms lookism and convinces people that
physical appearance is the most critical aspect of human charm. When people search for
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dates, it is important to judge whether a person is worth being matched to or not. For Tinder,
physical appearance is the top vital factor in determining trustworthiness or attractiveness.
Age, profession, and personality are not taken seriously enough on the Tinder ad because
Kiko does not even look at this information while searching for a date. However, in reality,
one's attractiveness or charm does not necessarily depend solely on the person's appearance.

100

Being good-looking can be a great advantage, but it is hard to determine your personality
from just the photos. According to neuroscientist Nobuko Nakano (2020), when people see a
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manly, handsome person, they automatically assume that he has a sense of responsibility or
has high abilities. This assumption is dangerous, as even a handsome date may be a toxic
person who will abuse a partner for his gain. In such circumstances, the faster the realization
105

comes, the lesser the damage. Therefore, users have to pay extra attention to the people they
date; otherwise, one may become involved in a dangerous relationship without seeing it
coming. This advertisement does not call attention to such cases; instead, it emphasizes
appearance and implicitly promotes lookism.

110

In conclusion, this particular Tinder ad with Kiko Mizuhara promotes itself as a more
comfortable way to obtain a new boyfriend or a date, but this is not entirely true. The ad also
uses a celebrity to endorse a dating app for young generations who may be irresponsible for
their safety on the internet. In addition, Tinder emphasizes a user's physical appearance and
promotes this as the most crucial factor in judging others. Even though dating apps have

115

become a significant source for finding a date, users still have to pay attention to their
personal information online. Dating apps create an illusion that users' data is private, but as
seen on Twitter or Instagram, thousands of users are using these apps simultaneously, and
every person's personal information is exposed to others. Tinder ad creators should exclude
screens that showcase personal information. Furthermore, judging people only per their

120

appearance exemplifies the need for better use of dating apps that is also safe for young
demographics. Users must continuously be on alert when using a dating app, and they should
protect themselves from potential danger as well.
(Word Count: 1636)
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From Shizuku to the Reader…
In this semester, I am taking Creative writing course to practice exposure of myself
to readers through poems or short stories. I started to be interested in writing as the
paper about BLM provided me with a new perspective that the core of the essay is
the writer’s argument rather than precise reproduction of recommended structure.
Now, I am learning how to expose myself to the readers through poems or short
stories. As a goal, I would like to improve the skills for self-expression by learning
both academic and creative writing.
Academic writing is the form of writing requiring the logical and concise argument.
Writers should not end by telling their opinion about the topic because what is more
significant is to strengthen the statement by evidence. As a purpose is to convey
thoughts to audience or to persuade them, the writing should be clear and easy to
understand.
For the successful writing, cooperation with AAC tutors, professors, and also among
peers would be essential. In the process of the planning, discussion with others can
deepen your own understanding about the topic and help you expand ideas. In the
process of revising, the most significant step in writing, I recommend you to ask
other to read the essay and get feedback as many times as possible. This is quite
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beneficial since it often happens that sentences or words are unclear for audience
even you think that is clear.
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Black Lives Matter As a SNS Trend: SNS Users and Media Misleading Violence and
Division

"Time and again, racist ideas have not been cooked up from the boiling pot of
5

ignorance and hate." This is the famous quote from Ibram X. Kendi, antiracist activist and
head of Anti Racist Research at Boston University. His words explain that even educated
people have consciously or unconsciously contributed to racism. In the 21st century, racismmatter captured an enormous number of people's attention regardless of race and led them to
speak up for anti-racism. A remarkable example is Black Lives Matter (BLM) on Social

10

Network Service (SNS). About 47.8 million of #BlackLivesMatter has been publicly posted
on Twitter (Anderson, et al., 2020). BLM tends to be considered as the typical anti-racism
movement (ARM). However, is the BLM movement beneficial to achieve an equal and
inclusive society? #BlackLivesMatter is treated as a popular trend on SNS. Although BLM
contributes to ARM to some extent, the nature of SNS would induce the spread of superficial

15

thoughts and disinformation called the "protest paradigm." This increased violence, in reality,
emphasising adversarial relationships. The analysis of several BLM# tweets will show that,
in fact, rather than contributing to the goals of anti-racism, BLM# contributes to further
division.

180

20
(https://edition.cnn.com/2020/07/26/us/black-lives-matter-explainer-trnd/index.html)

The fundamental longing of BLM is to eliminate racism. The #BlackLivesMatter was
designed by African American women Garza, Cullors, and Tometi (Black LivesMatter., n.d.).
25

Garza was shocked that a white police officer, Zimmerman, was judged as innocent, even
though he shot an African American boy named Trayvon and started to write "A Love Letter
to Black People" on Facebook. In the post, she said, "black people. I love you. I love us. Our
lives matter." (Brown, August 7, 2015; Asmelash July 26, 2020). Her message would have
two key concepts: love and inclusion. She seems to want to claim the significance of self-

30

respect and acceptance by repeating "love." She also uses the words "us" and "our" to
encourage people to strengthen their union. Garza's post impressed her close friend, Callous.
She posted, stating "declaration: black bodies will no longer be sacrificed for the rest of the
world's enlightenment... #blacklivesmatter." (Brown, August 7, 2015). Her comments imply
her exhausted feeling toward the unfair treatment based on race and it also shows her

35

determination to resolve racism. Both posts from Garza and Callous only include text. As
their message is quite simple, each word has a strong impression and keenly conveys their
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hope and resolution. Their message would encourage people to be proud of themselves and
give them courage to fight against racism.

40

The essence of BLM is expressed in the post by Garza and Callous, which matches
the ideals of ARM. Although there is a variety in the perception of what anti-racism is, a
sociologist Lloyd (2007), defined that "the traditional theme of anti-racism opposition to
racial discrimination, representation of solidarity with people who experience racism, and the
attempt to establish an anti-racist common sense." As this definition shows, the fundamental

45

concept of ARM is to overcome racism. Here, racism establishes standards or systems that
have advantages for only rule-makers to justify their behaviour (Memmi, 2000). Considering
his point that racism divides people based on race and justifies inequality, the opposite
concept of racism, ARM, would be inclusion and equality. In the case of BLM, its official
mission is "to eradicate white supremacy...By combating and countering acts of violence,

50

creating space for Black imagination and innovation, and centering Black joy, we are
winning immediate improvements in our lives" (Blaccentringatter, n.d.). Because today's
BLM also aims at removing racism and leading equality and fusion in a community, the
principle of BLM would overlap that of ARM. This similarity in the objectives means the
increase in support for BLM is supposed to contribute to ARM. #BlackLivesmatter intended

55

to visualise the racism matter and raise awareness for ARM. That was expected to induce
respectful relationships with love and fusion regardless of race.

On the other hand, the BLM# tends to focus on receiving attention and earning
support as a trend on SNS, which can cause one-dimensional thoughts. BLM was started on
60

Facebook and became popular fundamentally on SNS. In the case of Twitter, the BLM has
become a trendy movement through several triggers. According to Andrew (2016),
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approximately 6.6 million tweets per month are related to race, and 60 per cent of them are
connected to recent incidents (p.12). The most extensive wave was recently caused by the
death of George Floyd on May 25, 2020. On May 28, 2020, about 8.8 billion people globally
65

used #BlackLivesMatter (Anderson, et al., 2020). #BlackLivesMatter and related posts
rapidly increase in other SNS such as Instagram, Facebook and Youtube. Traditional media
of TV news also repeat reports about his death and how tragic it was. On the other hand, SNS
users and media seemed to lose their interest or motivation for the movement after a few
weeks. Once the number of postings reached the top, its number was radically dropped off
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(Anderson, 2016, p.15) (see appendix). A large number of people would comment on their
temporary thoughts or feelings toward the particular incident. The BLM movement is treated
as if it is a popular trend, which would make people feel satisfaction just by mentioning
#BalckLivesMatter superficially rather than continuously discussing ARM's movement.

75

The tendency influences the form of BLM movement and leading superficial
thoughts. Dab (2020) tweeted to show a demonstration at Detroit in the U.S. The post is
"liked" by 178100 people and retweeted by 65300 people. In an attached video, it seems
demonstrators enjoy the parade, rapping on rhythmical music. The song was played from
inside of a car renovated to be seen as a more attractive car with originality. Participants are

80

claiming the need for justice and peace based on BLM; however, they would not necessarily
have a deep thinking about the topic. Rather, they may join the popular social movement as if
it seems like a fun event. In the retweets, many Twitter users praise the song and the city of
Detroit. Those who see the tweet may not consider the demonstration and the tweet a serious
event that helps people deeply think about solutions to racism. As this example shows,

85

people's trend-seeking attitude and activity aiming at catching attention and getting approval
would cause abuse of #BlackLivesMatter.
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Many people intend to catch the reader's interest by using visual images emphasising
violence in BLM. For example, riots and violent conflicts between demonstrators of the BLM
movement and police officers, including tear gas, arresting, and even shooting, are favoured
90

elements as it shocks people and puts a strong impression on them. This tendency can be
applied not only to Twitter but also to other SNS and media, including news. Social
movement scholars have argued that plenty of media use "a frame that stresses destruction
and violence by demonstrators, gives preference to the viewpoints of authorities, and
marginalises the core reasons behind mobilisations. César (2020) called this "protest
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paradigm." The situation with brutality will be picked up as an effective attention capture,
and the intentional manipulation would create new misconceptions among people.

(https://twitter.com/richardgrant88/status/1267523353289474048)
An example of the protest paradigm can be that a photographer, Grant tweeted a
100

picture emphasising violence by narrowing the range of insight. In his picture, a father
carrying his child on his shoulders is pointed with a gun by a policeman. They are people of
colour and the policeman is a person of non-colour. In addition, people would find that the
policeman used a weapon even though the father and his child seem to be non-resistant.
These points will help people to associate police's unfair treatment for African Americans

184
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that is the main issue of BLM. Grant (2020) commented, "This is probably the most
impactful picture I have ever taken." His words encourage people to focus on his "picture"
without information about the background of the situation. He also enhanced the colour of the
picture to make it more impressive. His intention would be to make a larger impact on people
through his picture. As a result, however, his post unintentionally strengthened the violent

110

aspect. In retweets, many people argue about the brutality of police officers.

(https://twitter.com/UnrigLA/status/1351956433135288320)

While Grant tweeted a picture focused on violence, Uring tweeted a picture showing
115

the same scene with a different context. Compared to the picture above, this one has a
broader view and describes more about the situation. People can see that there is a fence
behind the police officers, and they may warn all people not to come too close to them rather
than trying to shoot them simply because the father and his child are African American.
Uring (2021) posted the picture with the words "This your police department?" The picture
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and his words connect the post to BLM. Despite the connection, the writer got only 635
"likes" and 79 retweeted. Despite the gap in the number of followers by about 2000 between

185

Grant and Unrig, it can be said that more people preferred the tweet that exaggerates a violent
moment as that has a larger impact on people.

125

Imaginary violence in BLM generated by misinformation will result in the actual
violence in the movement and deteriorate the impression more. Many people mistakenly
associate the BLM movement with violence. 42 per cent of people answered to Morning
Consult that they think "most protesters are trying to incite violence or destroy property"
even though 93 per cent of the BLM movement is peaceful (Manssor, 2020). The visual
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images on SNS and media that emphasise shocking aspects such as conflicts between police
and black people or demonstrators would possibly give violent impressions. What is worse,
the created image can lead to a supportive attitude for oppressive countermeasures and
contribute to further violence. 70 per cent of respondents said they supported curfews, 66
percent agreed to invite the national guard for city police, and 55 per cent favored the U.S.
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military's involvement in Morning Consult's poll (Skelly, June 5, 2020). Yet, interventions
from authorities accelerate tension between the policies and the demonstrators, which
increases the tendency of violence. (Skelley, June 5, 2020; The Armed Conflict Location &
Event Data Project, September, 2020). Imaginary destruction can induce real violence that
will create a violent image more. This suggests the undesirable cycle of perception toward

140

BLM movement could be formed due to the media manipulation for trend.

Moreover, actual violence in #BlackLivesMatter would foster the structure of binary
opposition, which is further strengthened by "filter bubbles". The increasing destruction and
exaggerated posts on SNS and media will give the impression that police officers and African
145

Americans are on opposite sides and fight against each other. This thought would lead people
to associate an adversarial relationship between police and people of colour, which tend to
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lead people to categorise people or groups as "good and evil" or "companions and enemies."
The misleading impression and binary opposition would be enhanced by "filter bubbles." Eli
Pariser established the concept of filter bubble: "search engines and social media, together
150

with their recommendation and personalisation algorithms, are centrally culpable for the
societal and ideological polarisation experienced in many countries" (Bruns, 2019). For
example, if Twitter users search #BlackLivesMatter and push "like" on the posts that include
violence, they would often find similar posts that stress violence based on the personalisation
algorithms. Bruns also warned that people in a "filter bubble" tend to see the information of a
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particular side they prefer, which sustains one's existing perspective. Once people believe the
BLM movement is leaning towards destruction and violence, their belief will insist on their
minds. Leigh and Melwani (2019) state BLM is effective to grow solidarity among
participants. Their words sound positive, yet it can be rephrased that BLM promotes fusion
within one community and contributes to division in the whole world.

160
In conclusion, the original purpose of BLM: sharing frustration toward unfair
treatment claiming justice to eliminate racism, overlaps with that of ARM. However, the
protest paradigm emphasises violent aspects of BLM and causes tension and further violence,
which finally results in division. Because the BLM movement has been spread mainly on
165

SNS, trend-seeking posts and disinformation will cause superficial thoughts that are kept
within the filter bubble. The problem is people's trend-seeking tendency and one-dimensional
thinking, which lead people to be stuck in one-sided opinions. "No matter how confident in
our arguments or aggrieved we feel, everyone benefits when we actively try to be more
thoughtful and open-minded about what we say..." (De-Wit et al., 2016). If people deal with
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BLM as a serious and debatable movement rather than a trend of SNS or just popular social
movements, they would have deep consideration about race-related matters with wider
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insights. The function of SNS is not only to provide information and opinion for getting
approval through sharing or like-button but also to influence on or even establish people's
perspectives. Whether or not we can build up an equal, inclusive, and peaceful society
175

depends on how we use SNS and interpret information.
(Word count: 2168)
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About the Writer- Yeil Jin
ENG100: COMPOSITION I
CRITICAL ANALYSIS
DIGITAL BLACKFACE: THE 21ST CENTURY BLACKFACE EXPORTING EMOTIONS AND CULTURES CAUSES
FURTHER RACISM

(SUBMITTED MAY 2021)

From Yeil to the Reader…
I am a sophomore student and I enrolled in 2020 as a fall intake student. I am
majoring in Global Studies and I am writing about “Refugee policy” in my Academic
Research Writing. My goal is to contribute to solving various social problems such as
climate change and poverty.
I think that academic writing is a series of thinking and revision. I could not write a
good essay from the beginning, but I constantly thought about my topic and I reread
my essay, rewrote it many times, and I even changed the whole paragraph if
necessary. Academic essay is something that I can express my opinion to the
society, which means my writing should be very clear, and revision enables me to
polish my writing.
It is important to choose a topic that you are highly interested and motivated to
research about. Then, gain knowledge from books, TED, journals, and other sources
to deepen your understanding of your topic. Also, when you are stuck with writing, it
would be very helpful to talk with friends and professors to organize your thoughts.
These are not special tips, but I think these are extremely useful .
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Digital Blackface: the 21st century blackface exporting emotions and cultures causes
further racism
"High-tech blackface." This idea is of Adam Clayton Powell III, a journalism
5

advocate, to refer to harmful racial stereotypes in video games. The term "digital blackface"
became famous after feminist writer and University of Chicago doctoral candidate Lauren
Michele Jackson wrote teen vogue. She clarified digital blackface as a "practice of white and
non-Black people making anonymous claims to a Black identity through contemporary
technological mediums." In the 21st century, with the development of the Internet and social

10

media, digital blackface has popularized among hundreds of thousands of people and
changed its forms. Historic minstrel shows and modern digital blackface have similar critical
traits that create an "exaggerated" performance of Black emotions and export Black culture,
impacting Black identities and leading to further racism. An analysis of reaction GIFs,
memes, and TikTok videos shows that digital blackface has preserved the negative legacy of

15

blackface shows, perpetuating the stereotypes and white supremacy.

Blackface is rooted in the Minstrency show Black as entertainment from the 19th
century. Neklason (2019) mentioned that white actors observed black slavery for a long time
to perform and produced Jim Crow characters representing blackface. Show performers
20

blackening themselves up with makeup, costumes, and behaviours, to portray blacks as
caricatures" (Erinn, 2019). They painted black faces and mimicked black people with quick
dance moves, an exaggerated African American vernacular, and buffoonish behaviour. Both
actors and audiences enjoyed the show and distanced themselves from people with lower
social, political, and economic status in the United States. Even though the show was

25

criticized for reflecting black, a foolish, animalistic image of blackness, the minstrel show
attracted many people. Lisa M. Anderson, who has studied the history of minstrelsy and other

193

race performances as a professor at Arizona State University, mentioned that "the
exaggerated characters onstage enhanced a feeling of racial superiority and belonging"
through the minstrel show. This means that non-Black people create exaggerated characters
30

to distinguish by races to establish white superiority. According to Merriam Webster, racism
is "a belief that race is a fundamental determinant of human traits and capacities and that
racial differences produce a white superiority of a particular race. Since performers and
audiences were influenced by the racist belief and felt their authority in the blackface, it can
be said that blackface shows are composed of racist thoughts and perpetuate racism.

35
One of the significant objectives of creating digital blackface is humor, which can
justify racism. Media studies professor at the University of Virginia Shipla Davé observes
that racism is often "dismissed under the guise of humor." because it reveals truths that
people want to deny, namely that the majority derives pleasure from mocking the minority
40

among them, preferring not to face that such ""humour carries within it "censure and satire"
(Erinn, 2019). This implies the nature of humans that do not want to talk about racism, a
heavy topic but want to chase their entertainment. This is crucial because humour avert our
attention from racism and leads to a lack of interest in the topic. Moreover, digital blackface
"usage and circulation in digital language and communication normalizes those kinds of

45

racist attitudes in culture and society and may lead to the current increase in hate crimes"
(Erinn, 2019). This means that racist acts on digital blackface will be a social norm because
most people use it, and the Internet promotes the circulation of images. Therefore, "humour is
not a funny joke, but it is used as a social pleasure that reinforces racist sentiments and
ideologies of white supremacy.

50
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One digital blackface, the reaction GIFs, has minstrelsy features showing
"exaggerated" black people and promoting stereotypes. The technologies such as the Internet
and social media enable people to use GIFs to express their emotional feelings. Reaction
GIFs of black people are pretty popular because they are much more dynamic in facial
55

expression, gesture, and behaviour. Oprah Winfrey's GIF is a typical example of this (see
Appendix A). On the reaction GIFs, Oprah is depicted as a person who could not hide her
feelings of happiness, and users use her GIFs as a typical reaction of enjoyment. She fully
stretched her arms in the air, opened her mouth, seeming to be shouting something, and
shaking her head side to side furiously. Such GIFs often show black people's exaggerated
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facial expressions, emotions, and behaviour, which leads to prejudice against black people,
especially black women. People tend to regard them as too sassy, aggressive, and loud.
According to Jackson (2017), hyperbole and the overrepresentation of black people in GIFs'
reaction perpetuate the wrong perceptions and prejudices about black expression. She pointed
out that exaggerated images are often so intense that it is hard to remove the images from
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people's minds, and only the wrong stereotypes remain. Even though the blackface show was
prohibited, the custom to describe people of black as hyperbole characters continues as
digital blackface and leads to discrimination.

Memes are another example of contemporary digital blackface, which abuses the
70

images and emotions of black people by detecting them from the original context. In memes,
black people are depicted as a "caricature" and a hyperbole image, and we have the "tendency
to treat black people as walking hyperbole," Scholar Sianne Ngai stated. One such meme,
called the "ain't nobody got time for that" meme, is a reaction image that features Sweet
Brown with a perplexed facial expression with various text depending on users' emotions (see

75

Appendix B). The picture was taken from the interview after running away from the fire. She

195

said the famous phrase "ain't nobody got time for that" to explain how serious and
intimidating the situation was. However, Internet users rarely care about the original
interview. Consequently, only her face and words became famous for expressing their
emotions and are often paired with captions that illustrate an unwanted situation. Sometimes
80

it is used as an excuse for a particular thing, such as homework, and both creators. Both
consumers of this meme consider that "ain't nobody got time for that" meme is a humorous
and entertaining response without realizing that Sweet Brown is treated as satire from an
indifferent context. Therefore, non-Black people ignore her original emotions such as fear,
anxiety, and relief, and she has degenerated into a character who conveys the emotions of

85

others.

Undoubtedly, the victims of digital blackface are black people, and they severely hurt
their own identity. Non-Black people use images of people of colour to express their
emotions funnily. Often they do not put their "real" emotions but "fake" or overrepresented
90

emotions only to show online. According to Jackson (2017), "black people and black images
are thus relied upon to perform a huge amount of emotional labour online on behalf of nonBlack users." Generally, emotional labour refers to regulating or managing emotional
expressions in the workplace. Jackson described digital blackface activism as "emotional
"labour to mention that the same thing happens in GIFs and memes. Internet users force
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Black people to express particular feelings regardless of their will. In this process, the
identities of blacks disappear, and instead dehumanization of black people continues. This is
illustrated by Erinn (2019), who wrote that on-black Internet users "ignore the significance of
a minority group's being appropriated inhumanely for the entertainment of the majority."
Therefore, blackness has been diluted and remixed enormously on the Internet and social

100

media, and black people hardly have their own identities.
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Furthermore, the legacy of blackface that gained popularity and profit from black
people and culture has been inherited in TikTok videos. According to Watts (2021), a
diversity expert and a POPSUGAR Contributor, "the co-opting of Blackness for profit is an
105

example of modern-day minstrel shows, which were a form of American entertainment in
which white performers donned literal Blackface to perform dance and musical skits for allwhite audiences." Watts's point is that using "blaccent" components as a commercial purpose
is the byproduct of historic minstrel shows. On TikTok videos, non-black creators mimic
black culture via lip-syncing and dance challenges. The serious problem is that original
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creators receive little benefit from their original works. Instead, non-black people copy them
and extort money. There are limited opportunities to profit off their music works for Black
underground artists as well as underground choreographers and dancers on TikTok. For
instance, A young Black girl Jalaiah Harmon produced the famous Renegade on TikTok.
However, white creators have popularized and profited from the dance. Even though the
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dance became very famous, she could not get a reward commensurate with her success.
Many Black creators experienced similar situations on TikTok and still strive to gain credit
and wide recognition. These cultural exploits have remained since the dominant society,
which is apparent theft and racism that divide races.
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In conclusion, digital blackface is problematic in the 21st century. Minstrency shows
existed in the 19th century, but the racism aspects remain as a digital blackface. Humour, one
such purpose of digital blackface, distracts us from thinking of racism but makes non-Black
people use more black images and cultures for entertainment. Through GIFs and memes,
people overuse or violate Black people's images and stereotypes as blackface performers in

125

the past, using hyperbole characters. Consequently, Black people receive damages on their

197

identities by dehumanizing others. Moreover, TikTok, a social media platform, is very much
alike in the shows regarding exploiting black people and its culture and causes the division
between black and non-Black people. To not cause digital blackface, the correct and deep
awareness of history is essential, and each person has to realize whether this is a blackface or
130

not before posting them.
(Word Count: 1600)
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About the Writer- Koki Hori
ENG100: COMPOSITION I
ARGUMENT SYNTHESIS
AUTISTIC EMPLOYEES: A LIABILITY OR AN ASSET?
(SUBMITTED JULY 2017)

From Koki to the Reader…
“I’m a sophomore student from Yokohama. I am interested in international relations
study and currently attending Japan America Student Conference as a Japanese
delegate for my extracurricular activity.
When writing the paper, I paid close attention to make a consistent flow of the
argument by combining multiple analogies. I remember taking time to seek for
necessary data which can fit the context of the essay.
Writing an essay is just like taking a test. While writing an essay requires more time
to prepare and draft the paper, it’s intention—to check your understandings and your
opinion—is nothing different from that of the test. Don’t compromise, don’t
procrastinate, and just enjoy expressing your opinions, and you’ll do just fine. Good
luck!”
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Autistic Employees: A Liability or an Asset?

Within the society, there is still an ongoing issue of discrimination and stigma
surrounding mentally challenged individuals. Many face the problem of unemployment;
5

mentally challenged people are often considered as a burden for business operation, and such
stereotype prevents corporations from employing challenged individuals. The unemployment
rate for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), including high-functioning autism (HFA) and
Asperger Syndrome (AS), remains high, preventing many people from gaining social status
regardless of their experiences and skills. In fact, the situation is becoming more serious,

10

since the number of diagnoses for autism is rapidly increasing over the last decades. Figure 1
introduced below indicates the number of diagnoses of autism. According to a long-term
research conducted by an autism advocacy organization, Autism Speak, a 600 percent
increase in the number of diagnoses was observed in the last twenty years (2010). Although
the organization acknowledges the modification of the diagnosis process as a factor for

15

Figure 1. Number of Autism diagnoses in the past decades.
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the increase in the statistics, it still means that increasing number of people nowadays are
being labelled “challenged.” Despite the situation, the employment opportunities for such
individuals remain limited, preventing many from participating in the society.

20

According to the book Employing People with Asperger Syndrome: A Practical Guide
(2005), people diagnosed with minor mental disorders often have difficulty comprehending
people’s emotions, beliefs, and perspectives. Having disadvantages over understanding these
elements can likely be an obstacle for communicating within and between businesses.
Especially in situation wherein employees are required to cooperate with others to operate

25

businesses, lacking sufficient interpersonal communication skills can be a liability for
business management. Moreover, employing ASD individuals requires a change in the
workplace’s environment, and many companies and employees express a reluctant attitude
towards taking such action due to poor time and cost efficiency. Temple Grandin claims in
her book that “normal” employees are often uncooperative towards welcoming ASD

30

employees, and that mindset is preventing businesses from employing ASD workers (The
Autistic Brain: Thinking Across the Spectrum, 2013). Ultimately, business is not a charity;
therefore, it is understandable for people to prioritize business efficiency over diverse work
environment to maximize their sales. However, by employing mentally disabled workers,
they can enhance their “neurological diversity”—a term used to promote the diverse

35

employment regardless of people’s cognitive ability—within their companies while
improving employees’ quality of life. Therefore, when observing the merits for both
employers and the employees, it seems reasonable that enterprises should actively engage in
employing workers with cognitive disorder. Since the cognitive level widely differs based on
the severity of the disorder, here, the subject “ASD employees” will be focused primarily on

40

individuals with minor disabilities, such as HFA and AS.
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While many companies concern the lack of efficiency and the increase of burden by
employing workers with ASD, it is reported that many companies are benefiting from the
ASD employees’ high ability. For instance, people with ASD are said to have a high level of
intelligence in certain skills, such as mathematical comprehension and information
45

processing abilities (Crespi, 2016). By effectively using their skills under appropriate
conditions, it is possible for corporations to enhance its productivity within their workplace.
In fact, some companies are already welcoming workers with ASD. For example, in 2015,
Microsoft initiated a pilot program to hire workers with ASD. Workers who were employed
through this program are currently working full-time in divisions such as development and

50

accounting. Microsoft’s corporate vice president for worldwide operations, Mary Ellen
Smith, claims that despite having sufficient skills to carry out tasks within the workplace,
many people with ASD are being disregarded due to the insufficient level of social skills.
Satisfied with the positive feedback about the ASD workers within the workplace, Smith
urges other corporations to adopt an active approach towards employing mentally challenged

55

workers (Warnick, 2016). Similarly, the British accounting firm Ernest & Young (EY) have
started “Neurodiversity Program” to employ workers with ASD. Lori Golden, EY abilities
strategy leader, mentions that many employees with ASD are not only capable of handling
required tasks in the workplace but tend to have a higher and longer concentration compared
with non-disordered individuals. Four ASD workers are assigned to the accounting division,

60

where employees are required to have a high level of concentration and mathematical
processing ability, which ASD employees often excel over the others. Corporations should be
aware of the status quo wherein employers rely excessively on conventional recruitment
methods, allowing them to dismiss a large pool of highly skilled workers who are categorized
under the label “challenged.” Regarding the ASD employees’ high abilities and the cases of

205
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the successful introduction to companies, it seems reasonable to consider ASD employees as
an asset to businesses rather than a liability.

In addition to the benefit of ASD employees’ high performance, employing workers
with cognitive challenges can be beneficial from an external perspective. By promoting an
70

ASD-friendly policy, companies may gain an advantage over other competitors. In our
globalized society nowadays, many corporations attempt to engage in a marketing strategy
called diversity management. Such enterprises aim to enhance its cultural, ethical, or racial
diversity to promote its inclusive attitude towards the public, anticipating an increase in their
corporate reputation. The improved corporate image can play an extraordinary role in

75

attracting customers as well as job seekers who subscribe to the inclusive culture, allowing
companies to increase their business potential. A similar case was observed for businesses
which promoted LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender)-friendly guidelines. Based on a
study conducted by M.V. Lee Badgett of William Institute, customers and job seekers tended
to have a better impression towards corporations with LGBT-friendly policies (2013). From

80

this case, it seems reasonable to expect a similar outcome by applying an ASD-friendly
policy. Indeed, a study indicated that 92 percent of Americans expressed a positive attitude
towards companies that hire employees with disabilities. (Siperstein, Romano, Mohler, &
Parker, 2005) Since the ratio of ASD patients among the population is approximately 1
percent and increasing throughout the last decades (Figure 1), the adoption of an ASD-

85

friendly policy can provide businesses the opportunities to engage with more customers and
potential employees. Compared with the number of corporations adopting LGBT-friendly
policies, the number of enterprises enforcing a similar attitude towards mentally challenged
individuals remains scarce. By leading the trend from an initial stage, it is likely for
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companies to gain maximum advantage from the increase in reputation and the wide selection
90

of potential workers.

It is worth considering the necessity of financial and social independence for ASD
individuals. Financial independence is a fundamental requirement for people—including
people with ASD—to play an active role in the society. However, the employment rate for
95

Figure 2. Comparison of the workforce participation rates among different groups

challenged individuals remains low, due to the bias surrounding the disorder. According to
Figure 2, it can be observed that the workforce participation rate for disabled individuals is
exceptionally low compared to other groups, marking 45 percent lower than those of non100

disabled individuals(McMenamin, 2013). The limited opportunities for ASD workers to
engage in the society will stimulate their social isolation, possibly resulting in low selfesteem, depression, and poverty (Vogeley, Kirchner, Gawronski, van Elst, Dziobek, 2013).
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Such situation will cause people with ASD to depend on their families or the public welfares
to maintain their living, which can be a significant burden for the domestic or the public
105

finance. Increasing the employment for those with ASD may improve or alleviate the social
inequality and the discrimination surrounding the society, which is one of the elements
causing the low employment rate. Additionally, the high unemployment rate of the ASD
individuals implies the existence of talented or experienced people with ASD, seeking for
jobs. If companies adopt an ASD-friendly employment policy, this situation can be a sizable

110

benefit for employers, since corporations can reach for skilled workers from a wider range of
selection. Higher employment rate will allow other employees to acquire an appropriate
understanding towards mental disability and will provide opportunities for people with ASD
to gain social recognition due to a higher income level and the increased opportunity to
engage with others.

115
After acknowledging the benefit and the high potential of neurodiversity, growing
numbers of corporations are now willing to welcome ASD employees to their offices. In
Silicon Valley, the trend of neurodiversity employment is especially remarkable. Many
industry-leading technology enterprises, for instance, Google, Hewlett-Packard, and
120

Salesforce are successively carrying out a pilot program for employing ASD workers. Such
positive shift can prove that there is progress in the field of employment for ASD. However,
the scale of the recruitment is still fairly small, and the variety of industries remains limited.
The increasing number of ASD diagnoses is making it difficult to dismiss the poor treatment
toward the ASD individuals. It is greatly in need for corporations to engage further in
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adopting a “neurodiverse” mindset to allow all humans to play an active role in the society.
Their employment is not a liability; it is an asset which provides benefits to all.
(Word Count: 1511)
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THINKING SACRILEGE: PROHIBITION OF SACRILEGIOUS ARTS IS A NECESSITY IN THIS SOCIETY
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From Kazuo to the Reader…
I am a sophomore at AIU and in the midst of BE. I’m learning international relations and
Chinese politics as my academic interests. I do not have a specific career goal but a strong
interest in deepening my understanding of Chinese foreign policy.
Academic writing is like the process of exploring an unknown world for me. The more I write,
the clearer my understanding becomes. It is as if I can know more about the unknown world
through exploration. Yet, the additional writing experience imposes a puzzle on me, as if I
encounter unfamiliar things when expanding my horizon in unknown places. These are
extremely tough but intriguing activities.
Very simple but demanding advice is to make many criticisms of your own paper. Obviously,
no one can make a perfect paper at the very beginning without any sophistication. Critically
viewing your essay enables you to figure out what is the weakness of your writing. Definitely,
it is tough since one has to recognise how, initially, their own paper is terrible. But I promise
that it will develop the quality of your writing and provide you with further chances to deepen
your comprehension of the topic.
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Thinking Sacrilege: Prohibition of Sacrilegious Arts Is a Necessity in This Society

A picture shows Jesus Christ having a gun, even though peace is idealised in
5

Christianity. A movie portrays people burning the Quran, which is the fundamental religious
textbook for Muslim people. A picture depicts the Buddha whose body is replaced by the
image of an anime character in a ridiculing way. These are all examples of sacrilegious arts.
According to the definition of blasphemy given by Fisher and Ramsay (2000), this type of art
can be regarded as the art which violates sacred existence in a religious worldview. This sort
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of expression is one of the most significant controversies in this liberal democratic society.
On the one hand, some people argue that this expression is nothing but aggression on
individuals having religious beliefs. Thus, blasphemy should be banned. On the other hand,
other people advocate for protecting this expression by invoking freedom of expression
against the regulation of arts. This debate is not unique to this generation but has existed for a

15

long time. However, in present society, in which people with different cultural or religious
backgrounds lead life in the same community because of globalisation, this debate attracts
greater attention than ever before. In practice, in 2015, one of the French publishers, Charlie
Hebdo, was subject to terrorism on account of their teasing way of illustrating prophet
Muhammad ("Charlie Hebdo: Gun attack on French magazine kills 12," 2015). In 2020, a

20

French public school teacher was killed because of his use of sacrilegious arts in class
(Henley, 2020). Both of these cases stimulate social discourse about whether or not
blasphemy could be protected under the principle of free expression in France and all over
the world. While some people argue that freedom of expression is the absolute right and
blasphemy should not be prohibited, sacrilegious arts in public space should be banned

25

because of its potential influence of invading the personal identity of those who have a firm
religious belief and because there is no unique value as a critical expression.
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There are some people who argue that sacrilege is different from hate speech which
explicitly violates personal identity; nonetheless, considering the connection between religion
30

and personal identification, blasphemy offends personal identity as similar to hate speech.
One of the functions of religion is the concept of explaining supernatural occurrences or
phenomena which go beyond the understanding of human-being (Fisher & Ramsay, 2000).
For instance, religion serves as a rationale for the existence of human beings, the purpose of
life, and an explanation about life after death. In this manner, for religious devotees, this is
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the fundamental part of their life, which justifies their existence and substantiates the reason
for their presence. It follows that for people who have a spiritual belief, religion plays an
essential role in identifying who they are based on its dogma. Additionally, religion is
directly connected to the identification of self from the viewpoint of social identity theory.
According to Ysseldyk et al. (2010), religions, as a form of social category, contribute to
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identifying oneself by letting people owe the sense of membership in the process of
identification. This means that for those who have religious faith, religion is one of the
foundations of self-identification, which enables people to have a concept of self as a member
of a religious community. In these senses, religions are deemed to serve as an indispensable
element in self-identification by forming the value of self and letting people have a sense of
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belonging to a religious association.

Based on this significant linkage between religion and self-identity, blasphemy which
aggresses religious value, also seems to invade the core identity of some individuals. The
problem is that offending the personal identity of an individual based on such a significant
50

identity factor would create a critical concern for the individual. One of the interpretations of
personal identity is "moral code or compass, a set of moral principles, ends, or goals that a
person uses as a normative framework and a guide to action" (Fearon, 1999, pp. 21). This
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definition means that identity could be the backbone of the personality that determines how
people think or act. This understanding of identity seems to be applicable to religious-based
55

identity since religion is regarded as a moral framework for some believers. In this sense,
indeed, sacrilege does not directly insult the personality of a specific individual; however, the
aggression on a religious ideology would ridicule the life of people whose identity
predominantly consists of religious value. Based on this view of personal identity,
humiliation to religion would be understood as a rejection of who they are and how they
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behave. This is as a severe problem as discrimination against people based on their sexuality
since for such people; their sexuality is one of the vital identities which identify who they are.
Regarding its unique function of religion as a core part of identity, blasphemy, which
indirectly offends people's faith, brings about severe harm for individuals by denying the
essence of individuality.

65
To this point, there may be some opinions arguing that while sexuality is not chosen
identity, religion is the chosen identity; thus, these identities should not be equated.
Nevertheless, in some social contexts, religious identity should be considered to be the same
type of identity as sexuality because it is almost impossible to choose to become a devotee.
70

For those who have been raised in a society in which people having various religious
backgrounds cohabit, children can be exposed to diverse religions, even including atheism in
the process of growth. For people living in such a society, it would be true that religious
identity is the result of choice; thus, it should be different from sexuality. However, it does
not mean that all religious identities are the consequence of options taken by individuals. As
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Kelley and Graaf (1997) mention, in a religious society where the majority of the members
have the same belief, religious faith tends to be transmitted from generation to generation.
This information signifies that in a community where a preponderance of people have a
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uniform religious belief, children living there would be instilled with the worldview as
absolute truth. In contrast to children in a society that comprehends various religious values,
80

children who are implanted with specific beliefs in religious communities tend not to doubt
their faith because of the lack of opportunity to encounter different religious ideologies. In
this case, even though children who are grown in such communities do not choose to be born
in society and do not choose their identity to be infused with religious ideas, religion
significantly influences their personality. It follows that it could be said that a certain number
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of people develop their religiosity without having their option as similar to sexuality; hence,
the comparison between sexual personality and religious personality identity is valid.

Blasphemy should not be justifiable based on the seriousness of aggressing personal
identity through sacrilegious arts and the original purpose of human rights. The reason for
90

this is that the negative implication on the mental condition of individuals, which is brought
about by blasphemy, deprives them of some rights in society. As widely perceived, an attack
on personal identity as a form of hateful expression imposes a serious mental burden on the
victim (Leets, 2002). As people are exposed to such discomfort, they would try to avoid the
experience. For instance, in the case of blasphemy for Muslims, such arts are acknowledged
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as highly offensive by people who have religious beliefs ("Pakistan 'to boycott French
products' over cartoons," 2020), which would evoke the sense of being offended. To such a
feeling of being aggressed or rejected through discriminative expression, according to
Richman and Leary (2009),one of the common reactions is being withdrawal in order not to
experience a negative feeling. To be specific, this research suggests that when avoiding
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rejection is a realistic option and the discrimination remains in the long term, and people tend
to be hesitant to approach discriminative people or places in which they feel excluded.
Consequently, provided that sacrilegious arts ridiculing Muslims prevail in the community,
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some of the Muslim people would refrain from accessing some communal places to avoid
facing blasphemy which could cause fear by attacking the foundation of their identity. As a
105

result, even though these people are legitimate members of society, they have to be subject to
obstacles as they want to lead an everyday life in the community. Under this circumstance,
albeit fundamental human rights should be given equally without any exception for citizens
(Fagan, n.d.), people whose faith is targeted by blasphemy would be excluded from some
fundamental human rights, for example, access to public spaces. Therefore, based on human
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rights principles, sacrilegious arts which deprive devotees of some rights are unjustifiable.

From a different perspective, a certain number of people would argue that sacrilegious
arts should not be regulated because freedom of expression is one of the most significant
rights in a liberal democratic society. Moreover, some free-speech exponents mention that the
115

right to insult others is integrated into free speech (Ginsberg, 2015). The liberty to freely
express an opinion in society is indispensable in a democratic society; however, based on the
purpose of freedom of expression, sacrilegious arts should not be necessarily allowed. In the
first place, one of the most fundamental reasons why free speech exists is that, according to
Ellian and Molier (2015), free expression is essential in a liberal democratic society to
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guarantee discourse in society. Even if this freedom is so significant in society, the
prohibition of sacrilegious arts can be justifiable for two reasons. To begin with, there is no
crucial value in blasphemy as a tool to criticise religion. There are indeed some cases in
which accusations of faith should be made for the sake of oppressed people. For instance,
criticism of sexual harassment in the catholic church and discrimination against sexual
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minority people in some religions seems indispensable because a substantial number of
people are suffering.
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Nevertheless, there is no need for teasing religion when criticising a form of art. It is
possible to take other options like using social media and appealing to media coverage to
criticise without being insulting. In this sense, even if blasphemy is prohibited in society,
130

critical opinion of religion can be protected as long as it is not disrespectful to religious
values. Unless the unique value of humiliating religion and driving some believers into
severe depression exists, it is difficult to understand the necessity to protect sacrilegious
expression.
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Additionally, the prohibition of blasphemy is needed to preserve the functional social
discussion, which is a significant element of a liberal democratic society. The reason for this
is that the anger created by sacrilege possibly ruins the quality of discourse. Regarding that
sacrilegious arts abuse the core identity of some people, one of the reactions to blasphemy by
those people owing faith would be showing resentment. This anger can potentially lessen the
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quality of discourse by making it difficult to engage with each other. As proved by Friedman
et al. (2004), resentment in communication stimulates the anger from opposing people, thus
making it challenging for each other to listen to opinions from others. Considering this
negative impact of hostility in discussions, even though it is needed for people to be rational
enough to make fruitful discussions in society, sacrilege ruins discourse by excessively
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provoking anger. Indeed, chances to express opinions in a community should not be
deprived, notwithstanding, since the prohibition of blasphemy would contribute to
maintaining functional discourse about the religious problem in society, the exhibition of
sacrilegious arts in public places ought to be prohibited even for the sake of healthy social
discussion.
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However, it does not mean that the law banning sacrilegious arts should be enacted
without any consideration. As some critics point out, there are cases in which this type of
legislation is misused. For example, in Pakistan, a law prohibiting blasphemy was utilised as
justification to oppress minority religions by unfairly applying this legislation to non-muslim
155

people ("What are Pakistan's blasphemy laws?," 2019). Also, some people are anxious about
introducing the law based on the possibility of excessive censorship. Both of these criticisms
are mere accusations of the misuse of the law. It does not refute the justification of
prohibiting expression; hence it is not enough to reject the prohibition of sacrilegious arts.
Nonetheless, it is important to consider how to define the law precisely as launching the
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legislation. Specifically, partial application of the law that oppresses minority religion is
happening since there is no explicit instruction of how the legislation should be impartially
employed. Similarly, censorship would be induced by a vague definition of what kinds of
expression could be regulated as sacrilegious arts. To enact the legislation without creating
these additional problems, the definition of the target and the application of the law should be
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made with meticulous attention to detail.

In conclusion, sacrilegious arts are more offensive than it is recognised by people who
argue that expression should be protected. Based on the role of religion in creating a personal
identity, it is directly connected with the essence of how people identify themselves.
170

Regarding this linkage between religion and self-identification, it can be said that a sacrilege
that invades religion also attacks the fundamental element of individuality. Consequently,
such arts can render it challenging for people having religious faith to exercise some basic
rights. Its exclusion of specific people from access to rights should not be justifiable based on
the basic concept of human rights. Indeed, freedom of expression is one of the essential rights
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in a liberal democratic society. Without this liberty, it is impossible to maintain a healthy
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democracy where people can freely state their opinions. Notwithstanding, even if this
freedom is important, blasphemy should be banned. There is no unique value in sacrilege
itself as a tool of expression, which means that people can employ other options to criticise
religion. Additionally, considering the negative impact of anger stimulated by the display of
180

blasphemy in social discussion, the prohibition of sacrilegious arts is needed to maintain
active conversations in society. Because of these analyses, it can be said that the regulation of
sacrilegious arts is legitimate. With a precise definition that keeps the misuse of law from
happening, blasphemy should be banned in public places. Those who misunderstand that
freedom of expression is an absolute right should notice a limitation in this liberty and

185

insulting personal identity through sacrilegious arts is unacceptable.
(Word Count: 2405)
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From Satoru to the Reader…
I'm a sophomore at AIU now and I'm specializing in a Global Business course. I'm currently
taking some finance and economic lectures as I'm interested in international finance and
marketing.
I write essays about what I'm interested in, which are not always related to academics
that we learn in AIU. Since I'm fascinated by photography, this essay is about the ethics of
street photography, and my capstone essay for EAP was about photo manipulation.
Besides, I wrote a research paper about gender problems in working place in composition 2,
as I was curious to investigate the reality of the issue and see if I could find solutions for that.
Overall, I write about anything that fascinates me or provokes my thinking, and accordingly,
the topics vary a lot from essay to essay.
I think academic writing is the method that I can logically express my thoughts with credible
support from outside academic sources. I believe writing is the best possible way to be
logical, persuasive, and rational by taking enough time to go through the flow of the
arguments and revise them as many times as you need. So, I recommend new comp 1
students to keep on organizing their arguments at the same time they write drafts. The most
important lesson that I learned in comp 1 was that writing is a recurring process, meaning
that going over the flow of logic makes writing solid.
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It is Time to Respect People’s Privacy: Street Photography in the Digital Age

Photography is strongly connected to people's lives. From memorable moments like
5

life events or journeys to their everyday lives, photography is always there to capture the
scenes and preserve their experiences for a long time. Although photography is such a
valuable and magical tool, it also carries some issues when it comes to photoshoot in a public
place. For example, some public areas are restricted from taking photos because of people's
unfavorable behaviors. Since October 2019, in Gion, Kyoto, people have been banned from

10

taking pictures in the community's private streets and homes due to tourists' poor behaviors
(Nishikawa, 2019). Some of them have taken photos of geisha or maiko without permission,
and others were reported to have entered private property (Marcus, 2019). Thus, Marcus
writes that the regulation has been introduced to maintain the place's traditional atmosphere
and local people's privacy. Likewise, taking photos in public places sometimes involves

15

significant issues, such as the invasion of people's privacy. Although the case in Gion was
caused by the mass of tourists who are eager to find an exotic culture, professional street
photographers are also facing issues over privacy in public places. Street photography is a
genre of photography as art in which photographers take photos of people and their everyday
lives in public places (Bulmberg, 2019). Bulmberg explains that street photography has been

20

appreciated as a means of recording people's lives in a city and its cityscape in the times
when photography was not prevailing widely. However, due to the development of digital
technology and digital photos being shared easily on social media, a conflict between two
concepts became obvious: freedom of expression of photographers and people's privacy.
Although street photography should not be banned in terms of photographers' freedom of

25

expression, transparent and flexible regulations are needed to protect people's privacy and
personal information as information and digital technology advance.
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Since photographers have freedom of expression, their actions should not be easily
restricted by people's privacy rights in public places. For example, the First Amendment of
30

the US defines that freedom of expression can be applied to photographers' works, and even
when they published or sold their photos for their own sake, their freedom of expression is
protected by the First Amendment (Kadri, 2014). Consequently, street photographers are
legally protected to take photos and publish them as their works. However, Kadri states that it
is favorable for people who deal with "realistic portrayals of public figures in an expressive
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work" (p. 1526) to consider a bright-line rule to ensure that the constitutional law protects
their works. In the rule, unless "the name or likeness is used solely to attract attention to a
work that is not related to the identified person," (The American Law Institute, 1995, as cited
in Kadri, 2014, p. 1525) using realistic depictions of people in creative works is acceptable.
Therefore, to put those notions into street photography, as long as the photos do not mislead

40

the viewers by making an "affirmative statement" (p. 1526) on the person in the photo,
photographers are entitled to take street photographs in public places. Since the purpose of
street photography is to record people's everyday lives in a public place, and there are no
intentions of insulting specific people, it is tolerable. Although these rights are protected by
laws, considering the current situation where digital information dominates society, people's
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right to privacy can go beyond freedom of expression.

Even though freedom of expression is a widely recognized and protected right, street
photographers should not publish their works on the Internet easily because they deal with
highly personal information like people's faces. Due to the evolution of digital photography
50

and social media platforms, it became common for photographers to post photos on social
media. Thus, once the photo is posted on SNS, it is difficult to track how it is used or spread
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in other places. As a result, if the photos in which people's faces are recognizable are posted
on social media, there is no way to completely delete the information, even if the photo's
subject wishes to do so concerning privacy. Further, this fact counteracts a new right called
55

the right to be forgotten, which is a widely recognized right in the EU created to deal with the
permanence of digital information (Kritikos, 2018). The European Commission's 2012 Data
Protection Regulation has been enacted to handle the new privacy problems caused by the
technologically developing situation where people make personal information accessible
globally (European Commission, 2012, as cited in Kritikos, 2018). In this regulation, the
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right to be forgotten was clearly introduced. The principle of the right to be forgotten is that if
a person does not wish their personal information to be possessed by other people and unless
there are legal excuses to support the possession, the information should be removed (Reding,
2012, as cited in Kritikos, 2018).
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Therefore, photographers should be aware that the photos they take in public places
might contain personal information considering this new right. Moreover, it is certain that
more and more people are concerned about sharing their information in this digital age, and
they are seeking new rights to protect them. Hence, street photographers must reconsider and
control what they publish on the Internet and review what they have done so far with regard
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to the new human rights. Similarly, the change in the notion of privacy should also be
considered when arguing the issues over street photography. Miles (2015) explains that
modern individualism and the need for self-definition in public places are enhancing people's
expectations for their right to privacy. Thus, Miles explains that photographers' attempt to
make subjects look different from the reality or make different representations as their artistic
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expression may alter their self-definition, which is the aspect that people want others to see.
This means that photographing others in public and applying photographers' artistic
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expression goes against the current people's expectations of privacy. As a result, since street
photography counteracts the new right that people seek and the current perception of privacy,
publishing the works online should be restricted. In addition to the advances in the concept of
80

human rights, advances in technology also make street photography challenging to develop
further ahead.

Now that most people own their smartphones and function as cameras, it is becoming
hard to appreciate street photography as a genre of art. According to Kaprelian (1974), there
85

is no one set of rules or criteria for something to be art; however, "art must always be viewed
in its cultural context" (p. 11). In the early times of analogue or film photography, since the
expensive equipment and special skills were required to produce the copies of photos, rarity
value resided in photography at that time (Cunningham et al., 2010). Moreover, people were
less concerned about their personal information being shared globally since there were no
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such digital platforms like the Internet or social media. Considering these cultural contexts,
street photography could be highly appreciated as art since it impressively captured the lives
of people, and the viewers of the works could enjoy them. On the contrary, today,
photography is a common method in which people can easily take photos digitally without
any expertise, make thousands of digital copies, and make them available to the whole world.
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Since these features of digital photography make people concerned about their privacy, street
photography cannot be tolerated by the majority of people. Furthermore, although there are
clear differences between photos by street photographers and non-photographers in terms of
their elaboration, such as colors, lights, or compositions, the process of how they take photos
in public is almost identical: hold the camera, direct the lens toward the subject, and release
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the shutter. Therefore, people in public have no means to tell whether the photographer is
actually a professional street photographer as an artist, an amateur photographer, or a
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potential criminal committing secret photography. Thus, the subjects may be feared to be
taken photos of because of that anonymity. Similarly, the current digitalized situation may
induce the precarious situation where those who control cameras have control over their
105

subjects (Ludlow, 2006, as cited in Miles, 2015). In other words, street photography is no
longer a mere genre of photography since it can also be a cause of ruining people's lives with
their personal information. Accordingly, to overcome this critical situation and respect the
photographer's freedom of expression at the same time, it is necessary to set clear regulations
for those who take pictures in public places.

110
In order to balance the two controversial positions, governments should consider the
limitations or etiquettes of how people, in general, can take photos in public spaces. Although
the best and the most peaceful way to solve this problem is to ask permission before
photographing others, this method negates the core value of street photography (Miles, 2015).
115

This is because the fundamental value of street photography is to capture the reality of
everyday life in public, and asking permission means that the photographers are interfering
and destroying the reality in photographs. In addition, asking permission from every person
in the frame is unrealistic and painstaking for those who are just taking photos of the
cityscape or buildings. Therefore, to establish the compromise without affecting the beauty of
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street photography and imposing an extra burden onto people, it is necessary to consider how
people recognize their privacy. To evaluate people's privacy level, Adam's privacy model
defines three main components to create people's perception of privacy: information
sensitivity, information receiver, and information usage (Cunningham, 2010). In terms of
information sensitivity, photos showing specific and identifiable individuals are high in
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sensitivity. However, if the individual's face in the photo was not prominent or if the image
captured the mass of people rather than specific individuals, those photos can be considered
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as low in sensitivity. As for information receiver and information usage, if the photos are
posted on social media, then the risk of the image spreading rapidly and widely is high. On
the other hand, if it is just for their personal document, the receiver and the usage are
130

relatively limited. Consequently, combining these notions allows a photograph's privacy level
to be divided into three. The most harmless photo contains no readily identifiable individuals,
and its usage is for personal possession. In the next level, the photo contains no clearly
recognizable personal information. Yet, it is used for sharing with others via social media or
the Internet. The highest and the most sensitive photo contains people's faces, and the usage
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is publication or sharing online. Therefore, these criteria indicate how sensitive the photos
are, and the government can regulate photographers' actions by assigning those levels to each
area or event, depending on their context or scale. For instance, if an event imposes a
condition in which participants agree with photographing, the administrator can assign the
highest level. In this way, the regulation can become flexible enough to respect
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photographers' rights. Besides, those levels can also function as the index of how people's
privacy is guaranteed. As a result, it is possible to respect both people's freedom of taking
photos in public places and their privacy by providing flexible and clear regulations.

The increasing use of social media and the Internet threatens people's privacy more
145

than ever; there is no knowing when people's personal information is taken or how it is used.
Although photographers' freedom of expression is legally defined, the increasing fear for
individuals' personal information to be shared online made the current tendency of
recognizing the right to be forgotten or the new notion of privacy. Furthermore, the use of
smartphones as cameras has been degrading the value of street photography as an art and
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threatening people's dignity as well. In order to deal with troubles regarding street
photography and respect every person's rights, the government should classify the privacy
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levels of photographs and use them as flexible guidelines to regulate photoshoots in public
places. Although this idea functions as a compromise between photographers and people in
public, it does not cover the need of those who do not wish others to photograph them at any
155

time. Hence, further consideration is required to establish regulations of street photography
that covers the whole perspective, not only the majority.
(Word Count: 2086)
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From Yu to the Reader…
I’m leaning Japanese Sign Language as an outside activity. For my study abroad, I’m
planning to study American Sign Language in the US. As you may see in my essay, my
interest would lie in the field of communication or interaction.
Academic writing is a way of communication with myself, and of course with readers, too.
When I am writing essays, I always ask questions in my mind such as why I chose this topic
for the essay or what sources I would use to convince myself. Those questions are essential
for me since they keep my motivation and helps maintain topic consistent. So ultimately
academic writing is communication and reflection with my ideas that I can transfer into the
minds of my readers.
Advice I would give to students about to start Composition II are choosing topics that you are
interested in because writing essays is tough, so find something interesting or exciting so
that you can enjoy and keep your motivation. Also important is to keep notes throughout
your reading and writing. This is what I always do when writing essays. Even though some
sources seem useless, it might be useful in the future especially when your topic slightly
changes or when you need more evidence.
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Interpersonal Effects of One's Phone Use: In the Case of Parent-child Relationships

In this technologically developed society, people are concerned about how negatively
they are affected by technology use, for example, what impact blue light has on their eyes
5

and brains or how technology use is related to obesity. They tend to consider problems
individually; however, several problems occur interpersonally. In other words, one's attitude
towards technology use would affect others' feelings, attitudes, or perceptions. One example
is that teenagers use their smartphones individually, although they are going on a date. That is
to say, when one starts to play with one's smartphone in the situation, the other might feel

10

unpleasant or perceive phone use as an expected behaviour through being with other people.
Similarly, in parent-child relationships, parents' phone use impacts their children. One
leading effect regards the interaction between parents and children or within a family;
however, it is not limited. In addition to the disrupted interactions, it also includes lower selfesteem of children and children's excessive use of phones; therefore, parents should carefully

15

consider the effects of their use of phones on children and revise their attitude towards
technology.

Firstly, parents' phone use potentially decreases the interaction between parents and
their children or within a family by taking parents' time. Jiang (2018) states that 36 percent of
20

parents who participated in the survey reported that they spent too much time using their
phones. Further, seven-in-ten parents described that phone use often distracts them from
interacting with children and negatively affects the quality of communication (Auxier et al.,
2020). From these results of two investigations in the forms of questionnaires and interviews,
one can even know that parents acknowledge their problematic phone use and negative
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impact on their relationships with children. Nevertheless, they continue to use their phones;
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there would be causes behind parents' problematic phone use and the disruption of parentchild communications. The current trend of using social media might be one of them.
Modecki et al. (2020) indicate that compared with phone calls and texting, parents can
quickly shift their attention from phones to children, parents tend to consume much time by
30

checking social networking sites because it is not a time-limited activity. It is because social
media or the internet contain tens of thousands of pages or accounts; thus, they have a feature
of making people shift one page or account to another. Consequently, they would easily take
time of people, or parents, that should be spent on other activities. The time parents spend on
their phone is the time that is not being spent with their children (McDaniel, 2019; McDaniel
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& Radesky, 2018), and social interactions can easily be disrupted by phone checking or the
mere presence of phones (Hong et al., 2019), having negative effects on children's behaviour
and parent-child relationships.

One of those negative effects would be how parents supervise children. Parents who
40

use phones despite being with their children fail to supervise or respond accurately to what
children say and do. Radesky et al. (2016, as cited in McDaniel, 2019) illustrate the result of
the interviews that parents found it difficult to focus on children and make proper responses
and interpretations of children's actions while using phones. Other studies by McDaniel
(2019) and McDaniel and Radesky (2018) state similarly, saying that parents' response to
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children tends to be delayed and less appropriate in technology-interfered situations. That is
to say, parents who are using phones have a high possibility of focusing on the small screen
of their phone and would not be able to pay attention to the surroundings, including children's
behaviours. Further, parents who are distracted by phone use have a low possibility of
realizing that their children are in dangerous situations or warning them of unsafe actions
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(Kildare & Middlemiss, 2017). Likewise, phone use might expose children and parents
themselves to dangerous situations.

Moreover, lack of supervision by parents has a further negative impact on children.
As reported by Kildare and Middlemiss (2017), in order to gain the attention of parents who
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are using phones, unsupervised children can engage in various activities, including even
dangerous behaviours that might threaten their lives in the worst case. One example of such a
situation might be what Radesky et al. (2014) indicate from the result of their research that
children attempted to re-engage phone-using parents by limit-testing or to say offensive
words while having a meal at a fast-food restaurant. For most parents, those words or actions
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of children would make them feel uncomfortable even though they know that children might
feel guilty of saying such words to them; hence, children's problematic actions caused by
parents' phone use potentially cause worsening the parent-child relationship. In this way,
parents' supervising that is disrupted by phone use causes behavioural difficulties of children
and even promotes them, affecting the relationship between parents and children.
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Another negative impact on children of parents' phone use is how children feel when
parents are using phones in front of them. Jiang (2018) illustrates that about 50 per cent of
children who participated in the research reported that their communication with parents or
caregivers was disrupted by parents' (or caregivers') phone use. In other words, one in two
70

children is not satisfied with parent-child communication because of parents' phone use.
Additionally, children would have a negative emotion when parents' phone use disrupts their
communication. According to Hong et al. (2019), when parents engage in "phubbing" (p. 1),
a portmanteau word of 'phone' and 'snubbing' which refers to disrupted communication or
ignoring other people because of phone use, children would feel ignored due to the
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psychological distance from their parents though they are present physically. This state that
one is present physically but is absent psychologically is described as "present absence" (p.
100) by McDaniel and Radesky (2018). This term may be applicable to two perspectives,
parents' and children's. That is to say, when parents are using their phones, although with
their children, children would feel ignored and think that their parents, who kindly respond to
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their words and communicate with them, are not here. On the other hand, parents who use
phones focus on the small screen and may forget that there are children next to them; hence,
these states or perceptions would further widen the psychological distance between parents
and children. To make matters worse, as Modecki et al. (2020) reported the sense of being
ignored causes frustrations or interpersonal conflicts within a family. Therefore, parents'
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phone use and disrupted communication among family members lead to children's negative
emotions, the sense of being ignored, and negative changes in the parent-child relationship.

Considering these two points, parents' failure of supervising children and children's
perception towards parents' phone use, there would be a possibility that children whose
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parents phub frequently would have a poor sense of self-worth. As McDaniel (2019)
reported, one of the most significant relationships that children develop is a relation with
caregivers, and attachments formed through the interaction with them play a crucial role in
children's lives and even in their future. However, parents' frequent phubbing results in lowquality interactions within parent-child relationships (Hong et al., 2019), causing a sense of
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being ignored in children's minds. Those might provoke a feeling that one is not wanted by
anyone, especially by parents, in children and affect their future development since the
relationships with their fathers and mothers are fundamental and essential for them. In these
ways, parents' phone use is deeply concerned with the psychological aspects of children.
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In addition to the negative psychological effects, children would have health problems
because parents' use of mobile phones negatively affects the screen time of children, which
causes physical symptoms. According to Chotpitayasunondh and Douglas (2016), when
people are phubbed during communication and notice that it occurs frequently, they have a
high possibility of starting to phub. In the same way, children whose parents are phubbing
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even in the social context would consider phubbing as a social norm and use their phones
excessively in adolescence (Hong et al., 2019). This means that the practice of phone use
would have been passed from parents to their children, and there is even a possibility that it
has been inherited for generations. In addition, as generally known, excessive use of phones
ruins one's health. According to Robinson et al. (2017), children exposed to excessive media
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tend to obesity due to attractive food advertisements on apps and social media or consuming
high-calorie food and drinks while watching screens. Another negative influence on
children's health is short sleeping time and delayed bedtimes. Hysing et al. (2015) indicate
that more than 70 per cent of children or adolescents reported that they use cell phones one
hour before bedtime in the research. This practice would deprive children of hours of sleep.
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Furthermore, the light emitted by screens of electronic devices suppresses the production of
melatonin, a hormone that promotes sleeping, resulting in delayed bedtime (LeBourgeois et
al., 2017); thus, not only the practice of using phones but also the phone itself harms
children's bodies. In that manner, children's excessive screen time caused by parents' attitude
towards phone use impacts children's physical health, and hence, their healthy growth.
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Although parents sometimes harm their children due to their phone use, some would
say that using phones while parenting has positive effects on parents themselves. According
to McDaniel (2019), smartphones provide beneficial information and support to parents. This
means that they can gather information about kindergartens or nursery schools via the
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internet or through using social media. Moreover, online platforms such as Instagram or
Twitter can be a place where parents can exchange information that they have about
parenting with each other. On those platforms, they can also enjoy communications with
others, feeling released from parenting stress and frustration. There are even platforms where
parents can consult experts regarding their concerns about parenting. In fact, the performance
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of parenting and using phones for communication purposes such as calling and texting has a
positive relationship (Warren & Aloia, 2018, as cited in McDaniel, 2019); therefore, it seems
rational that using phones while parenting does not always have negative effects.

However, though phone use provides useful information for parenting and feelings of
135

ease with parents, parents have difficulties managing both phones using and parenting at the
same time. As described by McDaniel and Radesky (2018), parents reported that they found
it difficult to do multitask between supervising children and using mobile devices. Parents
also feel overloaded and exhausted due to the features of smartphones such as notification
functions or the sense of constantly connecting with someone through social media, and they
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even state that they are happier when having time with a family and children without mobile
devices (McDaniel, 2019). Additionally, time that parents use on the phone deprives them of
doing other tasks, including remaining work and domestic chores; in other words, if they
reduce the time that is spent on watching screens, they can not only have higher-quality
interactions with children or within a family but also live efficiently. Although these points
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might demand parents to reduce their screen time, as Modecki et al. (2020) indicate, higher
parenting quality is positively related to more phone use at a low level of interference since
parents can gain beneficial information and be released from stress and frustration of
parenting. Thus, parents do not have to refrain from using phones completely; rather, they
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should focus on children when communicating with them in order to have adequate
150

interactions.

To conclude, parents' attitude towards phone use has a severe impact on children's
physical and psychological health, such as low self-esteem arising from the sense of being
ignored by parents and physical symptoms caused by excessive technology use. However, the
155

underlying problem which occupies the central part of the influence of problematic parents'
phone use is the disrupted and low-quality interactions between parents and children.
Although phones play a crucial role in parents' life since they provide information and
promote communication with other parents, parents should reconsider how children are
affected by their phone use and whether the impact is positive or negative for their children's
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future development as well as how parents themselves are influenced by their phone use. The
sins of the parents will be visited upon the children. If parents hope for their children to grow
up healthily, they should first put aside their phones and then enjoy interacting with children
without interruptions.
(Word count: 2067)
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Discrimination towards Kikokushijo at Japanese Schools

Introduction
“Even though I am Japanese, they don’t see me as Japanese” (Participant A, personal
5

communication, July 5, 2018).

The quote above was extracted from an interview with a Japanese student who lived
in the United States from seven to nine years of age, discussing his concerns about being a
kikokushijo. The Japanese term kikokushijo refers to Japanese students who lived overseas for
10

several years, primarily due to their parent’s occupation. After sojourning at their host
country, the country they resided abroad, most of them return to Japan as their parents have
completed their overseas assignment. As kikokushijo have lived in one or more countries
other than Japan, they are excelled at viewing current issues from different philosophical and
political perspectives, and being tolerant to cultures outside of Japan (Pollock and Reken,
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2011). On the other hand, such students struggle in Japanese environments, especially at
Japanese schools. Participant A is one of the kikokushijo who has been discriminated by
several Japanese non-returnee students, such as being ignored. Although the number of
Japanese students living abroad increased from approximately 60,000 to 83,000 over the past
decade (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2018), and over 10,000 students return to Japan

20

for over 30 consecutive years (E-Stat, 2018), the issue remains prevalent across Japan. This
paper, therefore, attempts to investigate how kikokushijo perceive the issue of discrimination
towards them in Japanese environments, particularly at Japanese schools.

Literature review
25

Kikokushijo, or Japanese returnees, in other words, are “students who return to Japan
after a prolonged sojourn abroad” (Kanno, 2000). They are often the children of Japanese
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businessmen, primarily workers of small and medium-sized enterprises, and government
personnels who are stationed abroad (Perez, 2016; Kanno, 2000). Prior to examining how
Japanese returnees perceive the issue regarding why they are treated unfairly at Japanese
30

schools, it is significant to identify several causes of the issue, including the school, peers,
and kikokushijo themselves.

Kikokushijo are likely to be discriminated at Japanese schools, as the institutions do
not provide a sufficient level of support to the students. As kikokushijo returns from an
35

extended period of sojourn overseas, they are more familiar with their previously-resided
culture than Japanese culture (Oosterbeek and Webbink, 2011). Thus Japanese schools, as a
place that provides education to students, are expected to assist kikokushijo in order for them
to adapt or re-adjust to the Japanese culture. Many Japanese schools, however, do not fully
provide sufficient support to develop the student’s drawbacks such as weak Japanese writing
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skills. In fact, the school “systematically emphasize kikokushijo’ s “deficiencies” (Kanno,
2000). The same author raises the English as a Second Language program (ESL) as one of
the factors distinguishing Japanese returnees unfavourably from Japanese non-returnee
students. ESL programs are implemented to develop the English skills of Japanese students
significantly to make such language the second dominant language after Japanese. According

45

to Kanno (2000), however, the label “ESL student” implies their deficiency in their English
proficiency. When kikokushijo enter such an environment, particularly those who previously
have lived in an English-speaking environment, they will come across a gap between their
English abilities and the ESL program. Kikokushijo would be demotivated in studying for
ESL, as they possess immensely higher English fluency, ultimately holding a sense of
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isolation from their peers (Perez, 2016). The lack of learning support and cultural support
(Saito, Hara, and Himeno, 2015) has created physical and psychological barriers between
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kikokushijo and Japanese non-returnees.

Japanese non-returnees may discriminate kikokushijo at Japanese schools because
55

they psychologically recognize them as a different type of person to them. According to
Yoshida et al. (2003), Japanese non-returnees perceive their differences with kikokushijo as a
disadvantage. For instance, kikokushijo a re “racially” Japanese but some are not able to
speak Japanese like a native speaker. According to Takamori (2015), this produces a
“cognitive dissonance” among students. Along with their directness, kikokushijo are
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consequently stereotyped as a “returnee” at Japanese schools (Yoshida et al., 2009).
Discrimination towards kikokushijo at Japanese schools also derives from
kikokushijo themselves, as they are involuntarily relocated from the host country to Japan.
The principal reasons behind their sojourns are due to their parents’ job transfers (Kanno,
2000), not from the student. This may augment the stress level for the students, as they have
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to cope with the cultural and linguistic gaps against their own will. The involuntary relocation
particularly affects the readjustment of those kikokushijo who are obliged to re-enter Japan
chiefly due to the completion of their parents’ overseas job assignment. As some kikokushijo
would have experienced a longer period living in the host country, they would feel
dissatisfied for moving back to their home culture in Japan (Kanno, 2000). Oosterbeek and
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Webbink (2011) stated the longer the students live abroad, the probability they will eternally
settle in the host country will increase. Students are also unable to transmit their intercultural
sojourn to students who do not have similar experiences (Kartoshkina, 2015). Such concerns
towards returning to the home country demotivates the kikokushijo, causing them to isolate
themselves from Japanese communities where group harmony is valued (Saito, Hara, and

75

Himeno, 2015). Kikokushijo would be treated dissimilarly against Japanese non-returnees, as
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they may be reluctant to participate in the society they are returning to.

Research Method
In order to examine how kikokushijo are discriminated against by non-returnees at
80

Japanese schools, the research collected and evaluated responses from six kikokushijo (three
male and three female students) at Akita International University (AIU) who graduated from
Japanese high schools. The guiding question to this study was: What perspectives do a group
of kikokushijo from Japanese high schools have on an issue of discrimination towards
kikokushijo? The research was based on an interview, comprising of twelve questions and
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lasting for an average of 20 minutes. The interview focused essentially on encouraging the
participant to reflect on their experiences of being treated unfairly against Japanese nonreturnees (see Appendix A). After asking for their gender, research participants were asked
to indicate the places and ages they lived overseas. The question considers Perez’s statement
(2016) that those who lived abroad during their teenage years experience a greater degree of
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issues when returning back home in comparison to those who lived abroad at a younger age.
The following question engaged the respondents to list several positive aspects of being a
kikokushijo in Japanese environments. As the research is focused towards the negative
features of being a kikokushijo, this question intends to prevent the bias that being a
kikokushijo is disadvantageous. The fourth question, “do you think kikokushijo in general are
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being discriminated by Japanese non-returnees?” asked for the participants to discuss their
views on the issue. The subsequent section encouraged the participants to reflect their
experiences of being discriminated by Japanese non-returnees during their readjustment
phrase. The section is divided into three questions, each respectively requesting for such
events during elementary school, junior high (middle) school, and high school. Participants
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were then asked for several methods they used to re-adjust to the Japanese environment.
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Similarly, the following question sought respondents to determine whether they received any
forms of support from outside factors such as schools and their parents. The penultimate
question is intentionally the same as the fourth question, as I felt participants would give a
deeper insight into the issue after discussing their own experiences. The final question
105

motivated students to come up with feasible solutions for the issue.

Results
The interviews were conducted during a period of July 5th and 10th, 2018. The
average length of participant’s sojourn was between three years and twelve years of age. Out
110

of five participants who lived in the United States, three had attended a hoshuko, a weekend
Japanese supplementary school in the host country (Langager, 2002). Several participants
mentioned high levels of English fluency and accepting cultural, racial, and social diversities
as the advantages of being a kikokushijo. For the question seeking for the participant’s view
towards the issue, two agreed, three disagreed, and one both agreed and disagreed. The
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degree of discrimination towards students who attended integrated junior and senior high
schools decreased as they advanced from junior high school to high school. Although five out
of six respondents noted that discrimination existed, four participants also interpreted the
term “discrimination” as a positive remark. For instance, having a high level of English
fluency were considered noble in kokusaika (international courses in high school). Most
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people, surprisingly, were able to adapt or re-adjust to the Japanese environment instantly.
Participant E, who did not attend a hoshuko back in the United States, struggled for a year as
the customs and environments of Japanese schools were fresh for her (personal
communication, July 9, 2018). Yet many participants used various methodologies and studied
the Japanese culture during their readjustment phase. All three female participants
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emphasized that they changed their appearances to fit into the Japanese environment.
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According to the participants, parents were helpful in terms of placing them in a hoshuko and
purchasing Chinese character handouts for them. On the other hand, teachers only provided
psychological support, such as keeping a close watch on the students. Five out of six
participants agreed that kikokushijo are discriminated in general by Japanese non-returnees.
130

Finally, participants suggested that teachers should not differentiate kikokushijo with
Japanese non-returnees in their class. Several respondents advised allocating students into
supplementary schools during their international sojourn. In addition, students recommended
the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology to implement teacher
training programs for kikokushijo.

135
Discussion
As the interview responses were collected and organized, several interesting trends
were identified. Four participants who attended hoshuko during their international sojourn
adapted to the Japanese environment immediately. Five out of six participants performed
140

specific strategies for adjusting to the Japanese environment, as they were feared of being
different from Japanese non-returnees. All six respondents praised their parents for readjusting them successfully to the Japanese community, and criticized the lack of support
they received from teachers in Japan.
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60% of the participants who sojourned in the United States and Participant C who
lived in Taiwan attended hoshuko during the weekends. In addition, all the respondents who
attended hoshuko in their host country had re-adjusted swiftly to the Japanese environment.
These trends are significantly related to the similarities between hoshuko and the Japanese
environment. According to Langager (2002), hoshuko enables students to nurture their
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Japanese-ness by developing their character, interaction with other Japanese expatriate
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students, and group harmony. The social context of such schools are also very similar to the
school life in Japan, such as holding Japanese cultural rituals, including the entrance
ceremony, undokai (sports day), and evacuation drills (Langager, ibid). The same author also
noted how the classroom routines of hoshuko consisted of 50-minute classes, each starting
155

and ending with the ringing of a school bell unique to Japan. Although hoshuko do not fully
resemble the school life in Japan, such as no shoe changing, they possess a significant role in
developing the expatriate student’s sense of being Japanese. Thus, most research participants
were able to adjust to the Japanese environment as they comprehended students' school life in
Japan through hoshuko.
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Apart from hoshuko, four out of six participants promptly re-adjusted to the Japanese
environment by their own endeavors. Participant A attempted to mimic the personality of a
typical Japanese person (personal communication, July 5, 2018). Participant B focused on
keeping in touch with the current Japanese trends in social media and music (personal
165

communication, July 6, 2018). Participant C imitated the appearances of Japanese students
and intentionally resisted herself from using fluent English (personal communication, July 9,
2018). Participant F changed her appearance to look like a typical Japanese student (personal
communication, July 10, 2018). Participant C also explained how she was scared of
discrimination by Japanese non-returnees (personal communication, July 9, 2018). Fear
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emerges from kikokushijo when re-adjusting to the Japanese community, as being “different”
would cause them to be isolated from other Japanese students. Despite that kikokushijo have
expanded worldviews based on encountering diverse cultures in their host country, they could
simultaneously be confused with complex events such as cultures and values (Pollock and
Reken, 2011). As kikokushijo are comprised of multiple cultures, they would be portrayed as
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unpatriotic (Pollock and Reken, ibid) to both their home country and host countries. As a
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result, kikokushijo would be regarded negatively in Japan, where the society values
uniformity, and people dress accordingly to their hierarchy (Cambridge, 2011). Most
participants have incorporated the characteristic of a typical Japanese non-returnee, as being
different from Japanese non-returnees would cause them to be discriminated against.
180

Parents of Japanese returnees take a significant role in re-modifying their children to
Japanese culture. Parents of Participant E, for instance, prohibited the use of English at home
during their international sojourn (personal communication, July 9, 2018). As parents are
regularly close to their children, such closeness has helped cushion kikokushijo against the
stresses of living overseas (Peterson and Plamondon, 2009). Such parents tend to display
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positive attitudes towards their children, which correlates to a rise in the children’s balanced
acculturation (Peterson and Plamondon, ibid). Participant D conveys his gratitude towards his
parents for enabling him to transfer into a school in Japan smoothly (personal
communication, July 9, 2018).
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While all six respondents agreed with their parent’s active support towards their
readjustment to the Japanese environment, two respondents apparently received no forms of
support from their teachers in Japan. The other four students also expressed how their
teachers merely supported their readjustment phrase to Japan. Participant E explained how
her teacher only watched over her shoulders and did not provide any academic or social
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advice to her (personal communication, July 9, 2018). Teachers struggle with supporting
kikokushijo , who recently returned to Japan, as they have seldom or never encountered such
students. As expatriate students returning to Japan have diverse backgrounds, teachers are
expected to flexibly provide readjustment support for each student, such as language reacquisition and re-acculturation to Japanese life. In reality, however, Japanese teachers do not
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possess sufficient knowledge in receiving kikokushijo in his or her class (Saito, Hara, and
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Himeno, 2015). In addition, many teachers do not consider kikokushijo’s re-acculturation to
Japanese life as significant, despite that kikokushijo requires such skills to cope with Japanese
culture. 42.8% of Japanese returnees advancing to high school consequently experience
difficulties comprehending the lesson contents (Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet,
205

2016) and tend to be differentiated by other Japanese non-returnees.

Conclusion
The purpose of this research was to explore the reasons why kikokushijo are
discriminated by Japanese non-returnees at Japanese schools. After collecting and analyzing
210

the data from interviews with six kikokushijo at AIU who graduated from Japanese high
schools, it could be concluded that the rate of discrimination towards kikokushijo decreased
over time because they were able to conform to the Japanese environment immediately. The
existence of hoshuko and parental supports were the primary factors leading to the fall in
receiving discrimination. Yet two-thirds of the participants attempted to apply the
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characteristics of a typical Japanese student to themselves, as they were feared of being
discriminated by Japanese non-returnees. The sense of fear of being different might have
reduced the rate of discrimination as well. Another finding was that the teachers could not
provide sufficient support due to their deficiencies in dealing with kikokushijo. Overall, the
level of kikokushijo being discriminated by Japanese non-returnees vary depending on the
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support they received during their international sojourn, and the degree of dedication they
have done to resemble a typical Japanese non-returnee. Although kikokushijo in Akita
International University were interviewed, all six participants were bilingual in Japanese and
English. As those kikokushijo are excelled at English, they would perhaps be praised by
Japanese non-returnees instead of being discriminated. Thus, it might be appropriate to
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investigate how kikokushijo, whose English is not their second language, perceive the issue of
discrimination towards them at Japanese schools.
(Word Count: 2643)
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From Madoka to the Reader…
I am a sophomore majoring in Global Business. Currently, I am interested in management
and business ethics.
I would describe academic writing as a platform where I can freely explore and express my
thoughts. For example, through writing "Japanese University Students' Thoughts on
Designer Babies' Ethics," I was able to clarify my opinions on designer babies. Also, I could
learn more about how scholars and Japanese university students feel towards designer
babies from an ethical perspective.
A tip I found useful when taking Composition II was constantly making a list of possible
topics to write about on my phone. While taking Composition II, I especially paid close
attention to my surroundings, such as topics covered on media, and got into the habit of
gathering ideas on what I may want to research and write. In fact, I obtained the idea of
writing about designer babies' ethics from the film Never Let Me Go and Aldous Huxley's
novel Brave New World. This tip enabled me to select a topic I am truly interested in and
could passionately write about.
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Japanese University Students' Thoughts on Designer Babies' Ethics

Introduction
5
Imagine living in a world where you can design your babies, from skin colour to what
kind of talent the child has. Aldous Huxley depicts a society revolving around science and
efficiency in his dystopian novel, Brave New World (Lohnes, n.d., par. 1). In the futuristic
society, "emotions and individuality are conditioned out of children at a young age" (Lohnes,
10

n.d., par. 1). Humans in Brave New World are much like designer babies. In my view, a
world of designer babies will be dull and uninteresting, for there will likely only be humans
that are stripped of their identity. While genetically engineered babies (designer babies)
remains a fantasy, scientific advancement is undoubtedly getting closer to creating such a
world.

15
Genetic modification and genetic engineering are often used interchangeably.
However, there is a difference in the way humans manipulate genes (Kromer, 2018, p. 1).
Genetic engineering is defined as "the artificial manipulation, modification, and
recombination of DNA or other nucleic acid molecules in order to modify an organism or
20

population of organisms" (Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d., par. 1). In genetic modification,
natural changes are made to a species, whereas genes are manipulated using
tools/technologies in genetic engineering, so the process is unnatural (Kromer, 2018, p. 1).

Genetic engineering was first introduced in 1973 by Herbert Boyer and Stanley
25

Cohen (Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d., par. 3) and "used on plants to increase the yield
values of certain farm crops" (Kromer, 2018, p. 1). However, genetic engineering technology
is now used to manipulate humans' gender, appearance, intelligence, disease, and personality,
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creating designer babies. With scientists claiming to have succeeded in making designer
babies today, this study led to the ethical concern over applying genetic engineering
30

technology to humans. This paper examines whether Japanese university students are familiar
with the issue of designer babies and their thoughts on the matter. The study will contribute
to further revealing Japanese university students' ethical standpoint towards designer babies.

Japanese university students' thoughts on designer babies remain unknown, for
35

previous research on designer babies is mainly conducted in the West. The term "designer
babies" is relatively new and was added to the Oxford English Dictionary in 2004. A designer
baby refers to "a baby whose genes have been chosen by its parents and doctors so that it has
particular characteristics" (Cambridge, n.d., par. 1). The concept of bioethics is said to have
originated in the 1960s in the United States of America and was introduced in the early 1980s

40

in Japan (Akabayashi, 2020). Although designer babies remain science fiction for the present,
the matter has been hotly debated globally. Many studies on designer babies have examined
the issue from an ethical perspective (e.g., Harris, 2007; Kromer, 2018; Turriziani, 2014).
Scholars have argued that the embryos' genetic enhancement should be prevented, for the
risks outweigh the advantages. Those opposed to designer babies "are concerned about its

45

widespread use, advocating that it is unnatural for human beings to 'play God,' that there are
unknown dangers" (Akabayashi, 2020, p. 6).

However, others have pointed out that instead of focusing on the cons of designer
babies, the following possibility should be considered; "giving children' genetic edges' of
50

certain kinds would not constrain their lives and choices, but make them better" (Steinbock,
2008, p.1295). Opinions that consider designer babies unethical seems to outnumber those
that believe it to be ethical. Brophy (2020) reported the case of He Jiankui, an American-
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trained Chinese associate professor of biophysics at Shenzhen University of Science and
Technology. They claimed in 2018 that he had brought into the world the first genetically
55

edited babies (p. 161). Although He Jiankui expected to be praised for his success in creating
designer babies, he was swiftly condemned both locally and internationally, removed from
his university appointment, and sentenced to three years in prison along with two colleagues
(Brophy, 2020, p. 163). Judging from the harsh local and international reactions to the case of
He Jiankui, more people feel negatively towards designer babies. The purpose of this study is

60

to investigate the following research question: What are Japanese university students'
thoughts on designer babies from an ethical perspective, and how aware are they of the
matter?
Methodology
Participants

65

The participants are 33 (11 males and 22 females) Japanese degree-seeking students
from a public university in the Tohoku area. The participants are all fluent in English, and so
the researcher collected the data using English. The sample was taken from a Facebook group
of 2475 members, including current and former university students. Since the research target
is Japanese university students, the researcher limited the survey to Japanese degree-seeking

70

students.

Instruments
Japanese university students contributed to the survey by answering five to eight
multiple-choice questions. The survey asked whether Japanese university students are
75

familiar with designer babies and their ethical standpoint towards the new technology. The
researcher created questions based on previous studies done by other researchers. The survey
aimed to reveal the Japanese university students' thoughts on designer babies.

259

Procedures
80

The survey was conducted by a student from a university in the Tohoku area as part
of a writing course. The researcher belongs to the same university as the participants who
cooperated in the research. The researcher conducted the survey using Google Forms and
posted it on the university students' Facebook group. For those who may be unfamiliar with
the term "designer babies," the researcher provided the following definition; "a baby whose

85

genes have been chosen by its parents and doctors so that it has particular characteristics"
(Cambridge Dictionary, n.d., par. 1). Also, as traits that could be changed in a designer baby,
the researcher provided the following information; gender, appearance, intelligence, disease,
and personality. The survey accepted responses for five days.

90

Results
The survey revealed whether Japanese university students are familiar with "designer
babies" and their ethical standpoint. 69.7 per cent (23 people) answered they are familiar with
the term "designer babies" [Figure 1]. Amongst the people who replied that they know the
term "designer babies," 47.8 per cent (11 people) answered they learned it at a
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non-international (local) school in Japan. Also, 33.3 per cent (nine people) responded that
they came across the phrase outside of schools, such as in books, newspapers, and the
internet [Figure 2].
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84.8 per cent (28 people) responded that they know designer babies' ethical issues [Figure 3].
100

Amongst the people who responded that they know the ethical issue of designer babies, 44.4
per cent (12 people) answered that they learned about it at a non-international (local) school
in Japan, and 40.7 per cent (11 people) responded having gained knowledge on their own
such as from books, newspapers, and the internet [Figure 4].

105

To the question asking the respondents' ethical standpoint towards the issue of
designer babies, 60.6 per cent (20 people) answered "somewhat unethical" or "unethical,"
24.2 per cent (eight people) answered "neither ethical nor unethical," and 15.1 per cent (five
people) answered, "somewhat ethical" or "ethical" [Figure 5]. Sixty-four per cent of male
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participants and 59 per cent of female participants answered "somewhat unethical" or
110

"unethical," 18 per cent of male participants and 27 per cent of female participants answered
"neither ethical nor unethical," and 18 per cent of male participants and 14 per cent of female
participants answered, "ethical" or "somewhat ethical" [Figures 6 and 7].

115

Reasons for unethical or somewhat unethical
The researcher gave six possible answer choices taken from previous studies to the
participants. The details of the answer choices are provided in the appendix. The most
commonly raised reasons for believing designer babies to be "somewhat unethical" or
"unethical" was that we should appreciate our children as gifts, not as objects of our design

120

(Steinbock, 2008, p. 1295) and that there are unknown dangers (Akabayashi, 2020, p. 6).
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Reasons for ethical or somewhat ethical
The researcher gave six possible answer choices mentioned by previous studies to the
participants. The details of the answer choices are provided in the appendix. The most
125

common reason amongst those who answered designer babies as being "ethical" or
"somewhat ethical" was that it prevents genetic diseases (Catalano, 2012, par. 8; "Designer
Babies," n.d., "5. Pros and Cons") and reduces risks of inherited medical conditions
("Designer Babies," n.d., "5. Pros and Cons"; Tetro, 2017, par. 13). None answered that
ethical concerns should not cease scientific/technological advancement ("Designer Babies,"

130

n.d., "5. Pros and Cons").

Discussion
Similar opinions on designer babies between male and female participants. The 33
valid responses consisted of 11 males and 22 females, meaning double the number of female
135

students answered the survey. However, since Japanese male university students' ethical
standpoint was spread out similarly to that of Japanese female university students, there is
likely no difference in opinions between genders on the topic. Thus, the uneven gender ratio
amongst the respondents probably resulted from the target university's unequal male-female
student ratio of 1:1.7.

140
Japanese university students' awareness of designer babies was unknown, for previous
research on designer babies is mainly conducted in the West. However, the study revealed
that most Japanese university students know the term "designer babies" and its ethical issue.
The researcher analyzes that there are two possible reasons to explain the high awareness.
145

First, designer babies are taught at local schools in Japan. Amongst the participants who
responded that they knew the topic, over 40 per cent answered having learned the term
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"designer babies" and its ethical issue at a local school in Japan. Second, the participants are
keen about matters being hotly debated globally. Amongst the participants who responded
that they knew the topic, over one-third answered learning about the case independently, such
150

as from books, newspapers, and the internet.

Reasons for designer babies to be ethical or somewhat ethical
Students who answered designer babies as "ethical" or "somewhat ethical" had similar
reasons as scientists and ethicists who support embryo editing. Robin Lovell-Badge, a
155

professor of genetics and embryology at the Francis Crick Institute in London, said, "If you
have a way to help families not have a diseased child, then it would be unethical not to do it"
(Belluck, 2017, p. 6). Japanese university students shared the same opinion, for data has
shown that they consider designer babies to be "ethical" or "somewhat ethical" when embryo
editing technology is used for medical purposes.

160
Reasons for designer babies to be unethical or somewhat unethical
The majority of Japanese university students believe that designer babies are
unethical. Steinbock (2008) argues that "safety objections are raised by all new technologies,
and do not usually instigate calls for blanket prohibition" (p. 1294). However, the results
165

have shown that Japanese university students who consider designer babies to be "unethical"
or "somewhat unethical" are highly concerned with the unforeseen and possibly harmful sideeffects of creating designer babies. US President's Council on Bioethics, Michael Sandel,
"suggests that genetic engineering threatens what he calls the 'ethic of giftedness'"
(Steinbock, 2008, p. 1295). Japanese university students who responded that designer babies

170

are "unethical" or "somewhat unethical" also believe that parents should not design children
but rather appreciate them as gifts.

264

Importance of this Research
Japanese university students' awareness of designer babies and their thoughts on the
175

issue were unmentioned in previous studies. My research has revealed that most Japanese
university students know designer babies and consider them unethical. The findings will
contribute to understanding Japanese university students' thoughts on designer babies more
precisely.

180

Limitations and Future Research
A limitation of this study is that the number of participants was minimal, making the
results biased. Also, the researcher providing possible answer choices for questions asking
why participants perceive designer babies to be "ethical/somewhat ethical" or
"unethical/somewhat unethical" may have limited their responses.

185
In follow-up research, the researcher aims to conduct random sampling from a
broader sample of students from various Japanese universities to gather more accurate data.
The researcher also seeks to reveal why some Japanese university students perceive designer
babies as "neither ethical nor unethical." Furthermore, the researcher hopes to examine
190

participants' reasons for considering designer babies to be "ethical/somewhat ethical" or
"unethical/somewhat unethical" when given no possible answer choices.

Conclusion
Japanese university students have a high awareness of designer babies' ethical issues.
195

The majority of Japanese university students consider designer babies unethical mainly for
the following two reasons; (1) We should appreciate our children as gifts, not as objects of
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our design (Steinbock, 2008, p. 1295), and (2) There are unknown dangers (Akabayashi,
2020, p. 6). Also, most Japanese university students consider designer babies ethical when
embryo editing technology is used for medical purposes.
200
Previous studies reflected the opinions of people in the West. Thus, the research has
contributed to revealing Japanese university students' thoughts on designer babies. While
designer babies remain unrealistic for the present, humans can likely produce designer babies
in the near future. Therefore, any firms that could be involved in making designer babies in
205

Japan, such as Japanese scientists, ethicists, and the government, should consider the negative
opinions held by Japanese university students before prioritizing scientific/technological
advancement and creating designer babies. Since there are both ethical and unethical aspects
to designer babies, the matter, in my opinion, needs to be continually discussed in Japan as
well.
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Appendix
The Survey Questions

1. What is your grade?
1. Freshman
2. Sophomore
3. Junior
4. Senior
2. What is your gender?
1. Male
2. Female
3. Prefer not to say
3. Are you familiar with the term "designer babies"?
1. Yes
2. No
4. If you answered "yes" in the previous question, where did you learn the term?
1. 2. 3. 4.
Non-international (local) school in Japan International school in Japan
School outside of Japan
Other (Short Answer)
you know about the ethical issue of designer babies? Yes
No
6. If you answered "yes" in the previous question, where did you learn about the issue?
5. Do 1. 2.
1. 2. 3. 4.
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Non-international (local) school in Japan International school in Japan
School outside of Japan
Other (Short Answer)
you think designer babies are ethical or unethical? Ethical
Somewhat Ethical
Neither Ethical nor Unethical
Somewhat Unethical
Unethical
8. If you answered "ethical" or "somewhat ethical," please tell me why you think so.
7. Do 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
1. Prevents genetic diseases such as Down syndrome and Alzheimer's (Catalano, 2012,
par. 8; "Designer Babies," n.d., "5. Pros and Cons")
2. Reduces risks of inherited medical conditions such as obesity and cancer ("Designer
Babies," n.d., "5. Pros and Cons"; Tetro, 2017, par. 13)
3. Would broaden the child's lives and choices (Steinbock, 2008, p. 1295)
4. Parents are already engineering children in many ways (e.g. insisting that a child play
5. sports, when he or she prefers to be in the drama club) (Steinbock, 2008, p. 1295)
6. Pre-birth genetic enhancement could be used to combat social inequality (can give
7. children from disadvantaged backgrounds a leg up) (Steinbock, 2008, p. 1295)
8. Scientific/technological advancement should not be ceased ("Designer Babies," n.d.,
"5.
9. Pros and Cons")
10. Other (Short Answer)

9. If you answered "somewhat unethical" or "unethical," please tell me why you think so.
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1. It is unnatural for human beings to 'play God' (Akabayashi, 2020, p. 6)
2. We should appreciate our children as gifts, not as objects of our design (Steinbock,
2008,
3. p. 1295)
4. Designer babies would bring back eugenics (Kromer, 2018, p. 13)
5. Loss of identity and diversity (Kromer, 2018, p. 13)
6. Increased socio-economic gap between the rich and poor (Steinbock, 2008, p. 1295)
7. There are unknown dangers (Akabayashi, 2020, p. 6)
8. Other (Short Answer)
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From Kana to the Reader…
I am currently in my senior year at AIU and will graduate in August 2022. I am in Global
Business, majoring in marketing and strategic management. I am yet to have specific future
outlooks; however, I am thinking of having foreign relocation experience before I become
30.
Academic writing would sound difficult at first impression and it is actually the way to present
and communicate your logic and ideas with other learners. As a GB major, my recent writing
work is mostly presenting marketing or strategic plans based on the data, information about
product, service, or country, and some other assumptions. It is more creative but at the
same time, it must show facts and data supporting suggested marketing or strategic plans.
I think that as a university student one of the good ways to learn how to write academic
papers is to read the professionals' papers. How to present data, make transitions, organize
structure, and logical flows are already practiced by professionals in valuable studies. When
you are not confident with the structure or organization of your paper, try to modify one of
your models which you think is good and make your own. That would be good practice, and I
used to practice that way especially for the transitions and organization of the essay.
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Designing Online Course to Develop University Students' Time-Management Skills

Introduction
Japanese university students are facing a new style of education, which they had
5

never expected. Due to the pandemic of COVID-19, over 66% of Japanese universities
decided to provide their education online, and the other 30% of higher educational
institutions considered conducting online courses (MEXT, 2020). By introducing online
courses, many Japanese university students can continue their education in their place.
Currently, three models of online courses are commonly used by Japanese universities called

10

synchronous class, asynchronous class, and hybrid class. Asynchronous class requires
students and instructors to be online at the same time. Examples of synchronous classes are
live lectures, discussions, and presentations streamed to students over the web (Watari,
2020). An asynchronous class is defined as self-paced learning experiences that feature prerecorded video lessons led by experts in the media industry (Gooddo Magazine Editor, 2020).

15

A hybrid class is a mixture of both synchronous class and asynchronous class. Professors
provide live lectures and recorded video lectures for students. In this paper, the synchronous
class is placed as an online course that provides similar content with an offline course
through an online platform.

20

The absolute difference between online courses and traditional courses requires
students' time-management (TM) skills which are defined as the efficiency of using
individual time. In the online course, there is no teacher taking roll requested students to
manage their tasks by themselves (Godson, Miertschin, & Stewart, 2015). University students
experienced differing levels of motivation, campus involvement, and participation in social

25

activities from their offline courses, which related to time management issues through online
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courses (Forbus, Newbold, & Mehta, 2011). The significance of TM skills is greater,
especially in the online courses, as it more demanding ability. This paper will examine the
relationship between Japanese university students and their development of TM skills
through online courses.
30
Literature Review
Despite the students' feelings toward online learning, the needs of its education style
will dramatically increase in 2020. Followed by the introduction of online learning, students'
time- management (TM) skills are essential as they have to organize their learning
35

environment with their responsibilities. TM refers to the set of habits, rules, and
recommendations for managing one's time effectively and doing as much work as possible
within the given amount of time (Motycka & Foltynek, 2018). The TM skill is significant,
especially for university students, because it directly influences the students' academic
performance (Imura, 2018; Khan & Nasrullah, 2015). Relationships between time-

40

management skills and academic performance, such as GPA, were popularly researched
previously (Barnard, Paton, & Lan, 2008). Furthermore, online courses developed more of
students' TM skills than traditional courses. Since all the responsibilities are on students selfengagement of its courses and their own task, management of their course assignments
helped to develop students' TM skills (Khan & Nasrullah, 2015).

45
In traditional courses referred to as classroom-based learning, students go to a
physical classroom where the teaching and much of the earning takes place. With this
method, the students take a more passive role and adapt to the teacher's rhythm and teaching
method. The teacher is the primary source of information (Corporativa, n.d.). It is beneficial
50

for students to build a closer relationship with professors and classmates improve student’s
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socialization. As a comparison, online courses involve the umbrella term for any learning that
takes place across distance and not in a traditional classroom. Universities nowadays use
"Learning Management System" such as Moodle or similar software as a replacement of
classes for classes. Assignments and projects submission and discussions in forum format are
55

available on those platforms. This style of education helps university students to continue
their academics under the pandemic situation by avoiding infections. Some of the cons of
online programs may involve a lack of determination, low retention rates and less social
interaction. Therefore, through the synchronous style of course, minimize the issue of
interaction between students and professor by having live lectures.

60
Recently, the study of relationships between student’s TM skills and online courses
has been getting attention in the U.S. and European countries. Many studies reported a
positive impact and significance between TM skills and students' academic performance in
American and European universities. Therefore the TM studies targeted the Japanese
65

university students are relatively few. However, due to the pandemic, online platform
education has been commonly conducted in Japan as a new style of education.

Although many Japanese university students expected to correspond to the new
standard, some of those students have yet to recognize the importance of their TM skills in
70

online courses. Universities in Japan have started to provide online courses to avoid
infections and support their students' academic learning. Besides the needs of its new learning
style, the needs of TM skill of university students are profoundly demanded to conduct online
courses. This research approaches the following question: To what extent Japanese university
students can develop more time-management skills through online education than traditional

75

courses?
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Methodology
Participants
This research target is Japanese University students who experienced both offline and
online courses. For that reason, participants of the survey are limited as randomly picked
80

Japanese university students. Japanese university students mean that their institution of
higher education is placed in Japan therefore, there is no limitation of participants
nationalities. A total of 29 students of both gender with age variations of 18 to 23 had
participated in this research.
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Instrument
The online survey consists of two parts; the general information part and TM skill
development section. TM skill development consists of 15 multiple choice questions and one
short response question. The survey was designed to take five minutes to complete. Survey
questions are created to measure specific tools in each area of TM. The key to good time
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management is first to determine what matters to you. Question 2, 6, and 12 were created to
measure the development of setting goals ability. Determining how a person is going to get
their goals is important. With proper goal setting, it can be easy to be spread too thin across
multiple competing priorities. Second, if a person has a clear idea of what is important to
them, much of time management is about making sure that the person has made time for it.
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Question 3, 5, 9, and 11 speaks to prioritization and scheduling. Even though the scheduling
and prioritization are well organized, many people are overwhelmed with the requests from
others, interruptions from colleagues, email, and all the unexpected. Question 13 and 15
measure the ability to protect schedules from interruptions and distractions. Along with that,
procrastination is also an essential skill for TM. Question 1, 7, and 14 measuring the ability to
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avoid procrastinations. To measure the overall TM development, calculation was completed
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by the author. Each answer of the questions is converted into a number scale from 1 to 5.
After the conversion, the scores were added to show sum totals. Based on the scores, the
participants were categorized into three levels of TM skill development categories.
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Procedure
The Google form survey was uploaded on the internet via a private page among
students on Facebook and Instagram in July 2020. The answer to the survey questions was
voluntary base. It takes approximately five minutes to answer the survey.
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Results
Regarding the perception of the individual needs of TM skills, students' initial recognition of
their TM skills was low. From the survey, approximately 21% (n=6) of students thought they
had TM skills before experiencing online courses. On the other hand, 80% of students are
less confident about their TM skills. Recognition of university students' initial TM skill is
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low compared with the students who have the confidence to their TM skill (figure1).
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By calculating survey result into the score to measure TM skills, participants who marked as
high TM skill is only 26% (n=7). As this number is asking development of TM skills, people
120

who initially have TM skill (n=2) is not included in the numbers (figure2). Interestingly,
seven of those high TM skill scorers are not confident with their initial TM skills. In other
words, students who are confident with their initial TM skills and actually represent their TM
skills score calculation is only 6% of whole participants (n=2). Furthermore, people who
marked as moderate TM skill is 74% (n=20) (figure2). Through the survey, all the
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participants have shown some sense of TM skills.

According to the short response question, one factor influencing participants who
130

develop their TM skills to improve is the surrounding environment. As it structure made
students possible to take their classes unless having wifi and software to connect classes,
students able to take class in any environment. Avoidable environment of unexpected
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meeting with friends and procrastination is achieved through online courses. Another factor
influencing participants to develop their TM skill is the individual responsibility of task
135

management is also mentioned. Despite the actual development of students individual TM
skills, students who felt their TM skill development took 25% of participants. Quoter of
students felt their development of TM skills within one semester of online course experience.

Discussion
140

Interpretation and explanation
Although online courses restrict so many interesting activities which university
students are expected to have, the course structure helps university students to improve their
TM skills. Despite the student’s likeness of online courses, within one semester, twenty-four
percent of students marked high TM skill holders. Seventy-six percent of students are also
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classified as TM skill holders who still have space to develop their TM skills. According to
the result, all the participants had the awareness of TM through online courses more than
traditional courses. In addition to that, the student’s recognition of their TM skill
development is significantly increased. Compared with 6% of initial TM skill holders, 24%
of participants, are increased at the end of semester term.
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From short-response questions, students who felt their TM skill development
mentioned two factors help them develop TM skills; self-awareness and responsibility of task
management, and surrounding environment to avoid procrastination. According to the study,
online courses made student difficult to remain their assignment each other outside of class.
155

The physical distance of each students affects their communication related to course works as
they have less opportunity to have conversation with each other. In addition to that, in most
cases students cannot share the progress of their assignments. Under the situation, self-task-
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management plays a significant role in their academics through online. Added to this,
environment which help to complete their own To-Do list is significant to develop their time160

management skills. Students who put themselves to avoid procrastinations more developed
their TM skills.

The answer to the research question
Throughout the study, this paper attempted to tackle the following statement: To what
165

extent Japanese university students can develop more time-management skills through online
education than traditional courses? The answer to this question is itself is more influential to
students' self-awareness of task management and less procrastination by surrounding
environment resulted in improving Japanese university students' TM skills. Under high selfresponsibility of task management increased students’ awareness of their time. Added to this,
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a surrounding environment that does not bother or procrastinate scheduled plan for
assignments help students to complete their assignment.

Justification
Considering the previous study, many researchers have focused on the relationship
175

between academic performance and TM skills having positive interaction in university
education. However, many of those studies were conducted in European or American
universities. Therefore, this paper sets out to reveal the online courses and Japanese
university student’s interaction in terms of TM skill development to help Japanese university
students to use online courses more effectively. Among those different regions, the cultural
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aspects of humanity and educational background of those university students. The
development process of TM skills is also differentiated as to their potential studying behavior
as differentiated.
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Evaluation
185

This research had limited participants who took online courses in Japanese higher
educational institutions. However, the most of participants are experimenting with their
online education as an ongoing process. Which would result in their TM skill development is
still developing. In addition to that, according to the survey, data included strong personal
assumptions. As its initial TM skills were determined by participants themselves, it is
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difficult to illustrate those participants' original skills of TM. Added to this, the background
and condition of students who take an online course are not contained in this research. As the
surrounding environment itself differentiated to each participant, the effective environment to
avoid procrastination and help develop TM skills remains to be discovered.

195

Conclusion
Although the online course conducted by the university under the situation of
COVID-19 pandemic restrict university students' activity engagement, the online course
structure itself benefits university students to develop TM skills. All university students have
developed their TM skills regardless of their individual preference for online courses. The
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online course, which is conducted in a contemporary style, provides the same content as
traditional courses to keep its quality of education. In this situation, TM's significance is not
in competing tasks themselves, instead of in managing the surrounding environment and
tasks.

205

As this study focuses on the influence of the online course on university students to
develop TM skills, this paper revealed that online courses are helping students develop their
TM skills more than taking traditional courses. This is because online education pre-requests
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students' self-awareness of task management to meet deadlines. As weaker engagement is
possible to attract students to class content by professor’s class organizations due to the use
210

of online platforms, students' self-awareness plays a significant role in online courses.
Moreover, as an online course is possible to take in any environment with wifi and software
to connect with online platforms, it is students' responsibility to manage their surrounding
environment to focus on their classes—the responsibility to create students' consciousness to
avoid procrastination resulted in improving their TM skills.

215
Even though our research discovered in what aspects students could develop their TM
skills through online courses than traditional courses, the quality of TM skills and what
students acquire specific skills TM to develop remains to be evaluated. Another study could
determine how TM skills or particular skills in TM are developable, helping students
220

construct active behavioural development.
(Word Count: 2359)
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ENG150: COMPOSITION II
PRIMARY RESEARCH ASSESSMENT
YOUTH DEMONSTRATIONS AND CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM CONTROVERSY IN JAPANWHY NOT INTENSE DEMONSTRATIONS
(SUBMITTED SPRING 2019)

From Hinata to the Reader…
I am now in my fourth year and my academic interest is in Diversity and Inclusion, especially
gender and sexuality studies. Hopefully, If the situation allows, I will be studying abroad for a
semester from the coming Winter at the University of Toronto to pursue this field.
I would describe academic writing as a means to express my thoughts and messages on specific
topics. When you write an academic essay, I assume you think it is more like a task of displaying
logic and facts (I, too, thought in the same way sometimes). Yet, I believe that it is an opportunity
to think about your own opinions and ideas on areas otherwise you might not consider and a
place to convey them. In particular, writing this essay in my Composition II class made me
realize that messages are embedded not just in your argument, but every part of your writing,
from how you analyze the literature and data to how you draw a conclusion. Through
composition classes, I have learned that writing is all about structure and flow. Write down ideas
and whatever you want to include in the document (here, just roughly). Use the cut and paste
function to try different orders and groupings of the ideas, sometimes remove parts you think are
unnecessary. By repeating this set of actions, you will naturally become more attentive to the
structure and flow of your writing!
AIU's writing classes and assignments have been a series of challenges for me, but now looking
back that I could write up a research essay that would be a model one for new students, I feel
like all my work has paid off, and feel confident of myself than before.
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Youth Demonstrations and Constitutional Reform Controversy in JapanWhy Not Intense Demonstrations?

Introduction
5

Demonstrations are noticeable political activities for the public to express their
opinions under the democratic system. When controversial agendas are proposed at the
legislature, protests are often implemented by groups of people against the authority’s policy.
Recently, in Japan, there has been a fierce debate over the current cabinet’s attempt to reform
the constitution, particularly Article 9, indicating the denounce of war. Although some

10

demonstrations occurred, they were barely intense. Many Japanese youth, in general, were
not active actors despite the possibility that their lives could be severely affected by the
revised constitution. I regard this case as worth investigating because of its uniqueness: the
absence of intense demonstrations against the highly controversial issue. Thus, in this paper, I
would like to explore what made the Japanese public, especially the youth, refrain from

15

demonstrating against the constitutional reform controversy in an intense way by applying
the mechanism of widespread collective protests to the event.

Literature Review
The Mechanism of Demonstrations
20

Historically, collective social movements such as demonstrations and revolutions
have been a powerful force for citizens to insist on their political opinions and ultimately to
transform and re-establish political and social systems. Snow and Moss (2014) argue that
spontaneity is the key element that drives demonstrations into actions by referring to the
observations on the Beijing Spring student protests of 1989 by sociologist Dingxin Zhao and

25

statements by activist Hossam El-Hamalawy participated in the 2011 Egyptian revolution.
According to Snow and Moss (2014), demonstrations (collective protests) are not necessarily
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but often derived from less conscious, relatively instant and individualistic responses to a
specific phenomenon. They indicate that there are four conditions that initiate spontaneity: 1)
non-hierarchical organization, 2) uncertain/ambiguous moments and events, 3)
30

behavioural/emotional priming, and 4) certain ecological/spatial factors (Snow and Moss,
2014).

Although they treat all four conditions at the same level of importance, various
protests occurred in a recent show that the third type, “behavioural/emotional priming” seems
35

the most direct and powerful inducement for spontaneity and, eventually, collective protests.
Buck-Coleman (2018) argues that the Women’s March, a worldwide protest which occurred
on the following day of the inauguration of President Donald Trump consisted of “emphatic
messages of anger, disbelief, and alarm.” At the protest against Brexit in London, BBC
(2019) conveys a voice of a participant, a female law graduate, saying that “I wanted to show
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my anger - that I'm against xenophobic, racist and nationalistic rhetoric that is being spewed
everywhere in the news to justify Brexit.” As for the most recent case, the BBC (2019)
reports that participants of the demonstration happened this June in Hong Kong as
“demonstrators amid anger at a new bill to allow extradition to mainland China.” Thus,
although they are not completely proved as the only cause of demonstrations, emotions

45

triggered by certain dissatisfying social and political phenomena or situations have
substantial impacts to let the public instantly react against the authority and ultimately
assemble collective protests.

In this paper, I would like to describe this invisible force urging citizens to form
50

demonstrations as “catalyst” and define it as a problematic or alarming political situation that
evokes strong emotions, especially anger, and eventually leads the public to protest. As a
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caveat, I would like to deal with “the public” as “youth” in this paper. This is because youth
has been recognized as the harbinger of political changes, especially radical ones (Joo,
2018).
55
Constitutional Reform Controversy: Not under the “Catalyst-Reaction Mechanism”
Although some recent demonstrations can be explained by the mechanism of “catalyst
and reaction,” some cases seem not to fit in theory. The constitutional reform controversy in
Japan (2015~) is a peculiar example of those cases. The debate over the revision on Article 9
60

of the current Japanese constitution is extremely controversial. It encompasses a broad range
of problems, from the prime minister’s way of revising the expected adverse outcomes
caused by the modified contents. This implies that there certainly is the catalyst, which
supposedly leads the fierce nationwide opposition from the public.
Nevertheless, there were only a few intense demonstrations implemented by Japanese
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citizens, particularly youth. In other words, there was the catalyst, but there was almost no
deserving reaction. From here, I would like to explain the existing motivation of the
constitutional amendment debate and the reaction to the catalyst: how some Japanese youth
has reacted against the revision.

70

The Catalyst of the Constitutional Reform Controversy
The current Japanese constitution was published in 1946 when the country was under
occupation by the United States after World War 2. Article 9 is the key element of the
constitution as it declares the renouncement of war and the use of force to resolve
international conflicts (Creighton, 2015). Furthermore, to achieve the aim, it also declares

75

abandonment of any land, sea, and air military force. The problem is that the current
administration attempts to undermine the article by means of re-interpreting or revising it in
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order to militarize Japan further (Creighton, 2015). In fact, this scheme of eliminating Article
9 has been attempted by different cabinets in Japanese postwar history, and there has been a
constant “Save Article 9 movement” in Japan (Creighton, 2015).
80
The first time the Japanese government revealed its plan to diminish Article 9 was
during the Cold War. Originally, solid war-abandoning statements in Article 9 were
determined based on America’s strategy of occupation of Japan, prioritizing demilitarization
and democratization (Richter, 2016). According to Creighton (2015), if the Japanese
85

government strictly follows this statement, the country never allows itself to equip “selfdefence force.” However, as the United States changed its policy of occupation to demand
rearmament of Japan due to the escalated tension of Cold War (Richter, 2016), the Japanese
government has “re-interpreted” Article 9 as permitting to possess self-defense force to fulfil
the demand by the United States (Creighton, 2015).

90
Currently, the discussion of the revision on Article 9 has been activated afresh under
the Prime Minister of Japan Shinzo Abe due to his plan of justifying and fortifying Japan’s
military actions with the United States. From 2014 to 2015, the cabinet decided to further reinterpret Article 9 and drafted the bill enabling Japanese SDF (Self Defense Force) to assist
95

the country’s allies, especially the United States, with the military supply in consideration of
shifts of geopolitical circumstances (Shibuich, 2017). This was the trigger of the present
constitutional reform controversy, and there were demonstrations against the bill with a
Japanese conventional tactic of protests, members of many groups parading while chorusing
slogans following their leaders’ words (Shibuich, 2017). However, eventually, the bill was
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enacted based on the re-interpretation of Article 9. This indicates the cabinet’s lack of
attention to the public will, which contradicts the fundamental policy of democracy, to reflect
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the public opinions. In that sense, the process of re-interpretation itself is exploiting and ruing
the political process of democracy in the first place. Shibuichi (2017) explains that LDP’s
(Liberal Democratic Party: the current governing party in Japan) tactic to re-interpret Article
105

9 is an expedient workaround since the amendment of the constitution is hardly possible
because of the procedure requiring a two-thirds majority in both the lower and upper
chambers of the Diet. In other words, the prime minister attempts to change the constitution
by the escape-way of democracy which requires neither the large portion of advocates nor the
national referendum.

110
Moreover, the cabinet’s decision of the re-interpretation seems to ignore the possible
problems brought by the further revision on Article 9. First of all, from the domestic political
perspective, changes in the war abandonment policy that has never been revised from the
time it was announced can be considered a significant problem. However, not only that but
115

also the relations between neighboring countries can be severely affected by the enormous
change in Article 9. Creighton (2015) introduces an opinion from Johnson (speaking in
Junkerman 2005), the author of Empire of Bases (2004), arguing that Article 9 can be
understood as a symbol of apology to other Asian countries for what the country committed
during World War 2. Therefore, changing the language of the article can be seen as an

120

offensive attitude from Asian countries, which may generate hostile atmospheres on foreign
affairs between them.

Also, the prime minister’s attempt on constitutional reform is severely affected by the
relationship between the United States. Historically, especially right after World War 2, the
125

Japanese administration has tried to be thoroughly dependent on the United States about
national security to not be concerned with international disputes and concentrate on its
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economic growth (Richter, 2016). Apparently, there remains a strong military connection
among the two countries, and it seems the intervention from the US in Japanese domestic
politics is getting more and more fierce, as we can confirm from the security bill enacted in
130

2015. Richter (2016) explains that the geopolitical changes posed by the constitutional reform
eventually demands a tighter alliance between the two countries. Thus, if the revision of
Article 9 proceeds, the dependence of security on the US will be encouraged more, and the
influence over the domestic politics by the country will be much larger, which possibly
diminishes the respect to Japan’s sovereignty.

135
Concerning these alarming situations, it seems rational to assume that there has been a
sufficient catalyst for fierce reactions against the cabinet’s attempt to re-interpret Article 9.
Nevertheless, the remarkable protest by the public, mainly, youth was limited. Perhaps, the
only group by Japanese youth demonstrated intensely was SEALDs, Students Emergency
140

Action for Liberal Democracy.

SEALDS: Innovative Reaction to the Constitutional Reform Controversy
Founded in March 2015, SEALDs held a considerable number of demonstrations
against the constitutional reform and their approach of insisting on their opinions was
145

outstanding among countless traditional demonstrations (Shibuichi, 2017). The group
comprised Japanese youth, mainly university students, and defined itself as “an urgent action
by students to defend free and democratic Japan” (Joo, 2018). What made this group distinct
from other protest groups was their cool and fashionable strategy to promote their political
views especially aimed at the same generation as the members, youth (Joo, 2018). Shibuich
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(2017) describes their protest style as: “Some youth groups began adopting novel and striking
tactics: they introduced a style of chanting slogans in a hip-hop rhythm and alternately
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repeating speeches. There were also simultaneous shouts of ‘Die, Abe!’ Many participants
carried banners that read ‘Save the Constitution’ and ‘No War’” (p.147-148).

155

In addition to this, they published music videos on their website and YouTube
channel (Joo, 2018). For them, social media and the Internet were essential tools to advertise
themselves. Joo (2018) explains their activities via social media, referring to Slater (2015):

Sharing of the posts, understanding the issues, and participating in the demonstrations were,
160

for them, a process of building a community. “Social media can connect people who are
otherwise often isolated, in terms of political mobilization, unaware of the potential of
common interests and thus for collective action” (Slater 2015, p. 14).

However, some criticism against SEALDs’ activities was raised due to their unique
165

approach to protesting. Some disapproved of the group for various reasons such as ignoring
the real cause of the problem, not tackling problems which Japanese youth actually faced and
lacking the seriousness (Cho, 2016, as cited in Joo, 2018). Furthermore, about the outcomes
of their protest, sadly, they could not make the cabinet repeal the problematic security bill or
the re-interpretation of Article 9 despite their innovative and outstanding demonstrations.

170
Interestingly, SEALDs may have not been dedicated to terminating the constitutional
revision. Joo (2018) explains their aim as, “instead of planning specific details, SEALDs
wanted to share their thoughts and visions on democracy and freedom with the other youths
of Japan” (p.408). This idea can be associated with the current conceptual tendency of youth
175

activism called “ ‘engaged citizenship’ (Shea and Harris 2006, as cited in Joo, 2018), which
asserts that the youth can be engaged to participate in politics by embedding politics in their
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daily lives” (Joo 2018, p. 404). SEALDs’ strategy to connect political movements with
fashion, design, and hipster culture was derived from the belief that politics can be daily,
casual and fun, which attracted youth who were otherwise indifferent to politics.
180
It seems the demonstrations by SEALDs can be understood as one type of “engaged
citizenship,” however, their style does not only consist of “making politics fun” but also
“making politics thrilling.” Their aggressive speech against the prime minister and music
video containing strong anti-constitutional-reform messages show the members’ anger and
185

irritation against the government. In that sense, their demonstrations were aggressive and
perhaps, intense. However, when I consider the catalyst I mentioned, this controversy must
deserve much more resistance from the public, not only SEALDs but also from other
ordinary youth too. Thus, I formulated my research question: Despite the present catalyst for
intense political movements, why did not Japanese youth demonstrate against the

190

constitutional reform controversy in an intense way?

Methodology
Albeit some critics of SEALDs might argue that the group’s members simply wanted
to gather around and chant something offensive to have fun, but still, venting seems their
195

option to voice their political opinions. From the “catalyst-reaction mechanism” mentioned
above and SEALDs’ activities, I regard “venting” might correlate with how youth
demonstrates, thereby, decided to conduct a survey trying to uncover to what extent Japanese
youth have been irritated about the reform by examining their selection of means for venting
about this event.

200
The survey consists of questions categorized into three phases:
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1. I aimed to uncover not only awareness itself but also the presence of opportunities to
know about the controversy and willingness to search for the information about it.
2. I intended to observe Japanese youth’s selections of means for venting against the
205

constitutional reform controversy and other political topics in general. The objective
of questions asked here is to uncover the degree of anger toward the controversy
compared to other topics and the media usage of Japanese youth for voicing their
anger in accordance with its degree.
3. I intended to uncover Japanese youth’s self-assessment of their political engagement

210

in order to reveal what kind of protest activities they consider as most effective and
whether there is a gap between their actual activities and ideal ones.

Respondents comprised of anonymous Japanese students at Akita International University
(AIU), a liberal arts university in Japan. The survey is formatted with Google Form and
215

disseminated through AIU students’ Facebook group page. Google Form is highly accessible
for respondents, which does not take much time and effort to answer. This is because they are
typical Japanese youth who do not major in politics, which enables to investigate political
behaviour of Japanese youth whose interest in politics is not remarkably high. Also, since
virtually all AIU students join the group page, I regard distributing the survey within the
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group to increase the number of respondents, which conceivably contributes to improving the
credibility of data.

Results
As for caveats, I would like to briefly explain the spectrum of respondents (n=47),
225

which might be an influential factor for the results. 1) All of the respondents were
undergraduate students ranging from 18 to 24 years old. 2) The majority (59.6%) were 19
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years old. 3) The majority (80.9%) were female.

Regarding awareness, the majority (63.8%) often read news about domestic politics.
230

Specifically, about the controversy surrounding the changes to Article 9, the majority
(89.4%) encountered the information about it but less than half of the respondents (42.6%)
intended to search for the news articles covering the issue. For the question asking opinions
about the reform, the majority (55.3%) were against the reform, 23.4% were for and 21.3%
did not have any views. In addition, the number of respondents who held no opinions toward
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the controversy was ten, and eight out of the ten students (80%) have never intended to
search for the news of the issue by themselves.

About the means for venting, the research revealed some interesting patterns: the most
common three answers for two situations (against the controversy and other political news in
240

general) were identical, which denotes that the constitutional reform controversy did not
attract extraordinary attention compared to other political topics among the respondents. The
majority of the respondents preferred to talk with friends or keep their opinions to themselves
without taking any action. Other students did not have strong views about the political
controversy, which reinforces their reasons for non-action. Interestingly, however, for both

245

cases (against the controversy and other political news in general), the number of students
who chose venting means via SNS slightly outweighed that of those who decided to keep
their opinions in themselves or held no opinions, if diverse actions involving SNS are
bracketed as just “using SNS.” In fact, their activities by SNS varied in degree of aggression,
from merely sharing news articles with their SNS accounts to posting their opinions with
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aggressive languages. This denotes that the students were aware of various functions and
different usages of SNS when expressing their views. None of the survey takers expressed
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any desire to act violently or destroy public property, which indicates that all respondents
were not so fierce or emotional that their protesting actions went out of control of their
rationality.
255
As for self-assessment of political engagement, 29.8% answered they did not feel they
could participate in politics with their venting means responding to the controversy, which
was the most common answer. However, at the same time, 25.5% regarded their action of
“talking to their friends face to face” as political engagement, which was the second common
260

answer. Nevertheless, about the effectiveness of venting means, those who evaluated “talk to
your friends face to face” as effective was only 23.4%, which is low compared to two major
answers, “Share the news with your SNS account adding your comments (48.9%)” and “Post
your opinions on SNS (44.7%).” Furthermore, only two respondents did not include means
using SNS in their choices for effective ways of protesting.

265
Discussion
From the survey about Japanese youth’s venting means, three possible causes why a
number of them did not conduct or participate in intense demonstrations against the
constitutional reform controversy emerged. First of all, Japanese youth tends to be in a tide of
270

political apathy, which might have resulted in less attention to or appreciation of the
problematic circumstances of the constitutional reform controversy. The majority of the
respondents answered they would not vent against any political news either while holding
some opinions or not, which means they are not highly interested in politics or motivated to
insist on their political opinions. Judging from the research, a large portion of Japanese youth
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has almost no opinions toward the constitutional reform controversy and other political topics
in general. Japanese youth generally read news about domestic politics, but many did not pay
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special attention to the controversy. Also, since respondents who were not willing to gather
information about the issue were prone to having no opinions, it seems there is a correlation
between interest in the topic and presence of opinions; the fewer interest students have, the
280

fewer opinions they have. Furthermore, importantly, their means of venting against the
reform were virtually identical to other political news. This implies many of the respondents
treated the constitutional reform controversy the same as any other political news, which is
not deserving considering the issue's significance. In other words, it seems many Japanese
youth did not recognize the problematic situations exposed by the controversy as crucial or
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extremely alarming because of a lack of interest in the topic.

Second, many Japanese youth responded to the controversy by casual and informal
venting means as an alternative to intense demonstrations. However, some of them did not
regard their actions as political engagement. The respondents’ most common venting means
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(except for “did nothing”): by conversations and via SNS are associated with the concept of
“engaged citizenship,” (Shea and Harris 2006, as cited in Joo, 2018) which states politics can
be transformed as casual and daily activities. However, interestingly, the case of the
constitutional reform controversy is not thoroughly identical with “engaged citizenship” since
a large portion of the respondents perceived their casual actions as low political engagement.
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Therefore, it seems a certain portion of the respondents have vented against the controversy
by casual and informal ways despite doubting the notion of “engaged citizenship,” an
innovative concept trying to function as a promoter of political engagement of youth.

Third, Japanese youth tends to believe in SNS’s benefits of spreading individual
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opinions. This tendency might have resulted in not adopting intense demonstrations as a
response to the controversy. Several respondents evaluated venting means via SNS would be
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most potent and effective to spread their political opinions. This idea of relying on SNS is
connected with SEALD’s tactic to attract and mobilize youth to follow their anti-reform
ideology to transform SNS into a stage for discussions about political topics. Perhaps, the
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group’s strategy succeeded because of the prevailing norm among Japanese youth: SNS can
be a platform for insisting on political opinions. Interestingly, however, the most common
venting action to the controversy among respondents was conversations with friends, which
implies although the respondents believed in the benefits of SNS; still, they ended up with the
most straightforward approach for them. Considering the three possibilities of why Japanese
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youth did not launch or join in intense demonstrations against the constitutional reform,
“catalyst-reaction mechanism” does not fit into this phenomenon. Above, I defined “catalyst”
as “a problematic or alarming political situation which evokes strong emotions, especially
anger, and eventually leads the public to protest.” However, the research discovered that a
problematic or alarming political situation does not necessarily evoke strong emotions.
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Furthermore, strong emotions evoked by a problematic or alarming political situation do not
necessarily make the public to protest in a visible way. In other words, even though the
public perceives a problem in politics, citizens are not always influenced to be angry. They
do not always take noticeable actions such as demonstrations on the street as their responses.
For the constitutional reform controversy case, it seems there are two major types in Japanese
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youth’s behaviors: type1) in the first place, not influenced to be angry by the controversy,
thereby ending up with no reactions, type2) influenced to be angry by the controversy and
responding by casual and informal venting styles, in other words, invisible and unnoticeable
actions.
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Thus, it seems “catalyst-reaction mechanism” should be re-defined as containing degree
in the theory, to be more specific, three phases:
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1. Whether one perceives a problem.
2. Whether one is emotionally influenced, especially to be angry by the problem.
3. Whether the emotion makes one demonstrate against the problem in a visible way.
330

Applying this revised concept, two major types of Japanese youth's political behaviors
toward the constitutional reform controversy can be explained as, type1: between phase 1)
and 2), and type2: between phase 2) and 3).

Conclusion
335

This research paper examined why Japanese youth did not demonstrate against the
constitutional reform controversy intensely despite the present catalyst for intense political
movements. By conducting the survey to observe the venting means of Japanese youth based
on the “catalyst-reaction mechanism,” I derived three possible causes that prevent Japanese
youth from demonstrating in an intense way. Also, the research revealed that the “catalyst-
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reaction mechanism” I had defined does not necessarily comprehend all of the
demonstrations, and to explain various protesting actions, the theory itself should contain
three phases. For future research, by using the refined “catalyst-reaction mechanism,” which
of the three factors (and any other possible factors too) was the most influential to Japanese
youth could be worth investigating. When it comes to investigating this, it will be inevitable
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to research the links between each phase of the mechanism (how each phase is connected and
sometimes disconnected to each other) to appreciate not only the correlation but also the
causality about what made Japanese youth not to organize fierce collective protests. Also,
asking directly about the images they hold about intense demonstrations might help
understand the Japanese youth’s psychological and logical process to reject intense
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demonstrations from their choices. Furthermore, many of the respondents decided not to
utilize SNS while believing it would be the most effective tool to spread their opinions could
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be worth exploring.

Finally, I would like to conclude this paper by talking about the relationship between
355

demonstrations and democracy. Demonstrations have been carried out as voices of the public
throughout world history. Therefore, to ensure the future of democracy, I believe this culture
of protests needs to persist. Due to today’s youth’s political apathy and the emergence of
advanced communication technology, forms of protests might transform dramatically in this
century. However, what the public has to remember is to make protests visible or audible to
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the decision-makers. Otherwise, their voices cannot reach to the government and will be
disregarded. Through observing Japanese youth’s political behavior, I personally feel a sense
of crisis that their individual and informal actions could float around only in their small
communities and be merely ceased as mumbles. Thus, overall, I hope this paper could signify
the alarm to today’s youth who will be responsible for the future of democracy, telling them
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the importance of engaging in politics and making their opinions visible and audible to the
cabinet.
(Word Count: 4214)
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SECTION III:
GLOSSARY OF ACADEMIC WRITING TERMS
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Stages & Strategies of the Writing Process
Brainstorming
A process of collecting ideas on a topic at random.
Clustering
A discovery strategy in which the writer groups ideas in a nonlinear fashion,
using lines and circles to indicate relationships.
Drafting
An initial product wherein the writer has made steps toward putting words on
paper; an initial or “rough” draft may undergo substantial revision, but its
purpose is to generate ideas, define a focus and think about an organizational
structure.
Editing
Reading a written text to identify and address lapses of clarity, inaccuracies, a
lack of unity and grammatical errors.
Freewriting
The form of pre-writing in which one writes spontaneously and swiftly without
regard to organization or language usage.
Proofreading
Re-reading a piece of written text, for the purpose of identifying errors, including
formatting and English language errors.
Revising
A process by which a writer looks again or re-sees ideas presented in an early
draft.
Writing Process
The idea that writing is an on-going series of actions directed toward a specific
aim or purpose; the writing process consists of pre-writing, drafting, revising,
editing, and proofreading.
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Essential Parts of the Essay
Audience
The group or individual for whom the writing is intended. For the writer the
audience is the reader whom the right to desires to persuade, inform or
entertain.
Background Information
Provides an overview of the subject matter. It helps the reader to identify
important facts related to your topic such as terminology, dates, events, history,
and relevant names or organizations.
Body Paragraph
A paragraph located in the main part of a paper that supports the thesis or aim
of the writing. Usually contains a topic sentence, supporting sentences with
evidence and can include a concluding statement.
Citation
When you add information from another individual's work into your work.
Coherence
What makes a text meaningful. In a coherent text, ideas are logically connected
to produce meaning. It is what makes the ideas in the essay logical and
consistent.
Cohesion
Writing that leads the reader from one point to the next by skillfully structuring
the sentences and paragraphs in a way that ensures the reader’s journey is a
smooth experience.
Concision
Using as few words as possible without losing clarity or readability.
Conclusion
The final section of a written assignment or presentation, whereby the main idea
is reinforced, main ideas are summarized and a final comment provided. The
conclusion is an essential component of an effective essay because it restates
the main ideas.
Development
Relates to writing a sufficient detail about the various topics in your essay. Your
writing might lack development if you didn’t write enough to answer readers’
questions or if you didn’t thoroughly support your argument. A well-developed
essay is much more specific and detailed.
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Fluency
Written material which flows in a smooth, effortless, and correct manner to a
given or desired outcome in order for the reader to easily follow the writer’s
thoughts or arguments.
Genre
The class of texts that bear a family resemblance to one another and that
function in context to facilitate specific kinds of communication. Types of genres
may include newspaper article, research report, essay, poem, poster, etc.
Hanging Indent
An indent that is used in the reference section that indicates that the same
reference is continuing on a second line.
Introduction
Where you provide any important background information. It tells the reader
what to expect and what the main idea of the essay is.
Organization
The arrangement of ideas or information in your writing. Good writing has a
clear structure, presents ideas in a logical order, and is easy for readers to
follow.
Paragraph
A distinct section of writing that usually contains a single theme. In APA styling,
a paragraph is indicated by a new line which is indented 1.27cm.
Purpose
Refers to the essay’s intent: to entertain, persuade, inform, describe, report.
The purpose of the essay answers the questions: “Why are you writing this?”
and “what do you want readers to know or do after reading your paper?
Unity
Unity means that each paragraph has one main idea. All other sentences and
details in that paragraph revolve around that main idea. If a sentence or detail
does not adhere closely to the central idea expressed in the topic sentence, it
does not belong in that paragraph.
Reference List
A list of end text references found at the end of a major essay or report. A
reference list is required for all university essays and reports. There are many
different referencing styles, including APA, Chicago and Harvard.
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Register
The level of formality in language.
Signposting
Using level 2 or level 3 headings to clearly indicate to the reader of a new
distinct idea or concept that will be explained and the heading clearly identifies
that idea or concept.
Style
The strategies a writer uses in order to create a particular effect; stylistic choices
may include form, arrangement of words or images on a page, word choice,
grammar, voice.
Thesis Statement
The sentence which expresses the main idea or stance of the writer in an essay.
The thesis is important because the whole essay focuses on this idea. It is
usually the last sentence of the introduction.
Topic Sentence
The topic sentence is to a paragraph what the thesis is to the entire essay,
namely, it expresses the paragraph’s central idea.
Voice
The writer’s persona as portrayed through writing.
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Language, Grammar, Vocabulary
Acronym
An abbreviation formed using the initial letter of the words in a phrase or
sentence.
WHO for World Health Organization.
Active Voice
A sentence where the subject of the verb does the action.
The dog bit the man or Researchers showed that high stress can cause heart
attacks.
Antonym
Words with opposite meanings.
Big and small.
Collocation
Collocation refers to how words go together or form fixed relationships.
Do homework, take a risk, heavy rain.
Colloquialism
The word of expression acceptable in informal situations but inappropriate in
formal, academic writing.
Conjunction
A word that joins two words, phrases or parts of a sentence together.
because, while.
Contraction
A shortened form of pronoun and verb.
She’s, I’d.
Hedging
The use of cautious language when offering your opinion, when you cannot be
absolutely sure of the accuracy of a fact or when you want to make your claim
difficult for others to disagree with.
Could, might, It is unlikely that ..., there is a definite possibility that ....
Hyponym
A term used to designate a particular member of a broader class.
Dog, elephant, goat are hyponyms of mammals.
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Nominalization
The process of changing word form, usually from a verb to a noun, to nouns in
order to make a text sound more academic.
The verb “require” to the noun “requirement.”
Passive Voice
A sentence where the subject receives the action.
The man was bitten by the dog or It was demonstrated that heart attacks can be
caused by high stress.
Phrasal Verb:
A phrase that connects a verb with a preposition. Common in speaking, informal
communication less common in formal/academic writing.
Look into, sum up, start off with.
Reporting Verb:
A verb that reports the words, thoughts or ideas of another person or source.
Say, believe, claim.
Synonym:
A word with the same meaning.
Big and large.
Transition Words
The way one thought moves into the next thought. Transitions can occur
between sentences, paragraphs, or even entire sections of a paper.
However, in addition, therefore.
Word Redundancy:
Words that unnecessarily repeat an idea already conveyed by other words in the
sentence.
True facts, free gift, past history, unexpected surprise.
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Argumentative Writing
Analysis
An examination of the different facets of an idea/argument and the connections
between them.
Appeals
These are the 3 means of persuasion described by Aristotle. Ethos-referring to
persuasion through character, ethics, values. Pathos- referring to persuasion
through emotions and feelings. Logos- referring to persuasion to logical
reasoning. The 3 appeals often overlap in an argument.
Argumentation.
The writers attempt to convince the reader of a point. It is based on appeals to
reason, evidence proving the argument, and sometimes emotion to persuade.
Some arguments attempt to prove a point but others go further by inciting the
reader to action. At the heart of all argumentation lies a debatable issue.
Claim
The idea or thesis that forms the basis of an argument.
Conclusion
A statement in an argument that indicates of what the arguer is trying to
convince the reader/listener of.
Counterargument
A rebuttal, or argument against, an opposing viewpoint or claim.
Critique
Or Critical Review, is a piece of writing that deconstructs a research paper or
journal article, identifying key elements of the work and highlighting key
strengths or weaknesses.
Deduction
A mode of reasoning that begins with what is known to be true and seeks to
determine the premises that demonstrate the validity of that truth.
Evidence
Materials offered to support and further a writer’s purpose; types of evidence
might include personal experience, factual information, research, etc.
Fallacy
A false or mistaken belief or claim, usually based on poor reasoning.
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Induction
A mode of reasoning whereby one attempts generalization or prediction after
considering particular cases or samples, not before.
Inference
Drawing conclusions about issues on the basis of available information.
Premise
A statement in an argument that provides reason or support for the conclusion.
There can be one or many premises in a single argument.
Qualifier
A limitation imposed on a claim that makes it valid only under some
circumstances.
Refute
To prove a statement, position, or claim is wrong or false.
Synthesis
The process of joining together information from multiple sources or articles, to
show that there is a relationship in the existing literature.
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Primary Research Writing
Abstract
A very short account at the beginning of a journal article/research paper that
states what the article is about, including what was investigated, where it was
investigated, how it was investigated, and what was discovered.
Appendix
The additional information presented at the end of an essay or a book. The
appendix usually holds information that is relevant to the topic under discussion,
but that does not form part of the core text. Things typically appearing in an
appendix are the data on which a study is based, consent forms, questionnaires
and similar information.
Findings
What has been discovered as the result of research.
Hypothesis
Suggested explanation which may be later supported or disproved through
evidence.
Literature Review
This is the process of searching the existing literature relating to your research
problem to develop theoretical and conceptual frameworks for your study and to
integrate your research findings with what the literature says about them. The
aim is to place your research in perspective to what others have investigated
about the issues.
Methodology
An umbrella term used to refer to the general research strategy that underpins
the methods and practices that form your research project.
Primary Source
Sources that provide primary data such as interviews, observations and
questionnaires. Information collected for the specific purpose of the study either
by the researcher or by someone else.
Qualitative Research
Emphasizes description and the narration of feelings, perceptions and
experiences rather than their measurement; and communicates findings in a
descriptive and narrative rather than analytical manner. Places little or no
emphasis on generalizations.
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Quantitative Research
Aims to quantify the extent of variation in a phenomenon, emphasizes the
measurement of variables and objectivity of the process. Believes in the basis of
the larger sample size, giving importance to validity and reliability of findings.
Aims to draw conclusions and inferences that can be generalized.
Research Proposal
Research proposal details your operational plan as to how are you are going to
find answers to your research questions. It outlines the various tasks you plan to
undertake to fulfil your research objectives or obtain answers to your research
questions.
Research Question
A question or hypothesis posed at the beginning of a study (for example in an
essay), which is then tested in subsequent research.
Secondary Source
Sources that provide secondary data are called secondary sources. Sources such
as books, journals, previous research studies are
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PRIMARY RESEARCH ESSAYS
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About the writer – Sumire Harata
ENG 150/AILA 2: ADVANCED ACADEMIC WRITING
INTERDISCIPLINARY PRIMARY RESEARCH ESSAY
CLOSING THE GENDER GAP IN STEM FIELDS IN JAPAN
(SUBMITTED DECEMBER 2021)

From Sumire to the Reader…
My academic interest is in Women's Studies, Gender Studies, and Cultural Anthropology. Currently, I
am especially interested in the development of feminism and gender equality in social and cultural
values in Asia. I hope to work in women's empowerment and sexual and reproductive health rights in
my future career.
The strong point of my primary research essay is that it critically analyzes the term rikejo from Gender
Studies and Social Psychological perspectives. Also, I was glad to also consider the influence of
conforming to traditional masculinity on boys' career and academic choices. The weak point of my
essay is that I do not introduce any example of Japanese women pursuing careers in STEM fields. I
should have contrasted biased images against women in STEM with their reality. As for my growth as
a writer, I can now write more academic essays than I did in Comp I. The interview I did with the
professor at Hiroshima University was a good experience as a researcher. There are almost no
research papers on rikejo, so the information I gained from the interview was helpful. Also, I enjoyed
finally writing about my own perspective in the final essay based on my primary and secondary
research.
I believe that you can write a good essay if you select a good research topic. Examining the debates
or social issues you are interested in from various academic disciplines will help you choose a
research topic by learning multiple perspectives and connections between the fields. Also, being
creative and flexible is essential to integrate two academic disciplines into one coherent essay .
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Closing the Gender Gap in STEM Fields in Japan

Abstract
Female ratios in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) have been low
5

in Japan despite various agencies' efforts. Japan (25%) placed below the worldwide averages
(39%) of women's participation in STEM majors. Also, since the term rikejo (science girls)
started being used in Japanese media, the ratio of female undergraduate science students has
declined from around 28 % to 25 % in total. This paper examines the impact of unconscious
biases and stereotypes on Japan's slow improvement of the gender gap in STEM. It provides
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a critical analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of rikejo and the impact of traditional
masculinity on men's choice of academic disciplines. To find the solutions to overcome
unconscious gender biases and close the gender gap in STEM fields, I interviewed Professor
Yasuko Morinaga at Hiroshima University and Professor Kaeko Chiba at Akita International
University. The interviews revealed that while rikejo can get girls interested in STEM fields,
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it also emphasizes the stereotypes of women in STEM, such as being a strange person,
studying too much, and not caring about fashion or makeup. I concluded that learning Gender
Studies during compulsory education, which significantly impacts the formation of individual
gender consciousness, is crucial to change the negative stereotype of overall women and
close the gender gap in STEM.

20

Keywords: STEM, gender gap, unconscious bias, stereotype, rikejo

Closing the Gender Gap in STEM Fields in Japan
The gender gap in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) is a
serious problem that needs immediate attention. Japan (25%) placed below the worldwide
25

averages (39%) of "women's participation in science, mathematics and computing at the
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university level" (Ikkatai et al., 2021, p.2). Additionally, in 2017, female members accounted
for only 7% of the Mathematical Society of Japan (Ikkatai et al., 2021, p.815). Even more
concerning is the recent news story that Tokyo Medical University began falsifying the score
of female applicants to reduce the number of female entrants in 2011 (BBC News, 2018).
30

BBC News (2018) quotes the Yomiuri Shimbun, the biggest daily newspaper in Japan, saying
that Tokyo Medical University began to reduce the number of female entrants since "many
female students who graduate end up leaving the actual medical practice to give birth and
raise children" (para.8).
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Various agencies in Japan have conducted programs to increase the number of female
science and technology professionals over the years. For instance, Gender Equality Bureau
Cabinet Office is implementing a campaign called Rico-Challenge, which provides girls with
information about STEM, messages from women working in STEM fields, and events
introducing STEM-related jobs (Ikkatai et al., 2021, para. 6). The purpose of this campaign is
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to encourage female junior and high students to become interested in STEM and to support
their thinking of their future careers (Gender Equality Bureau Cabinet Office, n.d.). Also, the
Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) financially supports holding science
experiment classes and social events for girls to interact with women who are active at the
forefront of STEM fields (Ikkatai et al., 2021; JST, n.d.).
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Despite these public efforts, female ratios in STEM fields remain low. During these
ten years, just since the term rikejo (science girls) started being used in Japanese media, the
percentage of female undergraduate science students has declined from around 28 % to 25 %
in total (Hori, 2020). In addition, the ratios of female workers in science and engineering in
50

2018 were only 8.7% and 6.2%, respectively (Hori, 2020). Researchers point out that the
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main reason for Japan's slow improvement of the gender gap in STEM is unconscious biases
that promote stereotypes and gendered socialization (EPMEWSE, 2017, p.54; Hori, 2020;
Ikkatai et al., 2021). Not only prejudice against women but also conformity to traditional
masculinity can contribute to the inequality in STEM. This paper will examine how
55

unconscious biases and stereotypes affect the gender gap in STEM fields in Japan. It focuses
on the strengths and weaknesses of rikejo, the impact of traditional masculinity on men's
choice of academic disciplines, and the necessity of incorporating Gender Studies in
compulsory education as a required curriculum.
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Literature Review
The Impact of Unconscious Gender Biases: Stereotype Threat
Women have been underrepresented in STEM fields mainly because of unconscious
gender biases. Some researchers believe that stereotypes and gendered socialization (for
example, the idea that males are good at mathematical or logical thinking and females are
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good at cooking or childcare) are strongly related to the gender gap in STEM fields. In Japan,
the gender stereotype that women are inferior to men in mathematics and physics is still
strongly rooted (Morinaga, 2017). At the same time, Japanese people tend to think that
women should not be too intellectual since women who are more intelligent than men cannot
get married (Ikkatai et al., 2021). As Ikkatai et al. (2021) explain, "the ability to do
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mathematics and physics is perceived as synonymous with being intellectual" in Japan (p.4).
On the other hand, Isa and Chinen (2016) state that "as the production of scientific
knowledge has historically been the task of men, this scientific knowledge can in itself be
seen as male-centric" (p.104). That is, Japanese people are more likely to believe that women
cannot be more competent than men in STEM subjects since they have been a male-
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dominated field throughout history.
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Reinking and Martin (2018) note that these socialization practices can promote
stereotype threat. Franceschini et al. (2014) define stereotype threat as "the concern that is
experienced when one feels at risk of confirming, as self-characteristic, a negative stereotype
about one's group" (p.273). In other words, stereotype threat can undermine one's motivation
80

and academic performance when one confirms negative stereotypes about an individual's
racial, gender, or cultural group as a self-characteristic. According to Morinaga (2017), a
study using a stereotype scenario shows that junior and high school girls' motivation to study
mathematics decreased when they were praised with the expression "Great job, even though
you are a girl" by their teachers after getting a high score in mathematics (p.56). It indicates
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that female students who are good at mathematics may develop negative attitudes toward
mathematics when they hear a stereotype that "girls are not good at mathematics." Therefore,
overcoming such stereotypes is essential to prevent stereotype threat, let girls be confident,
and support their STEM learning.
How Japanese Media Depicts Female Scientists: Rikejo as a Sexist Term
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In the U.S. and in other cultures, media has played a significant role in constructing
STEM stereotypes that affect female STEM education and career options. For instance, we
can see the gender gap in STEM fields not only in the real world but also in movies and TV
shows. A study of "representations of women STEM characters in media" published by the
Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media (2018) found out that 62.9% of STEM characters
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were male in movies, TV shows, and streaming content from 2007 to 2017 (p.12). In
an article about Japan's "digital gender gap" published in The New York Times, Foster
(2021) points out that comic books and TV shows have reinforced the mindset that STEM is
a male domain and women who become scientists or engineers cannot get married (para.6).
Maigua (2021) quotes Steinke, who has researched the impact of media images of women
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scientists and engineers on girls' identification with STEM. Steinke says, "Media portrayals
that emphasize cultural norms of femininity and traditional roles for women do little to
encourage adolescent girls in engineering, science, and technology" (as cited in Maigua,
2021, para.5).
The way of using rikejo in the media shows unconscious biases in Japanese society
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against female STEM researchers. Rikejo (science girls) is a Japanese term that refers to
female workers and researchers in STEM fields and female students pursuing STEM-related
careers. A Japanese publisher, Kodansha Ltd., runs a website called Rikejo to provide science
news, learning methods for STEM subjects, messages from STEM professionals, and
information on higher education and employment in STEM fields (Ikkatai et al., 2021;
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Rikejo, n.d.). Ikkaitai et al. (2021) assume that these initiatives have raised the number of
girls studying STEM. Ehime University conducted a rikejo development program called the
"science princess project" for female middle and high school students. Hori (2020), a
professor of Science and Engineering Mathematics at Ehime University, notes that more than
85% of the female students who participated in the program responded that they strongly
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desire to study science and technology (Hori, 2020, para. 10). In this way, rikejo has been
used for encouraging and supporting girls to pursue their careers in STEM. However, it
reinforces the stereotype of female STEM researchers at the same time.
Tanimoto (2014) criticizes rikejo as a sexist term since it enhances how special and
distinctive female STEM researchers are (para. 17). Tanimoto also points out that the
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Japanese media only reports on the age, gender, and clothing that they are wearing, things
that have nothing to do with their achievements (para. 12). For example, the Kodansha
website Rikejo mentioned above, posted an interview report titled "Beautiful Researcher
Reveals the Intellectual Relationship between Plants and Insects" (Horikawa, 2014). What is
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the purpose of including "beautiful researchers" in the title? Perhaps the writer used
125

"beautiful" to attract readers’ attention, meaning no offense. The problem is that the writer
introduces a "beautiful" researcher as a role model to girls, even though her appearance has
nothing to do with her research, unconsciously sexualizes the female researcher. After
reading this article, girls may think that they need to be beautiful to become researchers. In
2020, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences announced that it would award the Nobel
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Prize in Chemistry to Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer A. Doudna "for the development
of a method for genome editing" (Takeda, 2020; The Nobel Prize, 2020). In response to this
news, the Japanese media published articles with titles such as "Rikejo wins Nobel Prize" and
"Will the era come when girls are more excited about science than Cinderella?" (Takeda,
2020, para. 2). Takeda (2020) points out that the problem with such articles is that they affirm
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unconscious biases rooted in Japanese society, such as "the reason why so few women
become scientists is because women are not competent or motivated enough" (para. 3-4).
Takeda also notes that such media instills a stigma that "girls who yearn for Cinderella are
less willing to enter society" (Takeda, 2020, para. 10). Thus, even though rikejo was created
to promote and support girls' participation in STEM fields, it can reinforce unconscious
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gender biases against female scientists.
Such unconscious biases hampering female career progression in STEM are called the
"Matilda effect" (Kamerlin, 2016). The Matilda effect is a term coined by Margaret W.
Rossiter in 1993 after the American suffragist and feminist critic Matilda J. Gage to describe
the systematic undervaluing of the contributions of women scientists (Kamerlin, 2016;
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Rossiter, 1993). For instance, studies have shown that male applicants are 7% more likely to
obtain research funding than female applicants (Kamerlin, 2016). Also, another study
indicates that papers with a male lead author are more likely to be cited than those with a
female lead author (Kamerlin, 2016). Kamerlin notes that "The biggest challenge with the
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Matilda effect, i.e. systematic bias and discrimination against the contributions of women, is
150

that its roots start at a very early age" (p. 8). That is, people have been exposed to media with
biased representations since they were children. Those who grow up watching biased media
can reproduce STEM stereotypes by writing newspaper articles or producing movies and TV
shows.
The Impact of Traditional Masculinity on Men's Choice of Academic Disciplines and
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Academic Engagement
The gender gap in STEM is caused not only by the prejudice against women but also
by traditional masculinity. Due to deep-rooted social norms of traditional masculinity, men
are more likely to consciously or unconsciously avoid the arts and humanities and major in
STEM, which further contributes to the stereotype that STEM is a discipline for men only
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(Beutel et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2017). In other words, gender stereotypes can affect the
choice of academic disciplines, academic engagement, and the educational and career choices
of men as well as women. A survey conducted by Ikkatai et al. (2019) suggests that Japanese
women are more likely to consider mathematics as masculine than men and disagree with the
statement, “women should be intellectual” (p.819). Beutel et al. (2019) state that STEM fields
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are regarded as masculine since they are associated with "objectivity, rigor, status, agency,
competitiveness, and instrumentality" (p.376). On the other hand, academic fields such as the
arts and humanities and health care are perceived as feminine (Beutel et al., 2019). Therefore,
the masculine norms such as emotional control and focusing on work make men reject
"feminine" subjects and major in STEM or doctoral-track medicine (Beutel et al., 2019,
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p.374). However, a study conducted by Santos et al. (2013) found that the mathematical
ability of the 7th and 8th-grade boys who internalize masculine behavior tends to be lower
(Rogers et al., 2017). Rogers et al. (2017) point to traditional masculinity as a reason for a
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decline in boys' academic achievement in secondary school since the norms can dissuade
adolescents from studying diligently and seeking help when needed. In addition, Rogers et al.
175

(2017) note that conforming to traditional masculinity can impair both girls' and boys'
academic engagement and psychological well-being. Therefore, the stereotype that STEM is
a male discipline limits the academic options of men as well as women, and the norms of
masculinity diminish men's academic engagement.
Methodology
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Guiding Questions
To find the solutions to overcome unconscious gender biases and close the gender gap
in STEM fields, I interviewed Yasuko Morinaga, a professor at Hiroshima University whose
specialty is Social Psychology, and professor Kaeko Chiba, who is teaching Gender Studies
and Japan Studies at Akita International University. The guiding questions of my primary
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research were as follows: how do experts evaluate rikejo, how does conformity to traditional
masculinity relate to the gender gap in STEM, and how can we overcome unconscious gender
biases?
Participants and Data Collection
1. I interviewed professor Yasuko Morinaga, a professor at Hiroshima University. Her
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field of expertise is Social Psychology, and her research theme is related to stereotypes,
prejudice and discrimination, and gender. The interview was conducted in Japanese on
November 12th, 2021, on ZOOM.
2. I also interviewed professor Kaeko Chiba who is teaching Gender Studies and Japan
Studies at Akita International University. Her field of expertise is Sociology and Social
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and Cultural Anthropology. The interview was conducted in Japanese on November 19th,
2021, on ZOOM.
I received both professors’ permission to use their name and title in the paper and record the
interviews to quote accurately.
Findings
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Interview Question 1: How do experts evaluate rikejo in terms of the strategy to increase the
number of female workers in STEM?
Both professors evaluated rikejo as a term with advantages and disadvantages; thus,
they did not wholly criticize it. Professor Morinaga mentioned that rikejo has made science
subjects more accessible to girls. Also, Professor Chiba thinks that rikejo can provide us with
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an opportunity to talk about the issue of the lack of women in science in Japan because
people have started paying attention to the gender gap in STEM since rikejo has been seen in
the media. On the other hand, Professor Morinaga pointed out that rikejo spreads the mindset
that women in STEM fields are unique and different from the majority of women. Professor
Morinaga noted that this is called "subtyping" in social psychology. That is, rikejo makes
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people perceive women in STEM as an exception, and the unconscious biases and
stereotypes against the rest of women are still not solved and remain in their minds.
Interview Question 2: What do experts think about the idea that Japanese schools should
teach Gender Studies in compulsory education?
Both professors agreed that Japanese schools should teach Gender Studies in
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compulsory education. Professor Morinaga noted that the self-awareness of having
unconscious biases is crucial. She mentioned that teaching Gender Studies would allow
children to be aware of unconscious gender biases and change their stereotypes. In Japan,
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most high school students have to choose humanities or STEM to study for the university
entrance exam by the spring of their second year. Professor Morinaga thinks that students
220

may choose based on biases without a deep understanding of which course is suited for them;
thus, we need to tell them that they do not necessarily fit all gender stereotypes. Professor
Chiba emphasized that learning traditional masculinity is very important both for boys and
girls because the mindset that men should work outside to earn money and feed their families
unconsciously forces boys to choose to study STEM to get job qualifications. Professor
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Chiba thinks that teaching Gender Studies in compulsory education would free children from
entrenched gender biases and stereotypes.
Discussion
By interviewing experts, I found that the word rikejo can attract girls to STEM fields,
but it cannot change the bias against women as a whole. Instead, rikejo creates a new
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category (subtype) and reinforces the stereotype of female scientists (subtyping), as Professor
Morinaga points out. I also found that teaching Gender Studies in compulsory education is
critical for children to be aware of their unconscious biases of gender roles. Therefore,
introducing Gender Studies as a required curriculum can deal with subtyping because it can
allow students to realize unconscious biases and stereotypes, which is the main reason for the
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gender gap in STEM in Japan.
According to Professor Morinaga, rikejo, which means women in STEM, especially
female scientists, is a subtype of the overall female stereotype. Aaldering and van der Pas
(2018) describe a subtype as “characterized as a new category with its own unique
stereotypical characteristics” (p. 915). Also, Bott and Murphy (2007) mention that subtyping
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is the process of segregating a subtype, group members who do not fit into the stereotype and
consider the rest of the group members as the “real” group that maintains the stereotype. For
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example, in the case of gender bias in the leadership of politicians, the stereotypical traits of
women do not coincide with the characteristics people ascribe to female politicians (subtype);
however, the male stereotype and the male politician stereotype (subgroup) almost
245

correspond (Aaldering & van der Pas, 2018). Carli et al. (2016) point out that the incongruity
of female stereotypes with stereotypes about STEM occupation can cause prejudice and
discrimination against women in STEM. In terms of STEM fields, the "female scientists"
stereotype is a subtype of the prevalent female stereotypes. That is, rikejo (science girls) is
just a new category of women, and it does not change the conventional belief: thus,
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stereotypes of women as a whole, such as women are bad at STEM, still remain in society.
Hence, it is necessary to understand the role of the term rikejo. Rikejo can draw society's
attention to women in STEM by emphasizing the specialness of female scientists. Also, in the
name of "rikejo development," the government can support education for girls to get them
interested in STEM. In other words, the role that rikejo can play is limited to drawing girls
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into STEM fields; that is crucial, but simply trying to increase the number of female scientists
is not enough to close the gender gap. As discussed in the literature review, media, including
newspaper articles, movies, and TV shows tend to reproduce gender stereotypes that
the producers of current media grew up with; for that reason, media producers should strive
to create non-biased depictions of women in science and increase the representations of
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female STEM characters to improve girls' perceptions toward STEM professions. As
Professor Chiba mentioned, however, the gender gap in STEM is caused not only by the
prejudice that girls cannot do math and science but also by the traditional masculinity that
boys should work outside and earn money to feed their families. Thus, as well as making
efforts to draw girls into STEM, we also need to address prejudices against women and
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gender role stereotypes against men.
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One strategy to close the gender gap in STEM can be to teach Gender Studies in
compulsory education. According to the report published by OECD, children have
internalized gender norms by the age of five (Phair, 2021, para. 3). Kubo (2021) also states
that "adolescence (ages 10-19) is a time when gender influences become more pronounced
270

and reinforced, as well as a time of the second chance to transform previously constructed
gender biases" (para. 2). Thus, education in schools, where adolescents spend the most time,
is the key to solving gender inequality in STEM. By teaching Gender Studies during the
critical period of intellectual and psychological development between the ages of 6 and 15,
the number of people aware of gender issues will increase in the long run. As Professor Chiba
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mentioned, boys tend to choose STEM subjects because of conforming to traditional
masculinity, which is not often discussed in Japan. A study conducted by the OECD also
shows that gender stereotyping is more robust among boys and that boys' occupational
choices more closely match conventional gender norms than girls' occupational choices
(Phair, 2021, para. 3). Hence, by learning that gender is a socially constructed concept, both
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girls and boys should choose their occupations and academic disciplines more freely without
being bound by traditional femininity or masculinity. Also, in Japan, the gender gap in
education is small compared to the political and economic fields; thus, the government does
not emphasize it much (World Economic Forum, 2021). However, the authority should
address hidden curriculums such as the lack of female STEM teachers, gender bias in
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describing people in textbooks, and how teachers treat girls and boys differently. Increasing
the awareness of gender issues in Japanese society through education will be the first step in
closing the gender gap in STEM fields.
In this research project, I could not investigate what kind of challenges exist in
teaching Gender Studies in compulsory education in Japan. In addition, this paper only
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mentions gender bias of women and men; however, when teaching Gender Studies, the
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curriculum should also cover sexual orientation, gender identity, and the LGBTQ
community. It is also important to consider the difficulties women face, such as balancing
work and child-rearing, returning to work after childbirth, and getting promoted. Hence, in
my further research, I would like to investigate the issues involved in incorporating Gender
295

Studies into compulsory education as a required curriculum and the social structural factors
behind the gender gap in STEM fields.
Conclusion
Unconscious biases, prejudices, and stereotypes cause the gender gap in STEM fields.
Through primary and secondary research, I found the strengths and weaknesses of the term
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rikejo. Rikejo effectively gets girls interested in STEM-related subjects. However, it makes
people perceive women in STEM as special and different from most women. That is,
rikejo cannot ultimately change the negative stereotype of overall women that they cannot
think logically or mathematically, which is the root cause of the gender gap in STEM.
Therefore, to close this gap, it is inadequate to promote the attractiveness of STEM to girls.
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In addition, as Professor Chiba noted, pressure from society to conform to traditional
masculinity can lead boys to choose STEM majors without considering alternative studies in
the Humanities. Hence, as Professor Morinaga and Professor Chiba mentioned, it is essential
to teach gender studies during compulsory education, which significantly impacts the
formation of individual gender consciousness. By engaging in Gender Studies, children can
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learn that gender is a socially constructed concept and broaden the range of their career and
academic choices. Reforming education and raising individuals' awareness of gender equality
is crucial to overcome unconscious gender bias and close the gender gap in STEM fields.
STEM will become a more diverse field open to all when we achieve these public and
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individual efforts.
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Appendix
Interview Questions
1.

How do experts evaluate rikejo in terms of the strategy to increase the number of
female workers in STEM?

2.

Some researchers note that unconscious gender bias is the main reason for the
gender gap in STEM in Japan. How can we overcome biases?

3.

What do experts think about the idea that Japanese schools should teach gender
studies in compulsory education?

4.

Some researchers point out that we need to keep in mind that promoting girls' STEM
education can create a gender gap in the opposite direction by marginalizing boys in
STEM fields. Can that really happen?
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RESOURCE WEALTH AND PROSPERITY: A STUDY OF LITHIUM MINING IN CHILE
(SUBMITTED DECEMBER 2021)

From Connor to the Reader…
If you had told me that I would be writing a 3,500 word research paper this time last year, I would
have laughed. The fact is, I did not believe that I could write something that long, let alone conduct
primary research. Now, 3,500 words later, I have learned not only about writing but about my
specialty topic, economics.
Writing, editing, and rewriting would be the three words I would use to sum up this project. The
process of writing this paper taught me the importance of reviewing written work through multiple
drafts to cut down on unnecessary ideas and promote the growth of good ones. The growth from my
first rationale synthesis draft to my final essay reflects this process of constant revision. The end
product is something that I am proud of. If I were to express my pride about another aspect, it would
be the growth of my knowledge of economics. I was also able to use Japanese sources in my
academic writing for the first time since my second content course to incorporate into my project was
Intermediate Japanese. The freedom to choose any topic for this research paper meant that I dove
headfirst into a topic I was passionate about. The process of interviewing experts and ‘real people’ for
my primary research was an incredibly satisfying process.
I am eager to use this newfound knowledge in the coming years to challenge barriers in economics.
For any new student about to take the plunge into Composition II/AILA II, I would encourage you to
choose a topic that you are passionate about. Use this research project to stand on the shoulders of
giants and push academia further.
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Resource Wealth and Prosperity: A Study of Lithium Mining in Chile

Abstract
This paper aims to argue that recent increases in demand for lithium mean that Chile is at risk
5

of contracting the “resource curse.” While significant discourse exists surrounding the social
and ecological impacts of resource mining in Chile, a significant gap exists in exploring the
more existential threat of social and economic collapse. Through analysis of other low and
middle income nations that have contracted the resource curse, this paper finds that
government-citizen discourse is an essential part of avoiding the resource curse. More
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specifically, accountable governments with citizens speaking out about social issues help to
avoid the resource curse. By relying on an interview of a Chilean citizen, this paper discovers
a lack of such discourse on issues of mineral wealth, thus qualifying the concern that Chile is
at risk of contracting the resource curse. This paper argues that Japan, as a significant
consumer of lithium for electronic goods, has an opportunity to help Chile avoid the resource

15

curse through a renegotiation of trade deals. This paper then makes recommendations about
how these trade deals may be reconsidered to be beneficial to both parties.
Keywords: Resource curse, lithium, Chile, Japan, Foreign Direct Investment

Introduction
20

How do we solve climate change? The answer is seemingly simple: reduce carbon
emissions. However, the practicality of this solution has been hotly debated over the last 50
years. A point most countries can agree with is the necessity of green energy. The automobile
industry in Japan for example is an innovative industry that is leading the revolution with the
introduction of electric vehicles (Yamada 2021). However, within this transition comes a new
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demand for resources used in production, namely lithium, a primary component of batteries
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that will store energy (Liu and Agusdinata 2020). Chile, a key producer of this resource, lies
at the centre of the global climate puzzle (S. Bauer 2020). However, is this sudden resource
endowment a positive development? This paper looks to analyse the link between resource
wealth and prosperity while exploring how Japan, a significant importer of lithium, can
30

contribute to the positive development of Chile by utilising Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).

Literature Review
In recent years, there has been a collective effort by most nations to transition to green
energy in order to slow climate change. Technologies such as wind and solar are set to power
35

the electric vehicles of the future. This transition has also increased demand for lithium – a
key component of the batteries used to store energy. Chile, a key producer of this resource,
has therefore become central to the green energy revolution.
Increasing demand for commodity-grade lithium has caused the price to increase from
$2 per kg in 2005 to $13 per kg in 2017 (Maxwell and Mora 2020). Increased investment
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interest in the industry has been reflected by an estimated annual 7% increase in the size of
mining operations between 1997 and 2017 (Liu, Agusdinata, and Myint 2019). Lithium is
also making up an increasingly large proportion of Chile’s export earnings with earnings for
lithium increasing by almost 400% between 2013 to 2018 (Alves 2021). Since the
establishment of Chile’s nationalised mining firm SQM in 1995, GDP has increased from
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USD$74B to USD$280B, suggesting that lithium is clearly becoming an important part of
Chile’s development and growth.
While the expectation of finding a valuable, tradable commodity would be that
resource wealth would translate to economic growth and therefore prosperity, empirical
studies on the sustainability of this wealth suggests otherwise. Research from Gylfason
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(2001) shows that of the 65 countries low-middle income countries considered mineral rich,
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only 4 had both long-term investment equal or greater than 25% of GDP and attained longterm economic growth exceeding 4% annually, with the remaining countries having varying
degrees of economic and political turmoil following the discovery of resources.
Venezuela is the posterchild of the dangers of sudden increases in wealth. From the
55

discovery of oil there in 1914, Venezuela experienced a sudden shift of its economy from a
diversified exporter of agricultural goods to 99% oil, causing its economy to become
susceptible to the global oil shocks of the 1980s which devastated export earnings (Hershey
1989; Cheatham and Labrador 2021). Impacts include an estimated 2000% inflation of the
domestic currency, a shortage of basic medicine and food for its people, and a defaulting on
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international loans (CIA 2021, section 6; Kargman 2020). Furthermore, political turmoil is
said to have reduced the output of state-owned extraction facilities significantly in 2019,
hurting not only export earnings but the global supply of oil (Cheatham and Labrador 2021).
As research and empirical data suggests, the reality is that resource wealth has been a curse
for many countries.

65

This is not to say that all countries have contracted the resource curse. Botswana is a
success case in the realm of resource wealth. A country that discovered diamonds in 1967
and went on to raise GDP per capita, living standards, and promote long-term economic
growth to raise it from one of the lowest income countries in Sub-Saharan Africa to middle
income status (Hillbom 2014). Hillbom (2014) goes on to argue that reliable institutions that
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put the interests of the people first were key. Studies of developed countries that were able to
positively utilise resource wealth reveal “Good policies can turn abundant natural resource
riches into an unambiguous blessing” (Gylfason 2001, p. 851).
Despite the devastation that the resource curse has had in neighbouring Venezuela,
discussion on the issue within Chilean circles is limited. Current conversations regarding
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mining in Chile are largely limited to environmental and indigenous issues, the most
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prominent problem being water sustainability. Reports claim that mining operations are
having a negative impact on the water level of surrounding rivers and lakes of the Atacama
desert where mines are located (Budds 2009; C. J. Bauer 2004). The communities most
impacted this are the indigenous Atacama people who live around the mining operations.
80

Molina C. (2016) cites a clash between the human right for indigenous peoples to have access
to clean water with the neoliberal agenda of the Chilean government for economic growth.
This is said to have caused some small scale indigenous protests against mining operations
(Sherwood 2019). However, the economic and political aspects of the issue are generally out
of the public spotlight. Considering the importance of lithium for the global green drive, the
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lack of discourse is worrying.
Japan enters the debate as a significant consumer of lithium through its proposed new
fleet of electric vehicles. Economically, there is a need for a steady flow of resources to
facilitate electric vehicle production (Toyota Tsusho Corporation n.d.). From a multinational
and environmental perspective, Japan has a responsibility to contribute positively to climate
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change efforts through manufacturing the new electric fleet of vehicles. Steady production in
both cases relies significantly on the stability of local government and economy within Chile
(Yamada 2021).
Already, Japan and Chile have close economic and political relations. Since the
1990s, Japan has participated in free trade deals with the country, including the recent
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Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). Mining
has been the main language of trade for over 100 years, and both countries have expressed
willingness to expand their relations with a look to diversify trade (Okubo 2019). In recent
years for example, Japan has become more active in extending FDI to lithium mining
operations in Chile (Bnamericas 2020).
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However, the aid could be improved. The Toyota Tsusho Corporation, a subsidiary of
the Toyota group, has in recent years has worked to increase environmentally sustainable
lithium mining operations in neighbouring Argentina (Toyota Tsusho Corporation n.d.).
Yamada (2021) also offers opinion on the need for further mining in Chile with consideration
of environmental impacts. However, conversations between Japanese non-state actors and the
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Chilean government do not exist.
This paper has thus far explored concepts of resource wealth and prosperity from the
Chilean and Japanese angles. It has found that Chile is at risk of contracting the resource
curse similarly to Venezuela but also finds that domestic and international actors are not
acting appropriately in response. Still unknown is why there is a gap between the knowledge
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of the resource curse and why public discourse does not reflect this concern. Furthermore,
how exactly Japanese companies could aid Chile is unknown. These are questions that will be
answered in an interview with a Chilean citizen.

Methodology
115

Guiding Questions, Interviewee, and Online Setting
In order to understand the reality about resource wealth, I interviewed a Chilean
citizen. This viewpoint was important because addressing the social climate within
populations is an essential part of making effective policy. This interview provided an
important interpersonal viewpoint which was lacking from my secondary research.
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The research therefore seeks to answer two main questions. First, “Is lithium mining
an important topic of conversation in Chile?” This question clarifies if resource mining is a
disputed topic in Chilean politics. To answer this question, we must understand the current
social and political climate within Chile. Upon understanding what Chileans think about
mining broadly, the second guiding question will be “How do Chileans feel about FDI?” To
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answer this question, we must understand how Chilean trade agreements are set up and how
they impact the population.
I completed the interviews online through Discord on December 5, 2021. The online
venue was essential for social distancing measures and connecting with interviewees from
overseas. Although not standard, I do not believe that the venue was a barrier for the
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interview. While I had a list of guiding questions, I found that the interview became more of
an organic conversation, with each answer leading to more questions. The result was an
interview that was more than I originally was aiming for.

Findings
135

My Chilean friend, here-in referred to as “Martin” (a pseudonym to protect identity)
raised new issues that were not initially found in the secondary research. The main finding
was that lithium mining and mining in general is not such a significant issue in Chile
compared to other social issues.
Martin’s first clarification Martin was that lithium is not nearly as important to
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Chileans economically and socially as copper mining. He made clear the historical
significance of copper mining while considering lithium mining as a relatively new issue.
The two issues will therefore be used interchangeably and be grouped under the term
“mining”.
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On Trade
Martin talked extensively about trade issues. He stated that foreign companies often
come to Chile to buy copper and lithium, and in return, export expensive or low-quality
goods. The reality is that the general population cannot afford the expensive goods. To
illustrate, he talked about Chile selling copper to countries such as China, who then mass
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produce goods that are sold back to Chile. Another major problem, he states, is the price of
sale. He cited problems with commodity prices which mean that Chileans are selling
resources at lower than desirable prices. There is a desire to raise prices; however, laws and
regulations place a binding price ceiling on the market. According to Martin, these two
problems are what are discussed most within social circles.

155
On Foreign Direct Investment
On FDI, Martin took a historical view and said that foreign intervention has already
been happening for decades with copper and it is likely to be the same with lithium. Problems
with low selling prices and unfair terms of trade were largely bought up. However, on the
160

positive, there was a new governmental commission that was introduced in 2015 which only
focuses on issues with copper and lithium. Furthermore, Martin agreed with the importance
of foreign investment for Chilean businesses to succeed. However, he raised concerns about
the quality of trading partners, with China in particular being the largest consumer of lithium,
but also the greatest supplier of unneeded, low-quality goods being imported into the Chilean
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market. Comparatively, Europe is said to have the best image, supplying high quality and
necessary goods into the Chilean market. Japan is said to lie somewhere in the middle with
products that are high quality but often not needed: for example, new electric vehicles.

Social and Ecological Implications
170

When questioned about the environmental implications of mining, Martin cited
Chile’s geography. Chile is a large country that stretches over 4,000km north to south, with
varied and complex climates throughout. Practically, the mines that are the source of
environmental damage are limited to the remote northern deserts, where he claims not many
people are living. On water sustainability, he claimed firstly that many people live in
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different ecological situations, meaning that the water sustainability of the north largely does
not impact the south. Secondly, there is simply no discourse on the issue in Spanish media,
implying it is not as important an issue as Western media and academia make it out to be.

The Reality of Discourse
180

Are citizens even interested in resource wealth problems? “No” was Martin’s short
answer. The reality, he claimed, was that resource wealth was firstly not entirely relevant to
the lives of most Chileans, and there were more important social issues to deal with. He
illustrated his point with videos of recent violent protests that broke out in Chile regarding
issues with rising public transportation fares. Additionally, most politicians did not run on a
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ticket that placed resources issues high on the agenda, the implication being that there is not
enough social discourse on the issue to warrant making resource wealth a major campaign
statement. An important point he illustrated, however, is that Chileans as a people are very
politically active. If things are wrong, they will protest about it. Martin therefore believes that
lithium and copper mining currently is not a big enough problem to warrant any conversation.
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Perhaps if people perceive the issue getting worse, social, and political discourse on the issue
would increase. In essence, people currently have bigger issues to deal with.

Discussion
An unimportant issue?
195

Firstly, it is important to understand that Chile is a country with a multitude of
existing problems, both major and minor. As the primary research showed, mineral wealth is
just another issue to add to the pile. This research revealed a variety of reasons that prevent
mineral wealth from entering the public discourse. There are also a variety of negative
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impacts that come uniquely from not discussing mineral wealth. However, solutions exist,
200

some of which will be suggested in this paper.
Barriers to Discussion
The first issue with resource wealth discussion in Chile is that the media is dominated
with stories of other social issues that are perceived as more important. For instance, 2019
was an important year for talks about lithium mining. However, Martin spoke about protests
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about increases in public transport fares dominated recent news and largely drowned out most
other conversations such as talks about significant new trade deals with foreign actors that
would not only impact the environment of Chile but the aggregate socio-economic situation
as well. While the comparative importance of issues is debatable, it is undeniable that the
lack of social discourse on lithium mining is likely to lead to negative consequences.
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Where discourse does occur, the media framing of the issue is ineffective. The main
point of many arguments is environmental, and labour based. For instance, the impact of
lithium mining on water sustainability or the proposed increase in jobs is a main focus. The
case for framing the issue as such is understandable since these issues are easy to understand
and immediately relevant to local actors. However, there are several problems. First, framing
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the problem as ecological means the issue becomes largely irrelevant to most of Chile. As
Martin explains, Chile is a large country with vastly different environments and ways of life.
The outcomes of a small minority of people in a remote area of Chile is generally not enough
to spark discussion.
Secondly, conversations about jobs are often misunderstood. The promise of FDI
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creating jobs is often true; however, the quality and quantity depends on the actor giving the
aid. As Martin states, China is a significant consumer of Chilean lithium, and also provides
FDI. However, China has long been under criticism for providing roads without providing
jobs. Research by Maseruka (2021) shows this problem in full effect in some African nations.
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Indeed, Liu and Agusdinata (2020) find that “Despite the increased jobs provided by mining,
225

both the number of local laborers employed and its share in the mining industry declined
significantly” (p. 12). China uniquely in this case is an actor that does not have the long-term
economic growth of trade partners in mind when it gives FDI. In essence, even if
conversation does occur, it is generally misaligned with reality and does not target the root of
the issue.
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Dangers with upholding the status quo
Avoiding discussion of the resource curse means it is more likely to occur. When
issues are out of public discourse, there is logically less pressure for governments and
businesses to act within what would usually be accepted practice. For governments,
unfavourable actions cause a loss of votes, whereas for businesses, there may be a loss of
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demand for their goods or protests. In the status quo, the resource curse is shrouded in
mystery for the general public. For profit-oriented governments and businesses, there is no
disincentive to pursue mineral wealth at the cost of environment, economy, and politics,
especially when they are international actors. To avoid the snowballing impact of the
resource curse and maintain accountability for actors, the issue must firstly be discussed.
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As long as the issue remains a mystery for the Chilean public, foreign firms are likely
to continue to profit at Chile’s expense. A key problem plaguing Chile’s mineral market,
Martin explained, is that the country sells minerals for far too low of a price in return for
expensive or useless goods. Despite a realisation of this issue, there is no evidence of change
in regard to Chile’s balance of payments. This suggests a disconnect between realisation of
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issues and mechanisation of solutions. The continuation of the status quo means that Chile is
losing out on potential economic gain while foreign actors continue to gain.
Most directly, locals will continue to be harmed by environmental degradation and
job loss as current mining operations continue and discussion is stagnant. As explained, Chile
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is a large country where the people impacted by lithium mining form a minority. However,
250

they are undeniably impacted by ecological and economic change. As businesses continue to
act in their self-interests, the rural poor and indigenous are the actors likely to be impacted
the most. Furthermore, even when discussions start, the time between discussion and action is
the time when the people continue to suffer. To put this issue off for any longer simply hurts
the actors who are largely forgotten by the rest of Chilean society.
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Possible Solutions
The easiest solution is to communicate the importance of the issue by explaining it in
simple terms. A key consideration is focusing discussion on the relevant issues of politics and
economy, which will impact all Chileans compared to the relatively minor cases of
environmental sustainability. The resource curse is something that worsens over time. For
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discourse and solutions to be effective, they must be pursued soon to avoid the pitfalls that
appear over time.
To truly protect the economy, a protectionist policy could be considered. Chile is
currently a part of several free international trade agreements (International Trade
Administration 2021). Evidently, these are not currently working in Chile’s favour.
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Renegotiations should be considered with partner nations with regards to the price of
minerals and the goods gained in return. While this may hurt Chile’s favourability as a trade
partner and supplier of lithium, the comparative of becoming a price taker in the long-term
and succumbing to the resource curse is worse. Chile, as a top world exporter of lithium, has
the bargaining power to push for change and it is imperative that they use it.
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In all cases, Japan has a role to play. Japan is one of Chile’s top trade partners and
enjoys free trade through the Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Chile for a
Strategic Economic Partnership (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan 2015). It is in Japan’s
best interest to keep this trade channel open while also maintaining Chile’s positive growth.
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Japan therefore has a unique incentive to nudge Chilean affairs in a positive direction. Simply
275

increasing bilateral conversation of the issue of lithium mining at trade meetings or for Japan
to place pressure on its mining companies to converse more with their Chilean counterparts
are simple ways to increase discourse and social engagement to the issue. Finally, there needs
to be more realisation in Japan about Chilean needs. As Martin explains, Chileans will not
sell their materials in return for pennies and electric cars that they cannot use. Overall, there
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needs to be a re-evaluation of relations between these trade partners to place further
importance on the real needs of the Chilean state.

Conclusion
The resource curse is a real and pressing issue within Chile. The country continues to
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invest heavily in its mineral resources while forgoing the potential price controls and stability
it could achieve with a protectionist policy. Continuing down this path puts it at risk of
becoming vulnerable to global price variations and fluctuations, which have contributed to
the collapse of states such as Venezuela. Despite these ongoing concerns, there is a lack of
public discourse on the issue that propagates the continuation of socially and economically
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irresponsible actions. To solve this problem is complex, but solutions begin with increasing
discourse. Japan, as an important trade partner of Chile, has not only a vested interest in
assisting Chilean development, but also a global responsibility to ensure that Chile does not
falter as a world producer of lithium. Within the guidance of the recommendations placed in
this paper, Chile has an opportunity to change its trajectory and enjoy the benefits of its
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newly found wealth while avoiding the obvious pitfalls.
(Word Count: 3665)
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Appendix

The questions asked in my interview with Martin are listed below.
Questions that were asked conversationally throughout the interview are not included.
1.

What is the current talk surrounding lithium mining?

2.

What is the biggest problem surrounding mining?

3.

What is the main issue people are concerned about? (Environmental, economic,
social etc.)

4.

How do you feel about foreign companies intervening in Chilean affairs?

5.

Is political corruption an issue recently?

6.

Who is the most vocal for/against mining?

7.

Is there a best or worst image that certain trade partners have?
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